Relationship summary for retail investors
Equitable Advisors, LLC,1 (Equitable Advisors, the firm, we, us or
our) is a broker/dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) pursuant to the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934 and a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority,
Inc. (FINRA) and Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).
Equitable Advisors is also an investment advisor registered with the
SEC pursuant to the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Brokerage
and investment advisory services fees differ, and it is important
for you, the retail investor, to understand the differences. By
visiting investor.gov/CRS, you have access to free and simple
tools to research firms and financial professionals, as well as
educational materials about broker/dealers, investment
advisors and investing.
Brokerage

What investment services and advice can you provide me?
Equitable Advisors offers both brokerage and investment advisory
services to retail investors through financial professionals (FPs) located
across the country. These FPs are largely dually registered as registered
representatives (RRs) licensed to offer brokerage products and as investment
advisor representatives (IARs) licensed to offer investment advisory
services; however, some FPs are only licensed as RRs. It is important for
you to understand brokerage and advisory services and how they compare.
Please note this Relationship Summary and other documents referenced
herein are available at equitable.com/CRS, our disclosure website.

Advisory

Principal services, accounts or investments we make available to retail investors

As a broker/dealer, Equitable Advisors can recommend and effect
securities transactions for you, including buying and selling securities
that can be either held in accounts with LPL Financial, LLC (LPL), our
clearing firm (“brokerage accounts”), or held in accounts directly with the
issuer of the securities purchased (sometimes referred to as “directly held
accounts”). We also offer IRA accounts, where your investments will be
held with the custodian of the IRA. More information about our brokerage
services is available on our disclosure website.

As an investment advisor, Equitable Advisors can provide ongoing
investment advice to you. We offer various asset management programs,
including programs managed by your FP and programs managed by
third-party investment advisors, as well as financial planning services.
More information about our investment advisory services is available in
our Form ADV Part 2A brochure, available on our disclosure website and
by going online at adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/6627 and clicking
“Part 2 Brochures.”

Equitable Advisors offers its brokerage services through FPs who are
RRs of the firm. To become registered, these FPs must pass qualifying
exams administered by FINRA. Not all of our FPs can offer the full range
of broker/dealer investments and services we offer, and your FP may not
be licensed in every state. Please visit brokercheck.finra.org for more
information on your FP’s licenses.

Equitable Advisors offers its advisory services through FPs who are IARs
of the firm. Not all of our FPs are IARs, and not all IARs are licensed in
every state. Please visit adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/IAPDsearch for more
information on your FP’s registration status.

The principal investments we make available to retail investors include: stocks;
bonds and fixed income products; exchange-traded funds and notes; options;
Section 529 college savings plans; a full array of registered investment
companies, such as open- and closed-end mutual funds; unit investment
trusts, variable life and annuity products; and alternative investments.

Equitable Advisors offers two main types of investment advisory services:
asset management and financial planning.

For additional information on these securities, please visit our disclosure
website and review the Equitable Advisors Principles of Investing brochure. For
additional information on alternative investments, please review the Equitable
Advisors Alternative Investments Guide, also on the disclosure website.
Questions to ask your FP
Given my financial situation, should I choose an investment advisory
service? Should I choose a brokerage service? Should I choose both types
of services? Why or why not?
How will you choose investments to recommend to me?
What is your relevant experience, including your licenses, education and
other qualifications? What do these qualifications mean?
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Asset management services include access to ongoing advice about
specific investments in wrap fee and other portfolio management programs,
mutual fund asset allocation programs, and third-party investment advisory
firms. With some exceptions, the investments available to you are the same
as those available to you in a brokerage account.
Financial planning services include education, advice, and the
preparation and delivery of a written financial plan or advice that will
include general recommendations to help you achieve your financial
goals; it does not include analysis or recommendations regarding
specific investments or insurance products.
For additional information on these services, please review the General
Conflicts of Interest Disclosure on our disclosure website, as well as items
4 and 7 of our Form ADV Part 2A brochure.

Equitable Advisors is a wholly owned indirect subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc. (EQH). EQH is a public company listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Equitable Advisors is also affiliated with Equitable
Financial Life Insurance Company (including the trusts underlying certain products), Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company of America, EQ AZ Life Reinsurance Company, AllianceBernstein, Equitable
Investment Management Group, LLC, 1290 Funds®, PlanConnect LLC, and PlanMember Securities Corporation. Equitable Advisors sells products and utilizes services of these affiliates, which, accordingly, may
earn more or less revenue depending upon your investment strategy.

Brokerage

Advisory

Account monitoring
Brokerage services do not include ongoing monitoring; there is no “hold”
recommendation unless made explicitly and in writing. Once a transaction is
executed, it is up to you to monitor the investment. We suggest you request a
meeting at least annually with your FP to discuss your investments.

In each asset management program offered through Equitable Advisors,
our standard services include ongoing monitoring of your investments,
according to terms set forth in your investment advisory agreement, to ensure
they continue to help meet your investment objectives. Our financial planning
services do not include ongoing monitoring.

Investment authority
While FPs may make recommendations to you as to specific securities,
FPs may not exercise discretionary authority when acting in their brokerage
capacity. This means FPs cannot place trades on your behalf without your
consent and you must approve all transactions in your brokerage or directly
held account prior to execution.

In most cases, asset management services are provided on a nondiscretionary basis and FPs may not exercise discretion on your behalf when
acting in their advisory capacity. This means that you must approve all
transactions prior to execution. However, in a limited number of cases, you
may authorize your FP or a third-party advisor to have ongoing discretion to
buy and sell securities on your behalf. Please refer to Item 16 of our Form
ADV Part 2A brochure for more information about discretion.

Limits on investment offerings or investment advice
We offer a wide array of investments and products, with some limitations.
Investment and product offerings may be limited by the specific licenses and
qualifications held by your FP, so we encourage you to ask your FP about his
or her licensing and product credentialing. Moreover, while Equitable Advisors
offers many third-party investments and products, Equitable Advisors and
its FPs also offer proprietary products — products issued by the firm’s
affiliated insurance carrier (Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company) and
mutual fund companies (AllianceBernstein and 1290 Funds®). For additional
information on conflicts of interest related to the offering of proprietary
products, and on limitations to our offerings, please review our General
Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, which is available on our disclosure website.

We offer a wide variety of investment advisory services, with similar
limitations that exist on the brokerage side. While Equitable Advisors
provides investment advice relating to many third-party investments and
products, Equitable Advisors and its FPs also provide investment advice
relating to proprietary products — products issued by the firm’s affiliated
insurance carrier (Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company) and mutual
fund companies managed by affiliates (AllianceBernstein and 1290 Funds®).
For additional information on conflicts of interest related to investment
advice on proprietary products, and on limitations to our offerings, please
review refer to the General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, and Items 4, 5
and 14 of our Form ADV Part 2A brochure.

Account minimums
Your brokerage account may have a minimum account balance requirement.
Please refer to your account agreement for additional details. Certain
investments we offer have minimum investment amount requirements.

Equitable Advisors’ advisory services and programs have specific minimum
investment and/or account balance requirements. Please refer to the
Products and Services Guide on our disclosure website and our Form ADV
Part 2A brochure for additional details.

What fees will I pay?
Brokerage

Advisory

In a brokerage account, each time you buy or sell a security
(including variable life and annuities), you will typically pay a scheduled
commission (or markup/markdown, if the trade is made on a principal
basis) — sometimes embedded in the product price and other times
charged separately — along with certain transaction fees. So in general,
the more you trade, the more you pay in commissions and fees. Accordingly,
if you plan to trade relatively frequently, you may wish to consider an advisory
account where the AUM fee may better suit your needs. (Transfers among
mutual funds within the same fund family and variable annuity sub-accounts
following the initial purchase are typically not subject to commissions, and
may or may not incur fees.) Because of this pricing structure, your FP usually
benefits more when you place trades more often; this conflict of interest is
discussed in greater detail in our General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure.
Additionally, the amount of the fee and commission is not the same for every
investment type. For example, mutual funds (and other types of investment
company products) typically charge sales loads that are percentages based
on the principal amount invested, whereas transactions in other investments
such as stocks, ETFs, and bond/fixed income products involve commissions
based on the firm’s published schedule that are either added to or deducted
from the principal amount invested. For certain mutual funds, the firm as
broker/dealer may also receive other types of brokerage-related compensation,
such as distribution and servicing (12b-1) fees which are shared with your FP.
For more information about the fees and costs associated with our brokerage
services, please refer to our General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure.

For asset management services, you typically pay a quarterly assets under
management (AUM) fee that is a percentage of AUM negotiated between you and
your FP. The amount of the fee the firm can receive may not exceed 2.5% annually,
and for most advisory programs it includes the cost of advisory services and
certain transaction costs and administrative fees charged by the broker/dealer or
bank that has custody of your assets (which can be Equitable Advisors). Depending
on the account type, there are typically other additional fees, such as IRA fees,
termination fees, transfer fees and low balance fees, which are described in the
account opening documentation. Where the AUM fee includes the cost of multiple
services, it is higher than the AUM fee associated with an advisory program that
does not include the cost of advisory, brokerage and custody in one fee. Depending
on the advisory program, frequency of trading, and the types of investments
purchased and sold in one of our asset management program accounts, the AUM
fee may result in higher fees overall. In addition, because it is generally based on a
percentage, the total amount of AUM fees you pay increases as the dollar value of
your account grows, and decreases when the dollar value goes down. As a result,
we have an incentive to encourage you to increase the amount of assets in your
account. If you plan to hold your investments for relatively long periods of time and
are not interested in your FP monitoring your holdings, a brokerage account may
better suit your needs. For financial planning services, clients have the option of
paying asset-based fees, flat fees or hourly rates. These are billed as stated in your
advisory contract. For more detailed information about the fees and costs
associated with our advisory services please refer to Item 5 of our Form ADV
Part 2A brochure.

Fees associated You will pay fees and costs whether you make or lose money on your investments. Fees and costs will reduce any amount of money you may
with investments make on your investments over time. Please make sure you understand what fees and costs you are paying. In addition, depending on your
investments, you will pay certain ongoing fees and costs. For example, mutual funds typically also deduct other ongoing fees and expenses,
in general
such as management fees or servicing fees, from fund assets; these fees are separate from the brokerage commissions and 12b-1 fees
discussed above. In the case of variable life and annuity products, additional fees and costs associated with benefits and features may also
apply, and surrender fees may be charged on withdrawals. For further information about all commissions and fees associated with a product,
see the product’s prospectus. For more general guidance see our Principles of Investing brochure, available on our disclosure website.

Question to ask your FP
Help me understand how these fees and costs might affect my investments. If I give you $10,000 to invest, how much will go to fees and costs,
and how much will be invested for me?

What are your legal obligations to me when providing recommendations as my broker/dealer or when acting
as my investment advisor? How else does your firm make money and what conflicts of interest do you have?
When we provide you with a recommendation as your broker/dealer,
we must act in your best interest and not put our interest ahead of
yours. At the same time, the way we make money inherently creates
some conflicts with your interests. You should understand and ask us
about these conflicts because they can affect the recommendations
and investment advice we provide you. Here are some examples to help
you understand what this means.
Proprietary products
Many products we offer are issued, sponsored, or managed by the firm or its
affiliates. These proprietary products create a conflict for us because our
affiliates also receive fees and compensation when you purchase a product
they issue, sponsor or manage. In addition, consistent with IRS Rules, FPs must
meet certain minimum sales requirements in proprietary products to qualify for
health and retirement benefits, and this creates an incentive to recommend
proprietary products over third-party products. More about this and other
related conflicts is discussed in our General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure.
Revenue sharing
The firm receives revenue sharing in the form of marketing support
payments from certain mutual funds, alternative investments, and other
product providers. These payments support our marketing and training
efforts, among other things, and are generally not shared with your FP.
These payments cause certain products to have more visibility and
prominence among FPs, and are an incentive for us to offer or continue
offering investments and services that entail such payments and to
encourage you to increase the amount of assets in those investments.
For additional detail regarding sources of revenue and conflicts of interest,
see the firm’s General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure and Form ADV Part
2A brochure.

Third-party payments
The firm and/or its FPs will receive compensation from third parties when your
FP recommends certain investment platforms or investments. For example, the
firm receives an advisory reallowance fee from LPL based on a percentage of
advisory AUM custodied at LPL in advisory programs for which LPL is a sponsor.
These fees create an incentive for Equitable Advisors to select or recommend
those advisory programs that entail the payment of such fees which, because
they are based on a percentage, increase when you increase the amount of
assets in your advisory account in any such programs. In addition, the firm
receives transaction charges, and service fees, cash sweep-related fees, IRA
and qualified plan fees, administrative servicing fees for trust accounts, and
marketing support from certain mutual funds and ETFs held in investment
advisory and brokerage accounts, and, in non-retirement accounts, receives
12b-1 fees. These payments create an incentive for the firm to sell you
investments that entail such payments and to maintain our relationships with
the issuer and their affiliates. Since the amount of compensation we receive
varies among and between the issuers and the different investments and types
of investments that we offer as a broker/dealer, we have an incentive to sell you
those investments that pay us more compensation. These fees, some of which
are shared with your FP, are described in the General Conflicts of Interest
Disclosure or the Form ADV Part 2A (for advisory programs), as well as in the
account agreement or product offering documentation. In IRA and Qualified
Plan advisory accounts, 12b-1 fees are returned or not charged. In certain
instances the firm or your FP will receive a “finder’s fee” from a mutual fund
company for placing an investor’s assets into the fund. Such a fee generally is
triggered for an asset placement of at least $1 million; the amount of the fee will
be disclosed in the prospectus or Statement of Additional Information (SAI) of
the mutual fund, and generally replaces the upfront commission. Certain IARs
will also receive additional compensation pursuant to third-party incentive
programs maintained by certain investment advisory program providers; these
programs offer additional levels of service, support and rewards, and expense
reimbursements to FPs as the assets placed in these programs increase. This
creates an incentive for your FP to recommend the products or services of the
third parties providing these finder’s fees or other additional compensation
over the products or services of third parties that do not provide such
compensation or benefits.

Questions to ask your FP
How might your conflicts of interest affect me, and how will you address them?

How do financial professionals make money?
Brokerage

Commission for each trade. In connection with brokerage accounts, the firm and your FP typically (see exceptions discussed above)
make money in the form of a commission each time you place a trade (even initial purchases are “trades”).
This creates an incentive for your FP to recommend that you trade more often. Depending on the investment product, your FP can also
receive a share of 12b-1 fees, trails or sales loads paid to the firm by the product issuer. Moreover, these forms of compensation are not
the same for every product, creating an incentive for your FP to recommend you purchase a product that pays more compensation.

Advisory

Annualized fee based on AUM. Your FP receives part of the advisory fee charged to your account. This creates an incentive for your
FP to recommend you increase the amount of assets in your advisory account in order to receive more advisory fees.

Brokerage and Advisory
In addition to brokerage commissions and/or advisory fees, your FP will receive other compensation related to the sales of proprietary products. For example,
when you purchase proprietary products in your brokerage or in your advisory account, your FP can become eligible to receive other compensation and benefits
such as health, retirement and equity benefits that are detailed in the General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure. Your FP can also receive compensation in connection
with certain investment advisory programs, as discussed above. We may compensate your FP in other ways as well. As an incentive to bring new FPs to Equitable
Advisors from another company, we may offer forgivable loans or other cash incentives. We may also waive or reduce administrative costs or provide equity awards
or other benefits as an incentive to your FP to remain with Equitable Advisors. Your FP may also receive non-cash compensation, such as awards, prizes and trips in
connection with their sales activity. All of these forms of compensation create an incentive to bring more business to the firm and keep it here, which can create
pressure that conflicts with your best interests. For more information about such compensation and benefits, see the General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, the
firm’s Form ADV Part 2A brochure, and/or the product prospectus or other offering documentation. We encourage you also to ask your FP for details regarding all of
the ways in which he or she benefits from any recommended strategy or transaction. In addition, we encourage you to ask for such details if you are considering
doing a “rollover” of retirement assets from one account to another, or if you are considering replacing one investment product with another.

Do you or your financial professionals have legal or disciplinary history?
Yes. Visit Investor.gov/CRS for a free and simple search tool to research the firm and its financial professionals.

Additional information
This Relationship Summary for Retail Investors, also called “Form CRS,”
may change from time to time. Whenever there is an important change, we
will notify you in your account statement packet, on confirmations and/or
in a separate communication.
If you need any additional information about the brokerage or advisory services
provided by the firm or wish to receive or access an up-to-date version of this
Relationship Summary, please do not hesitate to do any of the following:
• Ask your FP.
• Visit equitable.com/CRS to access the online version of this form with links to
all the documents it references.
• Call us: (866) 283-0767, Option 2. Upon request, we will send you a hard
copy of our most up-to-date version of our Relationship Summary and all
documents referenced herein.

In addition, for plain-language information concerning the basics of
investing, diversification, common mutual fund share classes,
common investment risks, 401(k) plan rollover options, firm and FP
conflicts of interest, and more, see our Principles of Investing
brochure on our disclosure website.
Questions to ask your FP
As a financial professional, do you have any disciplinary history?
If so, for what type of conduct?
Who is my primary contact person? Is he or she a representative
of a broker/dealer or an investment advisor?
Who can I talk to if I have concerns about how this person is treating me?

Equitable Advisors, LLC (member FINRA/SIPC) (Equitable Financial Advisors in MI & TN), a broker/dealer and investment advisor registered with the SEC.
© 2021 Equitable Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. G1521404
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LPL FINANCIAL LLC (LPL)
RELATIONSHIP SUMMARY

Effective March 31, 2022

LPL (referred to as “we” or “us”) is registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission as a broker-dealer and an
investment adviser. We have a network of financial professionals
(“Professionals”) who offer brokerage and investment advisory
services. Brokerage and investment advisory services, and
the fees we charge for them, differ, and it’s important that you
understand the differences. This relationship summary will

explain the various services we offer, how we charge for those
services, and conflicts of interest that exist when we provide our
services. To help you research firms and financial professionals,
you can access free and simple tools at Investor.gov/CRS, which
also provides educational materials about broker-dealers,
investment advisers, and investing.

What investment services and advice can you provide me?
Our Professionals offer brokerage services, investment advisory
services, or both, depending on their licenses. Each Professional
generally provides access to a range of investment products, such
as stocks, bonds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), mutual funds,
annuities, and alternative investments. Please note that the range
of investment options available to you may be limited depending
on the licenses your Professional holds or if he or she is located
at a financial institution that does not offer certain options.
Your Professional or account program may also have specific

requirements, such as account or investment minimums. We
encourage you to ask your Professional whether any investment
limitations or account requirements apply.
If your Professional offers you both brokerage and advisory
services, your Professional will inform you when he or she offers
an investment recommendation or advice, and whether the
recommendation or advice is part of a brokerage or advisory
service. Some of the key differences between brokerage and
investment advisory services are described below.

Brokerage Services

Investment Advisory Services

§ Brokerage services include taking your orders and
executing your securities transactions; making
recommendations for you to buy, sell, or hold securities;
and holding your securities for safekeeping (known as
having “custody” of your securities).

§ Some of the investment advisory services we offer include
wrap fee programs and non-wrap fee programs; mutual fund
asset allocation programs; advisory programs offered by
third-party investment advisory firms; financial planning
services; retirement plan consulting; investment research;
digital advice programs; and other custom advisory services.

§ In most cases, we provide recommendations to you on
specific investments, but you make the final investment
decisions for your account. We also have a program
available through a limited number of financial institutions
in which you make investment decisions on your own
without any recommendations from us.

§ You’ll typically grant us discretion to buy and sell
investments in your account without asking you in advance.
You may limit our discretion, such as by imposing reasonable
restrictions on investing in certain securities or groups of
securities. In other investment advisory accounts, you grant
investment discretion to another financial institution.

§ We don’t monitor brokerage account investments for you,
unless we state otherwise in writing.

§ Some of our investment advisory accounts are
nondiscretionary, which means you are required
to preapprove each investment transaction that
we recommend.

§ We may provide brokerage services (but not investment
recommendations) to you if your Professional is providing
advisory services through a separate investment
advisory firm.

§ We’ll typically monitor accounts, and specific investments
within accounts, on an ongoing basis to align with your
investment goals. However, in limited-scope consulting or
advisory relationships, we won’t provide ongoing monitoring.
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Questions to ask your Professional:

More detailed information about our advisory services can
be found in the Form ADV for your advisory program. Detailed
information about our brokerage services can be found at
Brokerage Compensation Information and Related Conflicts of
Interest. If viewing a paper version of this form, please visit
lpl.com/CRS for hyperlinks to these documents.

§ Given my financial situation, should I choose an investment
advisory service? Should I choose a brokerage service? Should I
choose both types of services? Why or why not?
§ How will you choose investments to recommend to me?
§ What is your relevant experience, including your licenses,
education, and other qualifications? What do these
qualifications mean?

What fees will I pay?
Investing is an individual journey, and we want to provide you with
options. Below we outline the fees you could be charged for both
brokerage and advisory accounts depending on your investment

choices. Fee Schedules for our brokerage and advisory programs
can be found lpl.com.

Fees Associated with Brokerage Services

Fees Associated with Investment Advisory Accounts

§ For brokerage services, we charge a transaction-based
fee (sometimes referred to as a commission) every time
you buy or sell an investment. The amount you pay as a
transaction-based fee varies according to the particular
investment and amount invested. The more trades you
make, the more transaction-based fees we earn. This
creates an incentive to encourage you to trade often.

§ For investment advisory services, we typically charge
an ongoing quarterly fee (sometimes referred to as an
asset-based fee). This fee is a percentage of the value of
your account. You pay this fee even if you don’t buy or sell
investments. The more assets you have in an asset-based
fee account, the more you’ll pay us in fees. This creates
an incentive to encourage you to increase the size of your
account, including by transferring or rolling over assets
from other accounts. For some types of accounts, there is
a per transaction charge in addition to an asset-based fee.
We may also charge an hourly fee or fixed fee for additional
services such as financial planning and consulting services
that are of limited duration or nature.

§ For investments in stocks or ETFs, the transaction-based
fee is usually charged as a separate commission or sales
charge. For investments in bonds, this fee is typically
included as part of the price you pay for the investment
(called a markup or markdown).
§ For investments in certain products like mutual funds,
annuities, and alternative investments, we receive
transaction-based fees from the investment product
sponsor in the form of asset-based sales charges (e.g.,
sales loads). These fees are based on the amount invested
in a product and, depending on the product, may be based
on how long you hold the investment. Our receipt of assetbased sales loads creates an incentive to recommend
products or sponsors that include such charges.

§ For wrap fee program accounts, you will pay us a single
asset-based fee for advisory services. This fee also covers
most transaction costs and certain administrative and
custodial costs associated with your investments. If you
expect to trade infrequently or to pursue a “buy and hold”
strategy, a wrap fee program may cost you more than
paying for the program’s services separately, and you may
want to consider a brokerage relationship rather than an
advisory relationship.
§ The fee you pay to your Professional is generally
negotiated with him or her directly, and subject to different
maximums, depending on the advisory program selected.

Other Fees and Costs
If applicable to your account, we’ll charge you directly for other
fees in addition to brokerage commissions and advisory fees,
including: (1) account maintenance fees such as custody, trade
confirmation processing, corporate actions, and transfer fees;
(2) cash management fees such as cash sweep, checking, and
wire fees; and (3) investment specific fees such as those for

administration of alternative investments or for foreign securities.
See the Fee Schedules for our brokerage and advisory programs
at lpl.com for more information. You should understand that
these fees are not charged by us if your investment is in an
account that is held directly with the sponsor, and not in an LPL
investment account.
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You may also incur fees charged by the particular investment
product in which you are invested, including mutual funds, ETFs,
and other pooled funds, in addition to brokerage commissions and
advisory fees charged by us. Some of these fees may be shared,
as described below in Third-Party Payments. Certain investment
products have significant fees triggered by particular events, e.g.,
annuities may include mortality, expense, and administrative fees,
and fees for excessive transfers or early withdrawals.

information on our advisory fees can be found in the Form ADV for
your advisory program. Detailed information on our brokerage fees
can be found at Brokerage Compensation Information and Related
Conflicts of Interest and, depending on the investment product in
which you invest, may be included in the product’s prospectus or
other offering document. If viewing a paper version of this form,
please visit lpl.com/CRS for hyperlinks to these documents.

Questions to ask your Professional:

You will pay fees and costs whether you make or lose money
on your investments. Fees and costs will reduce any amount of
money you make on your investments over time. Please make
sure you understand what fees and costs you are paying. Detailed

Help me understand how these fees and costs might affect my
investments. If I give you $10,000 to invest, how much will go to
fees and costs, and how much will be invested for me?

What are your legal obligations to me when providing recommendations as my
broker-dealer or when acting as my investment adviser? How else does your firm
make money and what conflicts of interest do you have?
When we provide you with a recommendation as your broker-dealer
or act as your investment adviser, we have to act in your best
interest and not put our interest ahead of yours. At the same time,
the way we make money creates some conflicts with your interests.
You should understand and ask us about these conflicts because
they can affect the recommendations and investment advice we
provide you. Here are some examples to help you understand
what this means. If you have questions about whether any of these
situations could apply to your investments, ask your Professional.

payments from these third parties, there is an inherent incentive
for us to recommend or invest your assets in those investment
products. Detailed information regarding third-party payments can
be found in the Third-Party Compensation and Related Conflicts of
Interest document on lpl.com.

Principal Trading
In brokerage accounts, we sometimes directly buy from you or sell
to you investments including bonds or certain shares of mutual
funds, unit investment trusts (UITs), or alternative investments.
These are called principal trades. If the principal trade involves
a bond, we receive a markup or markdown by either buying the
bond from you at a lower price than we will sell it for or by selling
the bond to you at a higher price than we bought it for. That
creates an incentive for us to either buy the bond from you at
the lowest price possible or sell the bond to you at the highest
price possible and maximize our profit on the principal trade. In
advisory accounts, purchases of mutual funds, UITs, or alternative
investments may be processed through our proprietary account,
but we do not receive a markup or markdown in these trades.
Also, in certain advisory accounts where a third-party investment
advisory firm has discretion, we trade as principal and receive a
markup or markdown.

Third-Party Payments
We receive compensation from third parties related to investments
you make in certain products, including mutual funds, ETFs,
annuities, alternative investments, and other investments. This
compensation includes ongoing distribution charges (e.g., 12b-1
fees or trail payments), which an investment product charges
you and then pays to us. We also receive fees from investment
products and/or their sponsors for recordkeeping and other
administrative services we provide in relation to your investments.
In some accounts we offer, uninvested cash is automatically
placed into interest-bearing federally insured bank accounts. We
receive fees for your participation in these “cash sweep” programs
from the banks sponsoring the programs. The fees we receive are
typically higher than the interest you earn on the cash held in the
bank accounts and are in addition to any fees you pay to us. This
creates an incentive for LPL if you maintain a cash balance in your
account. Revenue sharing payments are another type of thirdparty compensation we receive from sponsors who participate
in our marketing programs. These programs support our product
marketing to our Professionals and for education and training
efforts, and facilitate communications between sponsors and
our Professionals. Finally, certain sponsors pay us to make their
investment products available on our platform. Because we receive

Detailed information on our conflicts of interest can be found
in the Form ADV for your advisory program and in Brokerage
Compensation Information and Related Conflicts of Interest. If
viewing a paper version of this form, please visit lpl.com/CRS for
hyperlinks to these documents.

Questions to ask your Professional:
How might your conflicts of interest affect me, and how will you
address them?
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How do your financial professionals make money?
Our Professionals are primarily independent contractors, although
a portion are employees or employees of an affiliated company. The
agreement between each Professional and LPL sets out the payments
we make to them. Those who provide investment advisory services
receive a portion of the advisory fee you pay. Professionals who
provide you brokerage services receive a portion of the commissions
or markups/markdowns from your trades. Receiving a portion of the
advisory or brokerage fees you pay to us creates an incentive for
them to encourage you to increase your investment account size or
trade more frequently. We also compensate Professionals based on
production, including payments based on the amount of client assets
they service and the products they sell. In addition, our Professionals
receive different levels of compensation for selling different types
of investments or services. This could include, for example, a share
of the 12b-1 fees, trail payments, or sales loads paid to us by an
investment product. Although your Professional must recommend
investment products or manage your account in your best interest,
these additional forms of compensation create an incentive for them
to recommend specific financial products.

costs associated with transitioning the Professional’s business.
This assistance creates an incentive to migrate and maintain
business on our platform from another investment platform, and
to sell or recommend the sale of investments held in an account
if we do not offer those investments.
§ Waived or reduced costs and fees (e.g., for administrative services
that we provide for your accounts, attending our conferences
and events, and free or reduced-cost marketing materials).
These waived and reduced costs and fees create an incentive for
Professionals to associate with us instead of other financial firms.
§ Equity awards in our parent company, LPL Financial Holdings
Inc., which give your Professional an incentive to remain with us
during the vesting period applicable to his or her stock holdings
(the period of time before the stock is unconditionally owned).
This also gives the Professional a financial interest in the
success of our business.
Your Professional is legally required to act in your best interest and
not put his or her interests ahead of your own. We have systems
in place to mitigate the conflicts of interest that arise from the
way he or she makes money, including systems to review whether
a recommendation is in your best interest. More information on
compensation can be found at Brokerage Compensation Information
and Related Conflicts of Interest. If viewing a paper version of this
form, please visit lpl.com/CRS for a hyperlink to this document.

Our Professionals may receive compensation from us in other
ways, including:
§ Transition assistance if he or she moves to LPL from another
company. This assistance can include forgivable loans, advance
payment of advisory fees, and/or waiving or reducing other

Do you or your financial professionals have legal or disciplinary history?
Questions to ask your Professional:

Yes. Visit Investor.gov/CRS for a free and simple search tool to
research LPL and our Professionals.

As a financial professional, do you have any disciplinary history?
For what type of conduct?

Additional Information
If viewing a paper version of this form, please visit lpl.com/CRS for
hyperlinks to cross-referenced documents.

Please visit the Disclosures page on lpl.com for more information,
including a copy of the agreement for the account and/or
program you are considering, the Form ADV Brochure for any
advisory program you are considering, detailed information
on our brokerage services under Brokerage Compensation and
Related Conflicts of Interest, and more information regarding
our brokerage and advisory programs under Third Party
Compensation and Related Conflicts of Interest.

To request up-to-date information or a copy of this relationship
summary, please call us at (800) 558-7567.
We also encourage you to review the general information provided
by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission regarding
investing, choosing an investment professional, and related
considerations, available by visiting Investor.gov.

Please visit the Investor Regulatory & Educational Resources page
on lpl.com to learn more about how to determine your investment
objective and risk tolerance, among other items.

Questions to ask your Professional:
Who is my primary contact person? Is he or she a representative
of an investment adviser or a broker dealer? Who can I talk to if I
have concerns about how this person is treating me?

We are affiliated with other investment firms. If your Professional
works with Fortigent, LLC, you can find the relationship summary
for that firm at lpl.com/fortigent.html. More information on our
affiliations can be found in the Form ADV for your advisory program.
Member FINRA/SIPC
CLR-1083684-0322
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ACCOUNT PACKET

OPTIMUM MARKET PORTFOLIOS (OMP)
ACCOUNT AGREEMENT
This Account Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by and among LPL Financial LLC (“LPL”), a registered investment advisor
and broker/dealer, Equitable Advisors, LLC (“Advisor”), a registered investment advisor (“Equitable Financial Advisors” in MI and
TN), and the client indicated in Section I of the Account Application (“Client”), whereby Client desires to open an account
(“Account”) with LPL and Advisor for the purpose of participating in the Optimum Market Portfolios Program (“Program”)
through which LPL will direct and manage specified assets of Client. A description of the services to be provided and the parties
providing the services are set forth below:
1. LPL OPTIMUM MARKET PORTFOLIOS PROGRAM
The Program offers clients the ability to participate in a professionally managed asset allocation program using Optimum Funds
Class I shares.
An Account will be opened through which Client will authorize LPL on a discretionary basis to purchase and sell Optimum Funds
pursuant to investment objectives chosen by Client and to liquidate previously purchased securities. Client understands that the
investment objective selected for the Account in the Account Application is an overall objective for the entire Account and may
be inconsistent with a particular holding and the Account’s performance at any time. Client understands that achievement of the
stated investment objective is a long-term goal for the Account. There are up to six Optimum Funds that may be purchased
within the Account: Optimum Large Cap Growth Fund, Optimum Large Cap Value Fund, Optimum Small-Mid Cap Growth Fund,
Optimum Small-Mid Cap Value Fund, Optimum International Fund and Optimum Fixed Income Fund. Checks for funds to be
invested in the Account should be made payable to LPL Financial LLC.
Advisor, through its designated investment advisor representative (“IAR”), will obtain the necessary personal and financial data
from Client, assist Client in determining the suitability of the Program and assist Client in setting an appropriate investment
objective. Advisor, through its designated IAR, will initiate the steps necessary to open the Account and assist Client in selecting
a portfolio consistent with Client’s stated investment objective. Advisor and IAR shall not act on a discretionary basis in relation
to the Account. Once Client has selected a portfolio and the Program minimum has been reached, LPL will purchase Optimum
Funds in amounts appropriate for the portfolio selected. LPL will review the Account to determine if rebalancing is appropriate
based on the frequency selected by Client at account opening or as client may direct Advisor, through its designated IAR, from
time to time. The choices for frequency of rebalancing are quarterly (four times per year), semi-annually (two times per year) or
annually (once per year). The Account will be reviewed on the frequency selected based on the anniversary date of the Account
opening or as client may direct Advisor, through its designated IAR, or the next business day closest to the anniversary date to
determine if rebalancing is necessary.
Although the Account is not considered tax efficient or tax managed, LPL may delay placing transactions on non-qualified
accounts by one day for any rebalancing scheduled to occur on the first one-year anniversary date of the Account opening in an
attempt to limit short-term tax treatment for any position being sold. At each rebalancing review date, the Account will be
rebalanced if at least one of the Account positions is outside a range determined by LPL, subject to a minimum transaction
amount established by LPL in its discretion. In addition, LPL may review the Account for rebalancing in the event that LPL
Research changes the model portfolio. LPL may also apply discretion to deviate from the model portfolios in accounts, in which it is
not possible or impractical to be invested in all of a model’s holdings, for example in smaller accounts.
LPL follows a strategic asset allocation investment style in constructing portfolios for the Program. Asset allocation methodology
is implemented by combining investments representing various asset classes that react differently to varying market conditions.
Thus, if one asset class reacts negatively to certain market events, the potential exists for another asset class to react positively.
As with any investment strategy, there is no guarantee that the use of an asset allocation strategy will produce favorable results.
Advisor, through its designated IAR, is responsible for providing Client with information about this investment style in advance of
opening the Account by explaining the various asset classes (e.g., large cap growth, large cap value, etc.) being used within the
selected portfolio. Some or all of this information may be based upon materials provided by LPL. This responsibility to provide
information about strategic asset allocation investment style continues throughout the time that Client maintains the Account.
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During any month that there is activity in the Account, Client will receive a monthly account statement showing account activity
as well as positions held in the Account at month-end. Additionally, Client will receive a confirmation of each transaction that
occurs within the Account unless the transaction is the result of a systematic purchase or systematic redemption, for which
transactions Client directs LPL to confirm only in monthly or quarterly statements. Client will also receive performance
information annually from LPL describing Account performance and positions. Additional information is available upon request.
By signing the Account Application, you authorize LPL to combine statements as instructed by you through Advisor and
understand that such instructions will mean that LPL will share your account information with members of the combined group.
LPL will confirm such instructions after receipt of the request.
The minimum account size is $1,000, but systematic contributions are required for account sizes below $10,000. In certain
instances, LPL will permit a lower minimum account size. Client may make additions (cash or eligible securities) to the Account at
any time and may withdraw Account assets on request to IAR, who will forward this request to LPL, subject to Section 7 below.
Additional deposits will be invested into Optimum Funds consistent with the current LPL target allocation for the portfolio, but
such deposits (or a portion thereof) may be liquidated and the proceeds may remain in cash until certain conditions are met
related to trade size and position deviation from the target allocation.
Client understands and agrees that under certain circumstances (including but not limited to a low account balance or if, in
Advisor’s discretion, the Account is no longer suitable for Client), the Account may be converted to a brokerage account, in
which case Client agrees that the terms of the brokerage master account agreement shall govern the account after conversion. In
a brokerage account, a client is charged a commission for each transaction and IAR has no responsibility to provide ongoing
advice with respect to the account.
In the event Client withdrawals cause the Account asset value to fall below the required minimum, Client understands this
Agreement may be subject to immediate termination under the provisions of Section 7. Client understands that the Program is
designed as a long-term investment program and that asset withdrawals (or requests to allocate or all a portion of Account
assets into cash) will affect the performance of the Account. LPL may accommodate requests by for all or a portion of the assets
in the Account to remain allocated to cash for a period 45 days. After the expiration of that time period, LPL will reinvest the
Account according to the model portfolio selected. Client acknowledges that such customized portfolio requests, liquidation
requests in connection with withdrawals, and changes to the portfolio or investment objective selected may take up to 5
business days to process, and, in certain circumstances, may take longer.
Client retains the right to pledge Optimum Funds in the Account. To effect the pledge, Optimum Fund positions designated by
Client will be withdrawn from the Account and delivered to the Optimum Funds where upon Client will be responsible for
completing the pledge of the collateral. LPL will not continue to manage any Optimum Funds that have been withdrawn.
Following the withdrawal, unless directed by Client to terminate the Account under the provisions of Section 7, LPL will
rebalance the Account at the next regularly scheduled rebalancing date.
LPL and Advisor each reserve the right to accept or reject this Agreement in each of their sole discretion and for any reason.
Advisor may assign a substitute IAR to service the Account under certain circumstances, including but not limited to in the event
of termination or retirement of IAR.
2. TRADING AUTHORIZATION AND REBALANCING INSTRUCTIONS
Client hereby grants LPL complete and unlimited discretionary trading authorization with respect to the purchase and sale of
Optimum Fund Class I shares in the Account and the sale of previously purchased securities. Client hereby appoints LPL as his
agent and attorney-in-fact with respect to this trading authorization. Client also authorizes Advisor, through its designated IAR,
to assist Client in selecting the portfolio in which Program assets will be invested and LPL to effect the rebalancing instructions
on the frequency selected by Client, or as determined by LPL. In order to permit trading in a tax-efficient manner, Client further
expressly grants LPL the authority to select specific tax lots when liquidating securities within the Account. Other than as
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described in Sections 15 and 16, LPL, Advisor and IAR are not authorized to withdraw or transfer any money, securities or
property either in the name of Client or otherwise.
Client understands that IAR and Advisor are prohibited from taking personal possession of Client securities, stock powers,
monies or any other personal or real property in which Client may have an interest. In addition, Client understands that IAR and
Advisor may not lend to or borrow from Client any monies or securities. Client further agrees not to enter into any other business
relationship with IAR or Advisor including, but not limited to, helping to capitalize or finance any business of IAR or Advisor,
except as may be authorized in writing by Advisor, and in compliance with Advisor’s policies and procedures.
Client understands that LPL, Advisor, IAR and their affiliates perform advisory and/or brokerage services for various other clients,
and that LPL, Advisor, and IAR may give advice or take actions for those clients that differ from the advice given or the timing or
the nature of any action taken for the Account. Although Advisor and IAR are acting as investment advisor and investment
advisor representative, respectively, in this Program, Advisor is also registered as a broker/dealer and IAR as a broker/dealer
registered representative, and may provide services to Client and/or others in that capacity outside of the Program. In addition,
LPL, Advisor and IAR may, but are not obligated to, purchase or sell or recommend for purchase or sale any security which LPL,
Advisor or IAR or any of their affiliates may purchase or sell for their own accounts or the account of any other client. Client also
understands that cash awaiting investment or reinvestment will be invested in a money market mutual fund, insured cash account
(“ICA”) or deposit cash account (“DCA”) and that certain fees and expenses shall be incurred in connection with the money
market fund, ICA or DCA.
Client acknowledges that all dividends paid by the Optimum Funds in the Account will be automatically reinvested unless Client
provides written instructions to LPL that all such dividends shall be paid out to Client.
In no event will LPL, Advisor or IAR be obligated to effect any transaction for Client which it believes would violate any
applicable state or federal law, rule or regulation, or the rules or regulations of any regulatory or self-regulatory body.
This trading authorization is a continuing one and shall remain in full force and effect and be relied upon until LPL, Advisor and IAR have
received a copy of a written termination notice, which writing will be deemed to terminate this Agreement effective upon receipt.
3. PROXIES AND OTHER SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
Client understands and agrees that Client retains the right to vote all proxies that are solicited for securities held in the Account.
LPL, Advisor and IAR are hereby expressly precluded from voting proxies for securities held in the Account and will not be
required to take any action or render any advice with respect to the voting of proxies. LPL will provide Client with proxy
materials prepared by the Optimum Funds held in the Account.
LPL, Advisor, and IAR shall not be obligated to render any advice or take any action on behalf of Client with respect to any legal
proceedings, including bankruptcies, involving securities or other investments held in the Account, or the issuers thereof. Client
hereby retains the right and obligation to take action with respect to legal proceedings relating to securities held in the Account.
4. CLIENT AUTHORITY/ERISA AND RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS
If Client is a corporation, the party executing this Agreement on behalf of Client represents that execution of this Agreement has
been duly authorized by appropriate corporate action, and the party executing the Agreement has the authority to enter into
this Agreement on behalf of corporation.
If this Agreement is entered into by a trustee or other fiduciary, including but not limited to someone meeting the definition of
fiduciary under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”), of (i) an employee benefit plan subject to the
fiduciary provisions of ERISA (an “ERISA Plan”), (ii) a “plan” within the meaning of Section 4975(e) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986 (the “Code”), (iii) any entity whose assets are treated as “plan assets” for purposes of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code
(a “Plan Asset Entity”), or (iv) a plan, trust or entity subject to laws similar to the fiduciary duty provisions of ERISA or the
prohibited transaction rules under Section 4975 of the Code (each of the foregoing, including any related trust or funding
vehicle, a “Plan” and, collectively, “Plans”), such trustee or other fiduciary (“Responsible Plan Fiduciary”) represents and warrants
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that Client’s participation in the Program is permitted by the relevant governing instrument of such Plan and laws applicable to
such Plan, and that Client is duly authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf of such Plan.
If Client is an ERISA Plan or a Plan Asset Entity holding assets of one or more ERISA Plans, Responsible Plan Fiduciary
additionally represents and warrants that the Responsible Plan Fiduciary executing and delivering this Agreement on behalf of
Client is a “named fiduciary” (as defined under ERISA) who has power under the ERISA Plan(s) to appoint LPL, Advisor and IAR
to provide the services specified under this Agreement. If Client is a Plan, Client shall obtain and maintain during the term of this
Agreement any bond required by ERISA or other applicable law with respect to fiduciaries and shall include LPL and Advisor
within the coverage of such bond. If Client is an ERISA Plan or Plan Asset Entity holding assets of one or more ERISA Plans,
Responsible Plan Fiduciary agrees that it has been provided all disclosures required to be provided by the Department of Labor
Regulations under ERISA Section 408(b)(2) in connection with the Program and has determined that the compensation Client
pays for the services provided under this Agreement is reasonable.
If the Account is being managed for a particular participant in a Plan (a “Self-Directed Account”), the term Client as used in this
Agreement refers to the Responsible Plan Fiduciary and the participant, and both the Responsible Plan Fiduciary and participant
must sign the Account Application. In the case of a Self-Directed Account, Client represents to LPL that the Plan’s governing
documents (including any applicable adoption agreement) and laws governing the Plan permit the participant to self-direct his
or her investment of all assets in the Account. If LPL or Advisor receives trade instructions from participant, rather than from the
Responsible Plan Fiduciary or its designee, such as a trustee, plan administrator or other delegate, Client represents that the
Plan’s governing documents, including any procedures established by the Responsible Plan Fiduciary, and laws governing the
Plan permit the participant to provide trade instructions directly to LPL and Advisor.
In the case of a Self-Directed Account, although the Plan’s governing documents allow participant to direct investments of the
Account, the Plan trustee(s) remains the legal owner of the assets in the Account, and the rules regarding withdrawals, contributions
and other actions are primarily governed by the Plan documents, including any related trust agreement. If participant is entitled to a
distribution or withdrawal from the Account, Client is aware that a distribution/withdrawal request will need to be authorized and
directed by the Responsible Plan Fiduciary in addition to participant’s authorization requesting the transaction. If participant invests
through this Account instead of designated investment options as may be provided by the Responsible Plan Fiduciary under the
Plan, if applicable, Client acknowledges that the services (including investments) under this Agreement may be different, and the
fees may be higher, than if participant invested through those designated Plan investment options. Client understands that the
investment objective for this Account will be based on the investment objective of the participant as provided in the Account
Application, and generally will be different from the investment objectives of other Plan accounts for different participants of the
same or different Plans.
LPL and Advisor provide advisory services under this Agreement as an investment advisor under the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 (the “Advisers Act”). To the extent that LPL has or exercises discretionary authority under this Agreement with respect to
the management of assets of the Account (or otherwise provide “investment advice” under this Agreement as defined under
Section 3(21) of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code with respect to assets of the Account), LPL acknowledges that it will be
deemed a “fiduciary” as such term is defined under Section 3(21) of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code, as applicable, with
respect to such advisory services. This acknowledgment of status under ERISA is not intended to create or expand any
“fiduciary” relationship, capacity, or obligations of LPL, Advisor and IAR under other federal, state or local laws. Client is solely
responsible for considering all relevant services, fees and conflicts of interest applicable to the services contemplated under this
Agreement (and related disclosures) before making a decision to participate in the Program, or to contribute to or withdraw
assets from the Program. Client understands and agrees that none of LPL, Advisor, nor IAR undertakes to act as a “fiduciary”
within the meaning of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code with respect to the Client’s decision to participate in the Program,
accept the terms and conditions of the Agreement, or to contribute to or withdraw assets from the Account. Client should
consider whether to seek the advice of counsel or other independent experts as necessary. Unless specifically agreed to in
writing, neither LPL nor Advisor serves as an “investment manager,” as such term is defined under Section 3(38) of ERISA. As
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discussed herein, LPL, Advisor and IAR do not undertake to provide advisory services under this Agreement nor become
fiduciaries to any Plan until the Account has been accepted by LPL and Advisor.
If Client is a Plan, the person executing this Agreement authorizes LPL to collect transaction fees or transaction-related fees in
connection with brokerage transactions, as permitted by Prohibited Transaction Class Exemption 86-128 (51 F.R. 41686, as
amended and restated effective June 9, 2017). This authorization is terminable at will by the Plan. Client acknowledges and
agrees that LPL has furnished the following documents to the Plan: (a) a form for terminating this authorization; (b) a description
of LPL’s brokerage placement practices; and (c) a copy of the Prohibited Transaction Class Exemption 86-128. Client
acknowledges and agrees that these disclosures are available on LPL’s website at lpl.com/disclosures.html under “Retirement
Plans and Individual Retirement Accounts Disclosures.” Client acknowledges and agrees that Client has accessed and reviewed
these disclosures to the extent Client believes necessary to provide this authorization. Copies of these disclosures are available
upon request by contacting your Advisor.
Client agrees to furnish IAR, Advisor and LPL with such document, as they shall reasonably request with respect to the foregoing.
Client further agrees to advise LPL, Advisor and IAR of any event that might affect this authority or the validity of the Agreement.
5. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
LPL is appointed by Client as the custodian of the Account assets and as sole and exclusive broker/dealer with respect to
processing securities transactions for the Account. Advisor and IAR will not have any custody or possession of Account assets.
LPL may aggregate transactions for Client with other clients to improve the quality of execution.
The Account Fee set forth in Schedule A represents compensation for the asset management and quarterly reporting services
provided. The transaction charges set forth in Schedule B (“Transaction Charges”) represent a payment for expenses associated
with trade execution and processing, including preparing, printing and/or delivering confirmations. The Transactions Charges
may be higher or lower than commissions otherwise payable in the absence of the Account Fee.
LPL serves as a sub-services agent with respect to Program accounts. As such, LPL will provide all sub-accounting and shareholder
recordkeeping with respect to Optimum Fund shares, and will provide the following administrative services among others: 1)
establishing and maintaining sub-account records reflecting the issuance, transfer or redemption of shares, 2) assisting shareholders
in designating and changing account designations and addresses, and 3) responding to inquiries for shareholders with respect to
the status of sub-accounts, fund performance, sub-account histories and making adjustments to sub-accounts to correct sub-account
files. As compensation for these services, LPL receives administrative servicing fees from the service agent of the Optimum Funds.
LPL provides investment consulting services to the advisor to the Optimum Funds (who is not the Advisor named in this
Agreement, nor an affiliate thereof) including, but not limited to: 1) assist the advisor in determining whether to employ,
maintain or terminate sub-advisors for the Optimum Funds, 2) provide monthly fact sheets describing the performance of the
Optimum Funds, 3) provide quarterly analysis consisting of statistical information and analysis regarding the Optimum Funds and
sub-advisor performance, 4) meet with sub-advisors selected by the advisor to the Optimum Funds to discuss their performance
and prepare reports regarding their evaluations, and 5) help the advisor make recommendations on subadvisors to the Board of
Trustees by providing the advisor to the Optimum Funds with potential sub-advisor options.
Client understands and consents to the conflicts arising from the compensation LPL receives as a result of Client’s participation in
the Program, including the recordkeeping and consulting payments with respect to the Optimum Funds.
As compensation for these services, LPL receives investment consulting compensation from the advisor to the Optimum Funds.
Although Client will not be charged a commission for transactions in Optimum Funds, Client should be aware that the Optimum
Funds charge internal management fees and administrative expenses. LPL will also receive administrative servicing fees from the
money market fund paid out of that fund’s internal management fees and administrative expenses, and thus may have a conflict of
interest in recommending the Account. In addition, fees received by LPL from the money market funds may offset costs incurred
from servicing Client investment in other funds. The amount of the Optimum Fund management fees and administrative expenses
are included among mutual fund expenses and are reflected on the Optimum Fund financial statements.
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Advisor and the IAR recommending the Account to Client receive compensation as a result of Client participation in the
Program. The amount of this compensation may be more or less than what Advisor or the IAR would receive if Client
participated in other LPL programs or paid separately for investment advice, brokerage and other client services. Therefore,
Advisor and the IAR may or may not have a financial incentive to recommend the Account over other programs and services.
LPL does not receive compensation for directing orders in the Optimum Funds for execution.
LPL credits to the Account funds belonging to Client such as dividends, interest, redemptions, and proceeds of corporate
reorganizations on the day such funds are received by LPL. These funds come to LPL from issuers and various intermediaries in
which LPL is a participant, such as the Depository Trust Company. Information regarding when LPL credits the Account with
funds due the Account, when those funds are available to the Account, and/or when Client begins earning interest on the funds
is available from LPL.
If Client is a participant in an employer-sponsored retirement plan such as a 401(k) plan, and decides to roll assets out of the plan
into the Account, Advisor has a financial incentive to recommend that Client invest those assets in the Account, because Advisor will
be paid on those assets, for example, through advisory fees. You should be aware that such fees likely will be higher than those a
participant pays through a plan, and there can be maintenance and other miscellaneous fees. As securities held in a retirement plan
are generally not transferred to the Account, commissions and sales charges will be charged when liquidating such securities prior to
the transfer, in addition to commissions and sales charges previously paid on transactions in the plan.
6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
To the fullest extent permitted under applicable law, LPL, Advisor, IAR and their officers, directors, employees and affiliates shall
not be liable for any loss incurred with respect to the Account, except where such loss directly results from such party’s
negligence or misconduct.
Client acknowledges that LPL, Advisor, IAR and their employees are not agents of each other or of any of their affiliates, and that
no party shall be liable for any act or omission of another party or their agents or employees. Nothing in this Agreement shall in
any way constitute a waiver or limitation of any rights which Client may have under federal or state securities laws (or ERISA,
where applicable).
Client further understands that there is no guarantee that Client’s investment objectives will be achieved. LPL, Advisor and IAR
shall not have any liability for Client’s failure to inform Advisor, through its designated IAR, in a timely manner of any material
change in Client’s personal or financial circumstances which might affect the manner in which Client’s assets are allocated, or to
provide Advisor, through its designated IAR, with any information as to Client’s financial status as Advisor, through its
designated IAR, may reasonably request.
LPL shall not be liable for any loss or loss of profits caused, directly or indirectly, by government restrictions, exchange or market
rulings, suspension of trading, lack of access to or latency of trading systems, rioting, mayhem, acts of terrorism, war, outbreak of
sickness or disease, strikes, fire, flood, cyber attack, sabotage, network failure, system outage, computer viruses, or other conditions
beyond LPL’s control.
LPL is a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation ("SIPC"). SIPC provides protection for the Account for up to
$500,000, including $250,000 for claims for cash. The account protection applies when a SIPC member firm fails financially and is
unable to meet obligations to securities customers, but it does not protect against losses from the rise and fall in the market
value of investments. More information on SIPC, including obtaining a SIPC Brochure, may be obtained by calling SIPC directly
at (202) 371-8300 or by visiting www.sipc.org.
7. ASSIGNMENT/TERMINATION
This Agreement may not be assigned or transferred in any manner by any party without the written consent of all parties receiving
or rendering services hereunder; provided that LPL or Advisor may assign this Agreement upon consent of Client in accordance with
the Advisers Act. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LPL may not assign this Agreement without Advisor's prior written consent.
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This Agreement may be terminated by any party effective upon receipt of written notice to the other parties (“Termination Date”).
LPL will deliver securities and funds held in the Account as instructed by Client unless Client requests that the Account be liquidated.
LPL will initiate instructions to deliver funds and/or securities within two weeks of Client’s written request. If an account is liquidated
as a result of a termination notice, LPL will have a period of 72 hours to begin liquidations unless special circumstances apply. Upon
termination, LPL reserves the right in its sole discretion at any time to close the Account and liquidate assets. Proceeds will be
payable to Client upon settlement of all transactions in the Account. Client will be entitled to a prorated refund of any pre-paid
quarterly Account Fee based upon the number of days remaining in the quarter after the Termination Date. The Transaction
Charges set forth in Section 16 will remain in effect for 30 days from the Termination Date. Thereafter, transactions in the Account
will be processed at normal brokerage rates. Client understands and agrees that if this Agreement is terminated and Client does not
provide instructions otherwise, the Account will be converted to a brokerage account, in which case Client agrees that the terms of
the brokerage master account agreement shall govern the Account after conversion.
If the Account is closed within the first six months by Client or as a result of withdrawals which bring the Account value below the
required minimum, LPL reserves the right to retain the pre-paid quarterly Account Fee for the current quarter in order to cover
the administrative cost of establishing the Account which may include costs to transfer positions into and out of the Account,
data entry costs to open the Account, costs associated with reconciling of positions in order to issue performance information,
and the cost of re-registering positions.
Client understands and agrees that, in the event of Client’s death or incapacity during the term of this Agreement, the authority
of LPL and Advisor under this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until such time as LPL and Advisor have been
notified otherwise in writing by the authorized representative of Client or Client’s estate.
Termination of the Agreement will not affect the liabilities or obligations of the parties from transactions initiated prior to termination.
8. CONFIDENTIALITY
LPL, Advisor, and IAR will share information about Client, the Account, and Client's participation in the Program with each other in order
to provide the services contemplated by this Agreement. LPL, Advisor, and IAR will keep Client information confidential and will not use
or disclose it to others without Client's prior consent except as described in their privacy policies. Use and disclosure of Client
information may be further limited by additional confidentiality undertakings between LPL, Advisor, and/or IAR. Client acknowledges,
understands, and agrees that for our mutual protection, LPL may electronically record telephone conversations. Client agrees not to
record any telephone conversation without express written authorization of LPL and the individual(s) engaged in the conversation.
9. SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or made non-enforceable by a statute, rule, regulation, decision of a tribunal or
otherwise, such provision shall be automatically reformed and construed so as to be valid, operative and enforceable to the
maximum extent permitted by law or equity while most nearly preserving its original intent. The invalidity of any part of this
Agreement shall not render invalid the remainder of this Agreement and, to that extent, the provision of this Agreement shall be
deemed to be severable.
10. VALUATION
Securities shall be valued in a manner determined in good faith by LPL to reflect fair market value.
For any assets purchased within the Account, the cost basis is the actual purchase price including transaction charges. For any
assets transferred into the Account, original purchase price is used as the cost basis to the extent such information was
submitted to LPL by Client or a former service provider. It is Client’s responsibility to advise LPL immediately if the cost basis
information is portrayed inaccurately. Statement calculations and figures should not be relied upon for tax purposes.
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11. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in a manner consistent with the Advisers
Act and the rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission thereunder (and ERISA, where applicable).
12. RECEIPT OF DISCLOSURE DOCUMENTS
Client acknowledges receipt of LPL’s Relationship Summary, Optimum Market Portfolios Program Brochure, Advisor’s Form ADV
Part 2 or alternative brochure and the Brochure Supplement of Advisor’s IAR as required under the Advisers Act. Client
understands the investment approach, related risk factors, and the fees associated with investing in the Account. This Agreement
will not take effect until LPL and Advisor have accepted the Account.
13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT/AMENDMENT
This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter contained herein. This
Agreement may be amended by LPL upon thirty days written notice to all parties. In the event of a conflict between the terms
and conditions of this Agreement and the terms and conditions of any other agreement between Client and Advisor, the terms
and conditions of this Agreement shall control with respect to the Program.
14. ACCOUNT APPLICATION
The Account Application, incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Agreement, must be completed in full by
Client and the accuracy of its contents is hereby acknowledged by Client. By signing the Account Application, Client agrees to
the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The Advisor and LPL may accept the Account electronically. Client further
acknowledges that it is Client’s responsibility to provide LPL, Advisor and IAR with updated information as necessary and that
LPL, Advisor and IAR have the right to rely on this information. Client agrees to promptly notify LPL in the event that his or her
country of residence or citizenship status changes, and Client acknowledges and agrees that such notification may result in
termination of his or her account by LPL under Section 7 above if LPL does not service accounts in the new jurisdiction.
Important information about procedures for opening this Account: To help the government fight the funding of terrorism and
money laundering activities, federal law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify, and record information that identifies
each person who opens an account. Client is required to provide the following information, among other items, on the Account
Application: name, address, date of birth, and other information that will allow LPL to confirm Client’s identity. In addition,
Advisor, through its designated IAR, may also ask to see a valid driver’s license or other identifying documents.
15. AUTHORIZATION TO DEBIT ACCOUNT
Client hereby authorizes LPL to debit all Account Fees payable pursuant to Section 16 and any other fees or charges associated
with the Account directly from the Account. It is agreed by Client and LPL that the Account Fee and any other fees or charges
associated with the Account will be payable, first, from free credit balances, if any, in the Account, second, from the liquidation
or withdrawal (which Client hereby authorizes) by LPL of Client’s shares of the money market fund or ICA or DCA, as the case
may be, and third, from the liquidation (which Client hereby authorizes) by LPL of any other securities or assets in the Account.
Client acknowledges that the liquidation of securities or assets as described in this Section 15 may result in additional transaction
and/or other fees or charges and may have tax consequences. Certain accounts may establish procedures to pay the Account
Fee directly rather than through a debit to the Account. Any different method of billing Account Fees may result in the
imposition of additional charges to cover the administrative costs of billing.
16. FEES AND CHARGES
As a participant in the Program, Client will pay an annualized fee (Account Fee). The maximum Account Fee is set forth in Schedule
A attached hereto. The Account Fee may be structured on a tiered basis, with a reduced percentage rate based on reaching certain
thresholds. The Account Fee is negotiable and is payable quarterly in advance. The Account Fee is based on the amount of assets in
the Account, including cash holdings. For purposes of calculating quarterly Account Fees and providing performance information as
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described in Section 1, the Account quarter will begin on the first day of the month in which the Account is accepted by LPL unless
Advisor chooses a different quarterly cycle. The Account Fee will be as stated on in the Account Application.
The Program only accepts deposits of cash or Optimum Funds. If Client has paid a commission to Advisor on the purchase of a
security in a brokerage account of Advisor within up to two years of the transfer of the security into the Account, Client may be
entitled to a credit for a portion of the Account Fee.
The initial Account Fee is due at the beginning of the quarterly cycle following acceptance of the Account Agreement and will
include the prorated amount for the initial quarter in addition to the standard quarterly fee for the upcoming quarter. Subsequent
Account Fees will be assessed at the beginning of each quarterly cycle thereafter, and will be based on the value of the Account
assets under management as of the close of business on the last business day of the preceding quarter (as valued by an
independent pricing service, where available, or otherwise in good faith as reflected on Client’s account statement) and based on
the fee rate in effect at the time of assessment. At the time of a subsequent Account Fee assessment, the Account Fee will be
adjusted for deposits or withdrawals during the prior quarter pro rata based on the asset value of the transaction and based on the
fee rate in effect at the time of the assessment. If there is a change in the Account Fee rate negotiated between Advisor and Client
during the quarter, the effective date of any increase or decrease will be at the beginning of the next quarterly cycle. All Account
Fees will be deducted from the Account pursuant to the authorization granted under Section 15.
In addition to the Account Fee stated in Schedule A, the Account will be assessed the Transaction Charge as stated in Schedule B.
Although the Transaction Charge may be identified under the commission column on the confirmations, it represents a payment for
expenses associated with trade execution and processing, including preparing, printing and/or delivering confirmations and not
commissions. Neither Advisor nor IAR will receive any portion of the Transaction Charge. Client authorizes LPL to deduct from the
Account all Account Fees, Transaction Charges and any other fees or charges associated with the Account unless other
arrangements have been made for the Account pursuant to Section 15. All such fees and charges will be noted on Client’s
statements or confirmations.
Client also incurs certain charges imposed by LPL or third parties other than Advisor and IAR in connection with investments
made through the Account, including among others, the following types of charges: mutual fund subtransfer agent, networking
and omnibus processing fees, mutual fund management fees and administrative servicing fees, money market fund 12b-1 fees,
other transaction charges and service fees, IRA and Qualified Retirement Plan fees, administrative servicing fees for trust
accounts, and other charges required by law. LPL receives a portion of these third party fees. Any 12b-1 fees paid to LPL by
mutual funds transferred into an account will be credited to the Account. Further information regarding charges and fees
assessed by the Optimum Funds is available in the Funds’ prospectus and financial statements available from IAR and at
www.delawarefunds.com/optimum-funds.
Client understands and agrees that LPL may waive any fee it charges in its sole discretion in whole or in part.
Client understands that LPL, Advisor and IAR, in connection with the performance of their respective services, shall be entitled to and
will share in the Account Fees payable hereunder. No party shall be compensated on the basis of a share of capital gains upon or capital
appreciation of the funds or any portion of the funds of Client. Client acknowledges and agrees that the Account Fee and Transaction
Charges set forth in Schedules A and B and other fees and charges in effect for the Account shall continue until thirty (30) days after LPL
has notified Client in writing of any change in the amount of the fees or charges applicable to the Account, at which time the new fees
or charges will become effective unless Client notifies LPL in writing that the Account is to be closed.
17. NOTICES AND COMMUNICATIONS
To the extent permitted by applicable law, notices and communications may be sent to Client through mail, overnight express
delivery, or electronically, at the discretion of LPL or Advisor. Notices and communications will be sent to the postal or electronic
address, which includes a telephone number, ("E-Address") shown on the Account Application or at such other postal or E-Address
as Client may hereafter provide to LPL or Advisor in accordance with procedures LPL and/or Advisor may establish from time to
time. The E-Address may be an e-mail address, telephone number, or other electronic access address only as may be explicitly
permitted by the procedures established by LPL and Advisor.
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LPL or Advisor may, at its option, send notices and communications to Client electronically either:
•
•

to Client’s E-Address, or
by posting the information online to a site maintained by LPL and/or Advisor and sending Client a notice to Client’s postal
address or E-Address telling Client that the information has been posted and providing instructions on how to view it.

Communications may include text (SMS) messages, which may be informational, transactional or commercial (marketing) in
nature and which may be sent using an automatic telephone dialing system, from or on behalf of LPL or Advisor. By completing
the Account Application and providing a telephone number to LPL and/or Advisor, Client provides consent for LPL and/or
Advisor to send communications by text (SMS) message. Client may be charged by his or her wireless service provider in
connection with receipt of such messages. Client may stop the receipt of text (SMS) messages by contacting their Advisor.
To the extent permitted by applicable law, notices and communications will be deemed delivered when sent, whether actually
received or not, even if LPL or Advisor has notice of non-delivery. Notices and communications posted to an online location by
LPL or Advisor will be deemed to be delivered to, and received by, Client at the time that LPL or Advisor sends notice to Client
in accordance with this Agreement that the notices or communication is posted online and available for review.
Client agrees that Client will notify LPL and Advisor immediately in the event of a change to Client’s postal address or EAddress. All notices and communication to LPL or Advisor must be provided in writing at LPL’s or Advisor’s postal address, as
applicable, and as such address may be updated by notice to the other parties from time to time. Any notice Client sends LPL or
Advisor will not be effective until actually received. Client assumes the risk of loss in the mail or otherwise in transit.
18. AUTOMATIC CASH SWEEP PROGRAM
By signing the Account Application, Client is selecting and agreeing to have cash balances in the Account transferred
automatically into a sweep program, depending on the type of Account. Below is a summary of the general terms and
conditions of the sweep programs offered by LPL.
The applicable sweep program will be implemented upon acceptance of the Account by Advisor. Pending acceptance, cash balances
not otherwise invested at your direction will be held in your Account as a free credit balance, as discussed more fully below.
Multi-Bank Insured Cash Account (“ICA”) or Deposit Cash Account (“DCA”) Program General Terms and Conditions
If the Account is eligible for the ICA or DCA program, you hereby authorize and direct LPL to automatically deposit available
cash balances (from securities transactions, dividend and interest payments, deposits and other activities) in the Account into
interest-bearing Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) insured deposit accounts (“Deposit Accounts”) at one or more
banks or other depository institutions (each, a “Bank”), as provided for in such programs. In selecting the DCA program for your
eligible Account, you agree that: you have independently chosen the DCA program for your Account, fees of LPL and the
program administrator, as discussed below, are reasonable and appropriate for the services being provided under the program,
you have reviewed the DCA Disclosure Booklet and you have not relied on the advice or recommendation of LPL in making this
selection. You understand and agree that LPL and Advisor have no obligations to consider, choose or recommend alternative
sweep products to the one you have chosen.
Eligibility. The ICA program is available for accounts of individuals, trusts, sole proprietorships and entities organized or
operated to make a profit, such as corporations, partnerships, associations, business trusts, and other organizations. LPL may at
its discretion deem an eligible person to be an ineligible person if LPL becomes aware that the person is prohibited as a matter
of law from holding funds at the Bank. In the future, LPL may at its discretion, deem additional account types eligible for the ICA
program. The DCA program is available only to IRAs including traditional, rollover, and Coverdell IRAs. Please consult Advisor
for additional details concerning eligibility.
FDIC Insurance. Deposit Accounts available through the ICA or DCA program are eligible for insurance by the FDIC up to $250,000
in principal and accrued interest per depositor for each FDIC-defined ownership category in an individual bank. As your agent, LPL
will sweep your assets out of your LPL Account and into the participating Banks but not to exceed the maximum levels of insurance
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as defined by the FDIC per category. To ensure your deposit at any of the participating Banks do not exceed the maximum levels of
insurance as defined by the FDIC per category, LPL will limit your total deposit at any participating Bank to allow for the monthly
interest being applied to your Account. Should your assets reach the maximum amount of insurance as defined by the FDIC per
category, LPL will continue to place funds to other participating banks to provide the maximum deposit insurance limits established
for ICA or DCA. To view the current program maximum deposit insurance limits for ICA or DCA, see the ICA or DCA Current
Interest Rate pages on lpl.com/disclosures.html under “Automatic Cash Sweep Programs and SIPC Coverage” and “FDIC-Insured
Bank Deposit Sweep Programs (LPL ICA and DCA).” After that maximum is reached, your additional cash will be deposited into one
or more of the Excess Banks (as defined in the applicable ICA or DCA Disclosure Booklet) in excess of FDIC coverage limits and will
not be eligible for FDIC Insurance. Cash invested in a money market mutual fund is not eligible for FDIC deposit insurance. Deposit
Accounts are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation.
The ability of the ICA and DCA program to sweep your uninvested cash into Bank Deposit Accounts depends, however, on the
capacity of the Banks to accept new deposits. In times where Banks have insufficient capacity to accept new deposits, LPL will
temporarily deposit into one or more of the Banks in excess of FDIC coverage limits resulting in deposits not being eligible for
FDIC insurance or under certain unlikely circumstances, into money market mutual funds. When Bank capacity is restored, your
funds are re-allocated to Banks within the program to fully insure your assets up to the program maximum.
Interest. In both the ICA and DCA Program, Client will earn the same rate of interest for the respective program as stated on
lpl.com/disclosures.html regardless of the Bank in which the Client deposits are held. Interest will accrue daily on balances from the
day funds are deposited into a Bank through the business day preceding the date of withdrawal from that Bank. In the ICA program,
interest will be compounded daily and credited monthly. In the DCA program, interest is credited to the Client Account monthly (or
when you close the Account, if done prior to month-end). This process is described in more detail in the ICA Disclosure Booklet or
DCA Disclosure Booklet (as applicable) available from Advisor or on lpl.com/disclosures.html. The interest rates paid are determined
by the amount the Banks are willing to pay minus the fees paid to LPL and other parties for administering the program. The interest
rates accruing on funds may change as frequently as daily without prior notice. The most up-to-date interest rates are found on
lpl.com/disclosures.html. Different rates apply for amounts invested in money market mutual funds.
Fees. In the ICA program, LPL receives a fee equal to a percentage of the average daily deposit balance, a portion of which LPL
pays to Advisor. The fee paid to LPL will be at an annual rate of up to an average of 400 basis points as applied across all ICA
Deposit Accounts taken in the aggregate. In the DCA program, LPL receives a flat fee per account with the fee indexed to the
Fed Funds Target (FFT) interest rate, a portion of which LPL pays to Advisor. If the Fed Funds Target interest rate is a range, the
fee is determined by using the middle of the range rounded up to the nearest whole number. For details on how the fee is
determined, please reference the DCA Disclosure Booklet available from Advisor or on lpl.com/disclosures.html.
Tax Information. For most clients, interest earned on deposits in the Deposit Accounts will be taxed as ordinary income in the
year it is received. A Form 1099 will be sent to Client each year showing the amount of interest income Client has earned on
deposits in the Deposit Accounts. Client should consult with a tax advisor about how the ICA or DCA program, as applicable,
affects Client.
Termination of Participation. You can terminate your Account’s participation in the ICA or DCA program, as applicable, at any
time without penalty, upon notice to LPL.
More Information. For more specific information about the terms and conditions of the ICA or DCA program, please see the ICA
Disclosure Booklet or DCA Disclosure Booklet (as applicable) available from Advisor or on lpl.com/disclosures.html.
Money Market Mutual Fund Sweep Program General Terms and Conditions
Eligibility. If your Account is not eligible for ICA or DCA, you hereby authorize and direct LPL to automatically invest available cash
balances (from securities transactions, dividend and interest payments, deposits and other activities) in shares of a money market
mutual fund. If Account is a non-retirement account and a specific sweep money market mutual fund (“Sweep Fund”) is not
otherwise directed by you, you hereby authorize LPL to direct the cash balances held in your Account to the J.P. Morgan U.S.
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Government Money Market Fund (unless you own a foreign account and then it will be the J.P. Morgan U.S. Treasury Liquidity
Fund). A non-retirement account is one not held by an ERISA Plan or otherwise subject to Section 4975 of the Code. Contact your
Advisor to learn about the specific share class you will be invested in or to learn about other Sweep Funds that may be available.
No FDIC Insurance. Investments in money market mutual funds are not guaranteed or insured by the FDIC or any other
government agency. Although money market funds seek to preserve a net asset value of $1.00 per share, there is no guarantee
that this will occur. LPL is a member of SIPC. For accounts held at LPL, SIPC provides account protection up to a maximum of
$500,000 per client, of which $250,000 may be claims for cash. This account protection applies when a SIPC member firm fails
financially and is unable to meet obligations to securities customers, but it does not protect against losses from the rise and fall
in the market value of investments. More information on SIPC, including obtaining a SIPC Brochure, may be obtained by calling
SIPC directly at (202) 371-8300 or by visiting www.sipc.org.
Fees. LPL receives compensation of up to 1.00% of LPL client assets invested in the Sweep Funds from the money market fund
sponsor in connection with 12b-1 fees, recordkeeping fees and other compensation. Advisor earns fees based on the amount of
assets in the Sweep Funds.
More Information. For more complete information about any of the Sweep Funds, including all charges and expenses, please
contact Advisor for a free prospectus. Client may obtain information with respect to the current yields available on the money
market funds by contacting Advisor.
Changes to Sweep Programs
LPL may make changes to the sweep programs, for example, to replace one Sweep Fund with another money market mutual
fund. If the Account is not eligible for the ICA or DCA program, but later becomes eligible for one of the programs, LPL may
switch the sweep program from the money market mutual fund sweep program to the ICA or DCA program. Client will be
provided with notice of such change prior to the effective date of the change.
Free Credit Balances
Your selection of a sweep program above will not be effected until your account paperwork has been accepted by Advisor as being
in good order. Until such time, available cash balances (from securities transactions, dividend and interest payments, deposits and
other activities) will not be automatically swept and will be held as a free credit balance. A free credit balance is a liability of LPL and
payable to the Account on demand. Interest will not be paid to the Account on free credit balances. Unless we hear from you to
the contrary, it is our understanding that any free credit balances held in your account are pending investment.
Free credit balances may be used by LPL in the ordinary course of its business subject to the requirements of Rule 15c3-3 under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The use of client free credit balances generally generates revenue for LPL in the forms of
interest and income, which LPL retains as additional compensation for its services to its clients. Under these arrangements, LPL
will generally earn interest or a return based on short-term market interest rated prevailing at the time.
If you are acting on behalf of a Plan, you as a Plan fiduciary agree that you have determined that holding cash balances, pending
LPL’s acceptance of the Account, as a free credit balance, which does not earn income for the Plan, is both (i) reasonable and in the
best interests of the Plan and (ii) that the Plan receives no less, nor pays no more, than adequate consideration with respect to this
arrangement. If the Plan fiduciary chooses to avoid holding un-invested cash as a free credit balances, the Plan fiduciary should not
fund the Account until after your account paperwork has been accepted by Advisor as being in good order.
Further Information
For further information about LPL’s sweep programs or the Account, please contact Advisor.
19. RIGHT TO ADVOCATE AND REFUSAL TO ACCEPT ORDERS
LPL shall have the right at its sole discretion to advocate administratively or judicially on your behalf where LPL suspects
exploitation of any kind, dementia and/or undue influence.
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In addition, LPL shall have at its sole discretion the authority to pause or refuse to obey any instructions or orders for, including
but not limited to, transactions, disbursements, or account transfers. For UTMA or UGMA accounts in which the beneficiary
reaches the age of majority, LPL reserves the right to refuse orders or instructions and to terminate or deactivate the account.
20. TRUSTED CONTACT PERSON DISCLOSURE
You understand by providing a trusted contact person in the Account Application, you give permission to LPL, Advisor and their
associated persons, including your IAR, to use their discretion to contact the trusted contact person and disclose information
about you and your Account in order to:
•
•
•
•
•

address concerns that you might be a victim of financial exploitation which could include fraud, coercion, or
unauthorized transactions,
address a temporary hold on a disbursement of funds or securities pertaining to possible financial exploitation or other
concerns,
confirm your current contact information,
confirm and address your whereabouts and health status, and/or
confirm the identity of any legal guardian, executor, trustee, holder of a power or attorney, or other person who may be
acting on your behalf (such as an attorney or accountant).

21. JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY: JOINT ACCOUNT
If more than one individual is establishing an account with LPL, the obligations of all persons establishing such Account under this
Agreement shall be joint and several. If this is a joint account, each of you signing the Account Application and Agreement (each a
“joint owner”) agrees that each joint owner shall have authority to (a) buy, sell, and otherwise deal in, through LPL as a broker,
securities and/or other property, (b) to receive confirmations, statements and communications of every kind related to the Account,
(c) to receive and dispose of money, securities and/or other property in the Account, (d) to make, terminate, or modify this
Agreement and any other written agreement relating to the Account or waive any of the provisions of such agreements, and (e)
generally to deal with LPL as if each of you alone was the sole owner of the Account, all without notice to the other joint owner(s).
Each of you agrees that notice to any joint owner shall be deemed to be notice to all joint owners. LPL may follow the instructions of
any of the joint owners concerning the Account and make delivery to any of the joint owners of any and all securities and/or other
property in the Account, and make payments to any of the joint owners, of any or all moneys in the Account as any of the joint
owners may order and direct, even if such deliveries and/or payments shall be made to one of the joint owners personally. LPL shall
be under no obligation to inquire into the purpose of any such demand for such deliveries and/or payments.
In the event of the death of any of the joint owners, the surviving joint owner(s) shall immediately give LPL written notice thereof.
The estate of any deceased joint owner shall be liable and each survivor will be liable, jointly and severally, to LPL for any debt or
loss in the Account resulting from the completion of transactions initiated prior to LPL’s receipt of a written notice of such death
or debt or loss incurred in the liquidation of the Account or the adjustment of the interests of the joint owners. LPL reserves the
right to require written instructions from all Account holders, at its discretion.
22. ARBITRATION
Client agrees to direct any complaints regarding the handling of the Account to IAR, Advisor and the LPL Legal Department
in writing.
This Agreement contains a predispute arbitration clause. By signing an arbitration agreement the parties agree as follows:
•
•

All parties to this Agreement are giving up the right to sue each other in court, including the right to a trial by jury,
except as provided by the rules of the arbitration forum in which a claim is filed.
Arbitration awards are generally final and binding; a party’s ability to have a court reverse or modify an arbitration award
is very limited.
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•
•
•
•
•

The ability of the parties to obtain documents, witness statements and other discovery is generally more limited in
arbitration than in court proceedings.
The arbitrators do not have to explain the reason(s) for their award, unless, in an eligible case, a joint request for an
explained decision has been submitted by all parties to the panel at least 20 days prior to the first hearing date.
The Panel of Arbitrators will typically include a minority of arbitrators who were or are affiliated with the securities industry.
The rules of some arbitration forums may impose time limits for bringing a claim in arbitration. In some cases, a claim
that is ineligible for arbitration may be brought in court.
The rules of the arbitration forum in which the claim is filed, and any amendments thereto, shall be incorporated into
this Agreement.

In consideration of opening one or more accounts for you, you agree that any controversy or claim arising between you and LPL,
Advisor and/or your IAR, and their parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, employees, agents, and Third-Party Service
Providers (as defined below) (whether or not a FINRA (as defined below) member or associated person), arising out of or
relating, in whole or in part, to your account, transactions with or for you, this Agreement or any other agreement you have
entered into with LPL, or the construction, performance, or breach of this Agreement or any other agreement you have entered
into with LPL, whether entered into prior, on or subsequent to the date hereof, shall be settled by arbitration to be filed at and
to be conducted in accordance with the rules, then in effect, of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). If the
controversy or claim is not arbitrable before FINRA, then arbitration will be conducted by, and in accordance with the rules and
procedures of Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, Inc. (JAMS). If arbitration before JAMS is unavailable or impossible
for any reason, then you agree to arbitrate in another forum to which the parties otherwise agree. This agreement does not
prohibit or restrict you from requesting arbitration of a dispute in the FINRA arbitration forum as specified in FINRA rules.
Notwithstanding any provision of JAMS Rules (or other applicable arbitration forum rules), any such arbitration shall occur on an
individual basis only, and not on a class or collective basis, and you waive the right to initiate, participate in, or recover through,
any class or collective action in any claims that are not arbitrable before FINRA. To the extent any claim on a class or collective
or representative basis is nonarbitrable under the law, then such claims shall be filed and adjudicated in a court of competent
jurisdiction, and not in arbitration. A court of competent jurisdiction (and not an arbitrator) shall resolve any dispute about the
formation, validity, or enforceability of any provision of this Agreement. Any arbitration award hereunder shall be final, and
judgment upon the award rendered may be entered in any court, state or federal, having jurisdiction. Nothing in this this
Agreement requires arbitration of any claim that under the law cannot be made subject to a pre-dispute agreement to arbitrate
claims, including any dispute or controversy nonarbitrable under federal law.
This arbitration agreement will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective
representatives, attorneys-in-fact, heirs, successors, assigns, and any other persons having or claiming to have a legal or
beneficial interest in any account you maintain at LPL, including court-appointed trustees and receivers. This arbitration
agreement will also inure to the benefit of third-party service providers that assist or enable LPL to provide services hereunder
including investment and investment product manufacturers and insurance and annuity carriers (“Third-Party Service Providers”),
and such Third-Party Service Providers are deemed to be third-party beneficiaries of this arbitration agreement.
No person shall bring a putative or certified class action to arbitration, nor seek to enforce any pre-dispute arbitration agreement
against any person who has initiated in court a putative class action; or who is a member of a putative class who has not opted
out of the class with respect to any claims encompassed by the putative class action until: (i) the class certification is denied; or
(ii) the class is decertified; or (iii) the customer is excluded from the class by the court. Such forbearance to enforce an agreement
to arbitrate shall not constitute a waiver of any rights under this agreement except to the extent stated herein.
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OPTIMUM MARKET PORTFOLIOS SCHEDULE A - FEES
MAXIMUM FEE (ANNUALLY)

2.50%

OPTIMUM MARKET PORTFOLIOS SCHEDULE B - TRANSACTION CHARGES
MUTUAL FUNDS
PURCHASE OR LIQUIDATION

$5.00*

*Transaction Charges are waived if systematic contributions are set up for the Account.
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Miscellaneous Account and Service Fees Schedule
Optimum Market Portfolios - Advisory
The listed fees below do not include advisory fees. These fees apply to Optimum Market Portfolios program accounts. Some of these fees may be waived
under certain conditions.1

ACCOUNT OR SERVICE

FEE

FREQUENCY

ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE
Transaction Fee/Service Charge2
Corporate Actions — Mandatory (if securities are in physical form)
Corporate Actions — Voluntary or Mandatory with Options (if election is made)
Express Mail/Overnight Delivery
Extension for Money or Securities Received Past Settlement
Interest Charged for Money or Securities Received Past Settlement

$5
$15
$15
$15
$15
Cash Due Interest Rate

Per transaction
Per security
Per security
Per shipment unless otherwise noted
Per event
Begins accruing 3 days after trade
settlement

$20

Per security

$125
$20

Per account
Per item

$0

Per account

$0
$125
$50
$25
$100
$50

Per account
Per account
Per loan
Per conversion
Per 900-T
Per 1099-R

$10
$30

Per check
Per wire

Legal Transfer — for processing of certificate requiring legal documentation (e.g., power of
attorney, court appointment, death certificate, corporate resolution, etc.)
Outgoing Account Transfer — for processing full account transfer of all assets and positions to
another financial institution (excludes retirement accounts)
Return/Rejected Item/Non-Sufficient Funds (NSF)
Retirement Account Fees:
Annual IRA Maintenance — for custodial and tax reporting services provided to maintain an
individual retirement account (IRA)
Annual QRP and 403(b)(7) Maintenance — for custodial and tax reporting services provided to
maintain qualified retirement plan (QRP) or 403(b)(7) account
IRA/QRP and 403(b)(7) Termination
QRP and 403(b)(7) Loan Processing
Roth IRA Conversion
990-T Filing
1099-R for Omnibus/Pooled QRPs
CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Stop Payment
Wired Funds

Commissions and fees are subject to change. This schedule does not include all securities transaction types or fees. Equitable Advisors may receive compensation related to 12b-1 and
administrative servicing fees from the money market funds and from the fee paid from participating banks in the Insured Cash Account program.
If you need additional information, please contact Equitable Advisors, Broker/Dealer Services toll-free at 1-866-487-7484 for assistance.
1 See account agreements for more information. These fees generally are not based directly on the costs of the transaction or service, and may include a profit.
2 This fee applies to OMP accounts only and is waived if systematic contributions are set up for the account.

Make Checks Payable as Follows:
001

John Doe
123 Main St.
Your Town, USA

12/1/13 .

LPL Financial

For value received, (Leave Blank) hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto (Leave Blank) shares
represented by the within certificate and do hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint (LPL
Financial) as Attorney to transfer the said shares on the books of the within named Corporation
with full power of substitution in the premises.

600.00

six hundred dollars

Notes:

Account Number

Signature:

John Doe

Security Endorsement Instructions:

.

Dated: (Date Signed)
Signed: (Sign Exactly as Registered on the Front, With All Signatures)

LPL Financial serves as the principal sponsor, an investment advisor and the broker/dealer, and Equitable Advisors, LLC (Equitable Financial Advisors in MI and TN) serves as an investment advisor for LPL Financial
investment advisory programs offered through Equitable Advisors’ financial professionals.

FS03-EQH
Equitable Advisors, LLC • Registered Investment Advisor and Broker-Dealer, Member FINRA/SIPC •
Equitable Financial Advisors in MI and TN
LPL Financial LLC A Registered Investment Advisor • Member FINRA/SIPC

Revised 0721
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Updated June 1, 2022

LPL Privacy Notice for Equitable Advisors Clients
As a full-service financial services company providing clearing and other services, LPL processes the transactions you make in the
account with your securities firm. LPL also maintains records about the account with your securities firm and provides information
about your securities account when you access your securities firm’s internet website. Pursuant to its agreements with your
securities firm, LPL has agreed to keep non-public personal information about customers of your securities firm confidential as
described in this Privacy Notice.
We at LPL are committed to maintaining the trust and confidence of the customers of your securities firm. We recognize the
importance of protecting the confidentiality of non-public personal information that we collect about the customers of your
securities firm. We want you to understand how we protect your privacy when we collect and use information about you, and the
measures we take to safeguard that information. The information is used to ensure accuracy in reporting and recordkeeping, to
maintain customers’ accounts and to carry out requested transactions. Keeping this information secure is a priority for us.
1. We collect non-public personal information about the customers of your securities firm from the following sources:
• Information you provide your securities firm on applications and other standard forms (such as name, address, Social
Security number, assets, and types and amounts of investments, transactions and income).
• Information about you from transactions with your securities firm.
• Information we receive from your securities firm or collect on its behalf.
2. We restrict access to non-public personal information about you to authorized employees who need to know that
information. We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that are designed to comply with federal standards
to guard your non-public personal information.
3. We collect and maintain non-public personal information about you on behalf of your securities firm and will be disclosing
the information to your securities firm in accordance with our agreements. We will not use any non-public personal
information we collect or maintain on behalf of your securities firm for any other purpose.
4. We may disclose non-public personal information about you to affiliates who are providing services in accordance with our
agreements with your securities firm. We may also disclose non-public personal information about you to non-affiliated
third-party firms with whom we have contracted to perform services on our behalf, such as printing, mailing, fraud
protection, and data processing services in accordance with our agreements with your securities firm.
5. If you decide to close your account with your securities firm or become an inactive customer, we will adhere to the privacy
policies and practices as described in this notice.
6. If you are also an LPL customer, you may receive more than one Privacy Notice from us. However, information we collect
and maintain about you as an LPL customer will be kept separate from information we collect about you as a customer of
your securities firm. Information we collect and maintain about you as a customer of your securities firm will be kept
confidential as described in this Privacy Notice. Information we collect and maintain about you as an LPL customer will be
kept confidential as described in the other LPL Privacy Notices you receive. We apologize for any inconvenience this may
cause you.
7. We may also disclose non-public personal information about our customers as required by law or permitted under our
agreements with your securities firm. These disclosures typically include information disclosed in connection with litigation
and governmental regulatory requirements and to process transactions on your behalf, to conduct our operations, to follow
your instructions as you authorize, or to protect the security of our financial records.
8. We reserve the right to change this policy at any time. You will be notified if any changes occur.
9. If you have questions after reading this Privacy Notice, please contact us by writing to: LPL Financial Attn: Privacy Office
1055 LPL Way Fort Mill, SC 29715
10. The LPL Financial family of affiliated companies are LPL Financial, and its subsidiaries and affiliates, including: LPL
Insurance Associates, Inc., PTC Holdings, Inc., The Private Trust Company, N.A., Allen & Company of Florida LLC, DBA
Allen & Company, Fortigent LLC and Fiduciary Trust Company of New Hampshire.
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ACCOUNT PACKET

OPTIMUM MARKET PORTFOLIOS (OMP)
PROGRAM BROCHURE
LPL Financial LLC
1055 LPL Way, Fort Mill, SC 29715
www.lpl.com (704) 733-3482
October 3, 2022
This program brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of LPL Financial (“LPL”). If you have
any questions about the contents of this brochure, please contact LPL at lplfinancial.adv@lpl.com. The information in this
brochure has not been approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or by any state
securities authority.
Additional information about LPL also is available on the SEC’s website at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov.
ITEM 1 COVER PAGE
ITEM 2 MATERIAL CHANGES
The following is a summary of certain changes made to this Brochure from the time of the annual update of the Brochure dated
March 31, 2022. Item 9 was updated to provide information regarding disciplinary events, involving (i) FINRA sanctions in
connection with LPL’s failure to calculate and maintain its required customer reserve, and (ii) a consent order with the Texas State
Securities board for failure to supervise a broker-dealer agent/investment adviser agent’s sales of structured products.
ITEM 3 TABLE OF CONTENTS
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ITEM 8 CLIENT CONTACT WITH PORTFOLIO MANAGERS ................................................................................. 26
ITEM 9 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION .................................................................................................................... 26
ITEM 4 SERVICES, FEES AND COMPENSATION
Services
LPL sponsors various types of advisory programs, including wrap fee programs and mutual fund asset allocation programs. LPL
makes these programs available to clients directly and also through third party investment advisor firms (“Advisor”) and their
associated persons. This Brochure provides a description of LPL’s Optimum Market Portfolios (“OMP”) program when offered
through an Advisor. For more information about LPL’s advisory services and programs other than OMP, please contact your
Advisor for a copy of a similar brochure that describes such service or program or go to https://adviserinfo.sec.gov.
The OMP program is a professionally managed mutual fund asset allocation program in which LPL and Advisor provide ongoing
investment advice. The Advisor obtains the necessary financial data from the client, assists the client in determining the suitability of
the program and assists the client in setting an appropriate investment objective. The Advisor on a discretionary or nondiscretionary basis selects a model portfolio of mutual funds (“Portfolio”) designed by LPL’s Research Department consistent with
the client’s stated investment objective. If client authorizes Advisor to take discretion to select Portfolios on behalf of client, such
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authority will be set out in the Account Agreement and Application signed by the client. The Portfolios are made up of mutual funds
in the Optimum Funds mutual fund family. A Portfolio may include up to six Optimum Funds.
LPL has discretion to buy and sell securities in the account and will invest the account based on the Portfolio selected. The client
authorizes LPL to take discretion by executing the Account Agreement and Application. LPL rebalances accounts based on the
allocations in the Portfolio as described below. LPL reviews the account for rebalancing on the frequency selected by the client at
account opening or as altered by the Advisor or the client from time to time. The choices for frequency of rebalancing are quarterly
(four times per year), semi-annually (two times per year) or annually (once per year). Accounts are reviewed on the frequency
selected based on the anniversary date of account opening, or the next business day closest to the anniversary date, to determine if
rebalancing is necessary. At each rebalancing review date, accounts are rebalanced if at least one of the account positions is outside
a range determined by LPL, subject to a minimum transaction amount established by LPL in its discretion. In addition, LPL may
review the account for rebalancing in the event that LPL Research changes the model portfolio.
LPL invests deposits in an account according to the Portfolio, but such deposits (or a portion thereof) may be liquidated and the
proceeds may remain in cash until certain conditions are met related to trade size and positive deviation from the target
allocation. Although OMP accounts are not considered tax efficient or tax managed, LPL may delay placing transactions on nonretirement accounts by one day for any rebalancing scheduled to occur on the first one year anniversary date of the account
opening in an attempt to limit short-term tax treatment for any position being sold. Liquidation requests in connection with
withdrawals and requests related to changes in the Portfolio selected may take up to 5-7 days to process, and, in certain
circumstances, may take longer. LPL may also apply discretion to deviate from the model portfolios in accounts, in which it is not
possible or impractical to be invested in all of a model’s holdings, for example in smaller accounts.
In connection with the program, LPL also acts as custodian to accounts, provides research information to Advisor, provides brokerage
services as the broker-dealer on transactions, and performs administrative services, such as performance reporting to clients.
Fee Schedule
In the OMP program, clients pay LPL and Advisor an ongoing advisory fee (“Account Fee”). The Account Fee is negotiable between
the client and the Advisor and is set out in the Account Application. The Account Fee is typically a straight percentage based on the
value of all assets in the account, including cash holdings. The Account Fee also may be structured on a tiered basis, with a reduced
percentage rate based on reaching certain thresholds. The maximum Account Fee is 2.50%. The Account Fee is paid to LPL, and
LPL shares up to 95% with the Advisor pursuant to the agreement between LPL and Advisor. LPL and Advisor do not accept
performance-based fees under OMP. LPL and Advisor do not accept performance-based fees under OMP.
How the Account Fee is Charged
LPL deducts the Account Fee and other fees and charges associated with an OMP account from the account. LPL calculates and
deducts the Account Fee in the method described in the Account Agreement, unless other arrangements are made in writing. If
a client wishes to be billed for the Account Fee, rather than a deduction directly from the account, the client needs to make a
request to LPL through the Advisor.
Payment in Advance and Refund of Pre-Paid Fees
LPL deducts the Account Fee quarterly in advance. If the Account Agreement is terminated before the end of the quarterly
period, LPL will pay the client a prorated refund of any pre-paid quarterly Account Fee based on the number of days remaining
in the quarter after the termination date. However, if the account is closed within the first six months by the client or as a result
of withdrawals that bring the account value below the required minimum, LPL and Advisor reserve the right to retain the prepaid quarterly Account Fee for the current quarter in order to cover the administrative costs of establishing the account (for
example, the costs related to transferring positions in and out of the account, data entry in opening the account, reconciliation of
positions in order to issue performance information, and re-registration of positions). After the termination date, LPL may
convert the account to a brokerage account. In a brokerage account, client is charged a commission for each transaction and LPL
and Advisor have no responsibility to provide ongoing investment advice.
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Other Types of Direct Fees and Expenses of LPL
In addition to the Account Fee, LPL assesses a transaction charge of $5 on each purchase and sale transaction. The transaction
charge is identified under the service charge column on trade confirmations and represents a payment for expenses associated
with trade execution and processing, including preparing, printing and/or delivering confirmations. Transaction charges are
waived if systematic contributions are set up for an account. LPL does not share any portion of the transaction charge with
Advisor. Transaction charges present conflicts of interest. For example, where transaction charges apply, the more transactions
Client enters into, the more compensation LPL receives. The transaction charge may be higher or lower than commissions
otherwise payable in the absence of the Account Fee. When an investment change is made to the account (e.g., for transactions
resulting from contributions, rebalancing, model changes, and withdrawals), the transaction charge can represent a meaningful
cost to Client, in particular, at smaller account sizes.
Clients also pay LPL other additional miscellaneous administrative or custodial-related fees and charges that apply to an OMP
account. LPL notifies clients of these charges at account opening and makes available a current list of these charges on its
website at lpl.com/disclosures.html. These transaction charges and other direct fees are not directly based on the costs of the
transaction or service by LPL, often include a profit to LPL, and certain of the fees are lowered or waived for certain clients.
Fees Charged by Third Parties, Including the Optimum Funds
There are other fees and charges that are imposed by third parties other than LPL that apply to investments in OMP accounts. In
OMP, assets are invested in mutual funds and, therefore, there are two layers of advisory fees and expenses for those assets. As
a shareholder of a Fund, Client will pay an advisory fee to the investment advisor of the Optimum Funds and other expenses
charged by the Fund. Client will also pay LPL and Advisor the Account Fee with respect to assets invested in the Funds. The
Optimum Funds or funds with similar investment objectives may be purchased directly outside of the Program. Therefore, clients
could generally avoid the second layer of fees by not using the advisory services of LPL and Advisor and by making their own
decisions regarding mutual fund investing. The amount of the advisory fees and other expenses of the Optimum Funds are set
out in the prospectus and financial statements of the Optimum Funds, which are available upon request from Advisor or the
Optimum Funds directly.
Clients should understand that in many cases the mutual funds and mutual fund share classes offered through the Program
charge higher fees and expenses than those that are not offered through the Program, and such other mutual funds and share
classes may be equally or more appropriate for a client’s account. As discussed below, Client should understand that a portion
of the fees and expenses Client pays as a shareholder of the Optimum Funds is used by the sponsor of the Funds to pay LPL for
services LPL provides with respect to the funds. See Item 9, “Participation or Interest in Client Transactions,” for more
information on the payments received by LPL with respect to the Optimum Funds. Other financial services firm may offer the
same mutual funds that are offered through the Program but at lower overall costs to investors than the costs that clients incur
by investing through the Program.
Advisor may charge fees in addition to the Account Fee. Clients should refer to the Firm Brochure of Advisor for more
information regarding fees charged by Advisor.
If client transfers into an OMP account a previously purchased mutual fund, and there is an applicable contingent deferred sales
charge on the fund, client will pay that charge when the mutual fund is sold. If the account is invested in a mutual fund that
charges a fee if a redemption is made within a specific time period after the investment, client will be charged a redemption fee.
Depending on the share class and fee structure of the previously purchased mutual fund, LPL can receive fees such as 12b-1 fees
from the previously purchased mutual fund until the position is liquidated and subsequently invested according to the OMP
model. Any 12b-1 fees paid to LPL by mutual funds transferred into an account will be credited to the client’s account. If a
mutual fund has a frequent trading policy, the policy can limit a client’s transactions in shares of the fund (e.g., for rebalancing,
liquidations, deposits or tax harvesting). Decisions regarding the sale of mutual funds in an account may be made by LPL without
regard to whether a client will be assessed a redemption fee. Clients can find more information regarding the fees and expenses
of a mutual fund or ETF in the fund’s prospectus, which is available upon request from the IAR or directly from the fund.
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When transferring securities into an OMP account, client should be aware that certain securities are not be eligible for the account.
In such case, the securities may be rejected, sold after the transfer, or moved to a brokerage account. Note that when an ineligible
security is transferred into an account and subsequently sold or moved to a brokerage account, the advisory fee will be charged on
such asset for the period of time the security was held in the account. Client should be aware that securities transferred into an
account may have been subject to a commission or sales load when the security was originally purchased. After transfer into an
OMP account, client should understand that an advisory fee will be charged based on the total assets in the account, including the
transferred security. When transferring securities into an account, client should consider and speak to IAR about whether:
•
•
•

a commission was previously paid on the security;
client wishes for the security to be managed as part of the account and be subject to an advisory fee; or
client wishes to hold the security in a brokerage account that is not managed and not subject to an advisory fee.

Important Things to Consider About Fees on an OMP Account
•

•

•

•
•

The Account Fee is a single fee for investment advisory services and other administrative and custodial services. Clients do
not pay a commission to LPL but do pay a transaction charge (unless waived) as described above. The Account Fee may cost
the client more than purchasing the program services separately, for example, paying an advisory fee plus commissions to a
broker-dealer for each transaction in the account. Factors that bear upon the cost of the account in relation to the cost of the
same services purchased separately include the:
• type and size of the account
• historical and or expected size or number of trades for the account, and
• number and range of supplementary advisory and client-related services provided to the client.
The Account Fee may be higher than the fees charged by other investment advisors for similar services. This is the case in particular
if the Account Fee is at or near the maximum Account Fee set out above. The Advisor is responsible for determining the Account
Fee to charge each client based on factors such as total amount of assets involved in the relationship and the complexity, number
and range of supplementary advisory and client-related services to be provided to the account. Clients should consider the level
and complexity of the advisory services to be provided when negotiating the Account Fee with Advisor.
The Advisor and its IARs recommending the program to the client receives compensation as a result of the client's participation
in the program. This compensation includes a portion of the Account Fee and also may include other compensation, such as
bonuses, awards or other things of value offered by LPL to Advisor or by LPL or Advisor to the IAR. For example, LPL may pay a
bonus to Advisor or its IARs in the form of reimbursement of fees that Advisor or its IARs pay to LPL for administrative services.
In particular, pursuant to the agreement between LPL and Advisor, LPL pays Advisor an amount, in addition to a percentage of
the client's Account Fee, based on the current market value of all client assets Advisor maintains in LPL advisory programs,
including the OMP program. This amount is paid from the portion of the fee retained by LPL, and payment of this amount does
not result in any higher or additional client fees. Therefore, this additional portion of the fee provides Advisor a greater financial
benefit if more client assets are invested in LPL advisory programs. The amount of compensation that Advisor receives from LPL
may be more or less than what the Advisor and its IARs would receive if the client participated in other LPL programs, programs
of other investment advisors or paid separately for investment advice, brokerage and other client services. Therefore, the
Advisor and its IARs may have a financial incentive to recommend a program account over other programs and services.
The investment products available to be purchased in the program can be purchased by clients outside of an OMP account,
through broker-dealers or other investment firms not affiliated LPL.
Clients should consider the impact of fees and expenses on their investment portfolio, as described in the informational
brochure titled “How Fees and Expenses Affect Your Portfolio” on lpl.com/disclosures.html under “Investor Regulatory &
Educational Resources.”

ITEM 5 ACCOUNT REQUIREMENTS AND TYPES OF CLIENTS
LPL generally requires a minimum account value of $1,000, but systematic contributions are required for account sizes below
$10,000. In certain instances, LPL will permit a lower minimum account size. An account will not be invested according to the
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Portfolio until the minimum has been reached. The program is available for individuals, IRAs, banks, thrift institutions, credit
unions, pension and profit sharing plans, including plans subject to Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”),
trusts, estates, charitable organizations, state and municipal government entities, corporations and other business entities.
ITEM 6 PORTFOLIO MANAGER SELECTION AND EVALUATION
In OMP, LPL does not select, review or recommend the services of other investment advisor or portfolio management firms. LPL
and Advisor are responsible for the investment advice and management offered to clients, and the client selects the Advisor who
services the account. Advisor is responsible for determining the standards required for its associated persons. For more
information about the Advisor, client should refer to the Advisor’s Firm Brochure, which client should have received at the time
client opened the account.
In OMP, clients invest in Portfolios designed by LPL’s Research Department. LPL Research designs different types of Portfolios for
OMP to meet the varying needs of clients. The Advisor, or the client with the assistance of the Advisor, selects the Portfolio and
provides advice based on the client’s individual needs. LPL’s Research Department uses the following investment strategies in
designing Portfolios. It is important to note that no methodology or investment strategy is guaranteed to be successful or profitable.
Each of these investment strategies seek to generate capital appreciation while assuming a reasonable amount of risk.
•
•
•

•

Standard. These Portfolios invest in up to six Optimum Funds across the following asset classes: large growth, large value,
small/mid growth, small/mid value, international, and fixed income.
U.S. These Portfolios invest in up to five Optimum Funds across the following asset classes: large growth, large value,
small/mid growth, small/mid value, and fixed income. These Portfolios do not invest in international.
Growth Tilt. These Portfolios invest in up to six Optimum Funds across the following asset classes: large growth, large value,
small/mid growth, small/mid value, international, and fixed income. These Portfolios are over-weighted to growth relative to
the standard models.
Value Tilt. These Portfolios invest in up to six Optimum Funds across the following asset classes: large growth, large value,
small/mid growth, small/mid value, international, and fixed income. These Portfolios are over-weighted to value relative to
the standard models.

For Standard and U.S. Portfolios described above, LPL Research makes available a strategic or tactical version for each Portfolio. The
strategic Portfolios are intended to take advantage of market opportunities that will occur or persist over a three-to-five-year time
frame. The tactically managed Portfolios are intended to take advantage of short-, medium-, or long-term opportunities. In addition, for
the Standard Portfolios there are two different versions of the tactically-managed portfolios: Traditional Standard and Spectrum
Standard. The asset allocation of the Traditional Standard Portfolios is set primarily leveraging the LPL Research macroeconomic views.
The asset allocation of the Spectrum Standard Portfolios is set primarily leveraging the LPL Research diligence views.
Types of Investments and Risks
Investing in securities involves the risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear. Described below are some risks associated
with investing.
•
•

•
•

Market Risk. This is the risk that the value of securities owned by an investor may go up or down, sometimes rapidly or
unpredictably, due to factors affecting securities markets generally or particular industries.
Interest Rate Risk. This is the risk that fixed income securities will decline in value because of an increase in interest rates; a
bond or a fixed income fund with a longer duration will be more sensitive to changes in interest rates than a bond or bond
fund with a shorter duration.
Credit Risk. This is the risk that an investor could lose money if the issuer or guarantor of a fixed income security is unable or
unwilling to meet its financial obligations.
Investment Company Risk. To the extent a client account invests in ETFs or other investment companies, its performance
will be affected by the performance of those other investment companies. Investments in ETFs and other investment
companies are subject to the risks of the investment companies’ investments, as well as to the investment companies’
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•

expenses. If a client account invests in other investment companies, the client account may receive distributions of taxable
gains from portfolio transactions by that investment company and may recognize taxable gains from transactions in shares of
that investment company, which would be taxable when distributed.
Pledging Assets. LPL has partnered with certain banks to help facilitate clients’ access to collateralized non-purpose lines of
credit; however, clients are not required to use the banks in LPL’s program, and can work directly with other banks (“nonpartner banks”) to negotiate loan terms or obtain other financing arrangements. Clients who choose to use non-partner
banks should notify Advisor of the amount of the line of credit. In these collateralized lending arrangements, clients borrow
from the bank and pay interest to the bank. In some cases, Advisor, through IAR, may recommend that a client seeking to
access funds (for purposes other than purchasing securities) hold his securities investments and instead utilize a non-purpose
line of credit collateralized by the assets in his advisory account. Unless Advisor, through IAR, specifically recommends that a
client hold his securities investments and instead utilize a collateralized line of credit to access funds, the decision regarding
whether to arrange for a collateralized loan and the decision to draw down on such a loan are not covered by a client’s
advisory relationship with LPL or Advisor. While Advisor, through IAR, may assist the client with facilitating a line of credit,
clients are responsible for independently evaluating the terms of the loan and deciding whether the loan meets their needs.
Clients also should be aware that pledging assets in an account to secure a loan involves additional risks. The bank holding
the loan has the authority to liquidate all or part of the securities at any time without your prior notice in order to maintain
required maintenance levels, or to call the loan at any time. As a practical matter, this may cause you to sell assets and
realize losses in a declining market. Moreover, the ability of Advisor and IAR to make recommendations for the account may
be restricted by collateral requirements imposed by the bank. These restrictions or a forced liquidation may interfere with
your long term investment goals and/or result in adverse tax consequences. Further, you should note that the returns on
accounts or on pledged assets may not cover the cost of loan interest and advisory fees. Clients should be aware that LPL’s
collateralized loan program is one way, among many, for clients to raise necessary cash. Before pledging assets in an
account, clients should carefully review the loan agreement, loan application and any forms required by the bank and any
other forms and disclosures provided by LPL. For a list of the banks currently participating in LPL’s collateralized lending
program, please visit lpl.com/disclosures.html, click on “Account Disclosures, Agreements, Fee Schedules & Conflicts of
Interest,” and then “Third Party Compensation and Related Conflicts of Interest.”

Voting Client Securities
In OMP, LPL and Advisors do not accept authority to vote client securities. Clients retain the right to vote all proxies that are
solicited for securities held in the account. Clients will receive proxies or other solicitations from LPL. When LPL delivers mutual
fund shareholder reports and proxies to clients, LPL is reimbursed by the mutual fund for the delivery costs. The maximum fee
that can be charged for delivery is set by New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) rules. If LPL uses a vendor to perform the delivery,
the vendor seeks reimbursement from the mutual fund on LPL’s behalf and in certain cases remits a portion of the
reimbursement to LPL. If clients have questions regarding the solicitation, they should contact the contact person that the issuer
identifies in the proxy materials or their Advisor. In addition, LPL and Advisors do not accept authority to take action with
respect to legal proceedings relating to securities held in the account.
ITEM 7 CLIENT INFORMATION PROVIDED TO PORTFOLIO MANAGERS
The Advisor obtains the necessary financial data from the client and assists the client in setting appropriate investment objectives
for the account. The Advisor obtains this information by having the client complete an Account Application which is a part of the
Account Agreement. In quarterly communications, LPL asks clients to contact the Advisor if there have been any changes in the
client’s financial situation or investment objectives or if they wish to impose any reasonable restrictions on the management of
the account or reasonably modify existing restrictions.
Clients should understand that the investment objective selected for the program in the Account Application is an overall
objective for the entire account and may be inconsistent with a particular holding and the account’s performance at any time.
Client also should be aware that achievement of the stated investment objective is a long-term goal for the account.
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ITEM 8 CLIENT CONTACT WITH PORTFOLIO MANAGERS
LPL does not place any restrictions on a clients’ ability to contact and consult with Advisors.
ITEM 9 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Disciplinary Information
LPL entered into a settlement with the SEC in connection with LPL’s failure to comply with its Customer Identification Program
procedures. The SEC found that LPL willfully violated Section 17(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 17a-8 thereunder and was a cause
of a third party’s violations of Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act and Section 206(2) of the Advisers Act. The SEC ordered
LPL to cease and desist from committing or causing any further violations of these laws and regulations, censured LPL for its
conduct, and ordered the payment of disgorgement and prejudgment interest totaling $141,202 (deemed satisfied based on LPL’s
voluntary remedial payment of $4,118,876 to the impacted client), and the payment of a civil money penalty of $750,000.
As part of a voluntary self-reporting initiative in 2019, LPL entered into a settlement with the SEC in which the SEC found that
LPL willfully violated Section 206(2) and 207 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (the “Advisers Act”) in connection with
inadequate disclosure to clients of its and its associated persons’ conflicts of interest related to its receipt of 12b-1 fees and/or
its selection of mutual fund share classes that pay such fees. The SEC ordered LPL to cease and desist from committing or
causing any violations of Sections 206(2) and 207 of the Advisers Act, censured it for its conduct, and ordered the payment of
disgorgement and prejudgment interest to affected investors totaling $9,333,516.
LPL, as a broker-dealer, is a member of (“FINRA”) and has found to be in violation of FINRA’s rules related to its brokerage
activities. In particular, LPL consented to sanctions related to the following matters:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

LPL’s failure to accurately calculate its customer reserve requirement, failure to maintain a sufficient customer reserve, failure
to maintain policies and procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the Securities and Exchange Act and
FINRA rules, and failure to maintain accurate books and records, resulting in a censure and a fine of $300,000 (2022).
LPL’s self-reporting of potential issues related to certain C-share purchase suitability reviews and its supervisory systems and
procedures relating to waivers of front-end sales charges for rollovers of 529 savings plan investments from one state plan to
another, resulting in a censure and payment of restitution to impacted customers (2021).
LPL’s supervisory systems and procedures relating to record retention, fingerprinting and screening of certain associated
persons, and supervision of consolidated reports, resulting in a censure, a fine of $6,500,000 and an undertaking to review
and enhance related policies, systems and procedures (2020).
LPL’s supervisory systems and procedures relating to changes in the authority of custodians of accounts established under
the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act and/or the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act, resulting in a censure, a fine of $300,000, and an
undertaking to review and enhance its policies, systems, and procedures related to supervision of such accounts (2019).
The effectiveness of LPL’s anti-money laundering program, LPL’s failure to amend certain Forms U4 and U5, and LPL’s
systems and supervisory procedures relating to Forms U4 and U5 reporting requirements, resulting in a censure and a fine of
$2,750,000 and an undertaking to review the process used to disclose customer complaints on Forms U4 and U5 (2018).
LPL’s brokerage supervisory and disclosure procedures related to the sale of certain brokered certificates of deposit in
brokerage accounts, resulting in a censure and a fine of $375,000 (2018).
LPL’s systems and supervisory procedures relating to the creation and distribution of certain required account notices,
resulting in a censure, a fine of $900,000, and an undertaking to review affected processes (2016).
LPL’s systems and supervisory procedures relating to the format in which certain electronic records were retained, resulting
in a censure and a fine of $750,000 (2016).
LPL’s various brokerage supervisory procedures, including those related to the sale of complex non-traditional ETFs, variable
annuity (“VA”) contracts, real estate investment trusts (“REITs”) and other products in brokerage accounts, as well as LPL’s
failure to monitor and report trades and deliver trade confirmations, resulting in a censure and a fine of $10,000,000, and
restitution of $1,664,592 (2015).
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•
•

•

LPL’s processing and supervision of the sale of alternative investments, including non-traded REITs resulting in a censure and
a fine of $950,000 (2014).
LPL’s systems and procedures to review and retention of email, resulting in a censure, a fine of $7.5 million, and
establishment of a fund of $1.5 million to cover payments to eligible former brokerage customer claimants who may not
have received all emails in connection with their claim (2013).
LPL’s supervisory systems to monitor and ensure the timely delivery of mutual fund prospectuses, resulting in a censure and
a fine of $400,000 (2012).

LPL, as a broker-dealer, is regulated by each of the 50 states and has been the subject of orders related to the violation of state
laws and regulations in connection with its brokerage activities. In particular, LPL entered into consent orders related to the
following matters:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

LPL’s supervision of an LPL broker-dealer/investment adviser agent’s sales of structured products, resulting in a censure, an
offer of restitution to impacted clients, and a fine of $125,000 (Texas, 2022).
LPL’s supervision of two LPL broker-dealer and/or investment adviser agents who pled guilty to charges of fraudulent
practices with LPL customers, resulting in a cease and desist order, a fine of $350,000 and a $150,000 contribution for
financial literacy and investor education initiatives, training and related materials (Connecticut, 2021).
LPL’s supervision of an LPL representative under a heightened supervision plan, resulting in a cease and desist order; a fine
of $275,000; payments of restitution, disgorgement and investigative costs; and offers of payment of surrender charges in
connection with variable annuity contracts for impacted customers (New Hampshire or “NH”, 2020).
LPL’s failure to timely register (or maintain the registration of) certain agents in Massachusetts (“MA”) and failure to amend
Forms U4 and U5 for certain agents registered in MA, resulting in a censure, a fine of $1,100,000, and an undertaking to review
and enhance its policies and procedures related to registering its agents in MA and filing reportable events (MA, 2019).
LPL’s brokerage supervisory procedures relating to email review and annual branch office examinations, resulting in a civil
penalty of $450,000 and an undertaking for third-party review of related processes (Indiana, 2018).
The sale of unregistered, non-exempt securities in violation of state registration requirements, resulting (upon entry of the
individual consent order) in payment to each participating state or jurisdiction of a civil penalty of $499,000, reimbursement of
certain investigative expenses, remediation through repurchase of certain securities and payment of losses to certain affected
customers, and certain additional undertakings (Settlement with up to 53 members of the North American Securities
Administrators Association (NASAA), 2018).
The sale of non-traded alternative investments in excess of prospectus standards or LPL’s internal guidelines and the
maintenance of related books and records, resulting in a censure, a fine of $950,000, a $25,000 contribution to an investor
education fund and remediation of losses to impacted customers (New Jersey, 2017).
LPL’s supervisory practices for LPL representatives located on the premises of a credit union, resulting in a censure, a fine of
$1,000,000, and an undertaking to avoid investor confusion specific to the name under which the credit union does business
and review LPL’s related policies and procedures (MA, 2017).
LPL’s oversight of certain VA transactions, resulting in a censure, a fine of $975,000, restitution to clients and former clients
of an LPL representative, disgorgement of commissions retained by LPL in connection with such representative’s VA sales,
and an undertaking to review such representative’s brokerage and advisory activities and LPL’s related policies and
procedures (MA, 2017).
The sale in brokerage accounts of non-traded REITs in excess of prospectus standards, state concentration limits or LPL’s
internal guidelines, resulting in an aggregate civil penalty of $1,425,000, reimbursement of certain investigative expenses and
remediation of losses to impacted customers (Global settlement with certain members of NASAA, 2015).
The sale of non-traded REITs in excess of prospectus standards, state concentration limits or LPL’s internal guidelines, resulting
in an administrative fine of $250,000, reimbursement of investigative costs of $250,000, a $250,000 contribution to an investor
education fund and remediation of losses to impacted customers (NH, 2015).
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•

•
•

•

The sale of leveraged and inverse leveraged ETFs (“Leveraged ETFs”), resulting in an administrative fine of $50,000
(Delaware), a penalty of $200,000 (MA), restitution to Delaware customers in an amount up to $150,000, restitution to MA
customers in an amount up to $1,600,000, and an agreement to make certain changes in its supervisory system with respect
to Leveraged ETFs (2015).
Failure to implement procedures related to the use of senior-specific titles by LPL representatives as required under MA law,
resulting in a censure and a fine of $250,000 (2015).
Failure to detect improper and fraudulent conduct by an LPL representative, resulting in a censure, a fine of $500,000, and
restitution to impacted customers; and failure to adequately enforce supervisory procedures and maintain certain books and
records required under Illinois law in connection with certain VA exchange transactions, resulting in a censure, fine of
$2,000,000, and restitution to impacted customers (2014).
The sale of non-traded REITs to MA residents in excess of MA concentration limits, resulting in a censure, a fine of $500,000,
and restitution to impacted customers (2013).

For more information about those state events and other disciplinary and legal events involving LPL and its IARs, client should refer
to Investment Advisor Public Disclosure at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/ or FINRA BrokerCheck at https://brokercheck.finra.org/.
Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
LPL is a broker-dealer registered with FINRA and the SEC. As a broker-dealer, LPL transacts business in various types of securities,
including mutual funds, stocks, bonds, commodities, options, private and public partnerships, variable annuities, real estate
investment trusts and other investment products. LPL is registered to operate in all 50 states and has primarily an independentcontractor sales force of registered representatives and investment advisor representatives dispersed throughout the United States.
LPL has a dedicated team of employee IARs in its home office who service certain accounts, and also a small subset of IARs who
operate their own offices or are located on the premises of certain financial institutions and are employees of LPL Employee
Services, LLC, an LPL-affiliated company. If required for their positions with a registered broker-dealer, LPL’s principal executive
officers are securities licensed as registered representatives of LPL. LPL is also registered as an introducing broker with the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. In addition, LPL is qualified to sell insurance products in all 50 states.
Associated persons of Advisor may also be broker-dealer registered representatives of LPL or another broker-dealer. If an
associated person of Advisor is a broker-dealer registered representative of LPL, that person is providing advisory services to the
program account on behalf of Advisor. That person is not acting in a broker-dealer capacity or on behalf of LPL with respect to
the services provided under the program.
LPL also contracts with other advisors to make the program available to clients through the other advisor firms. In such case, LPL
and the other advisor firms share in the Account Fee.
LPL and The Private Trust Company, N.A. (“PTC”), a federally chartered non-depository bank licensed to provide trust services in
all 50 states, are related persons. PTC serves as IRA custodian for program accounts set up as IRAs and receives an annual
maintenance fee for this service. PTC also provides personal trustee services to clients for a variety of administrative fiduciary
services, which services may relate to a program account. Because LPL and PTC are affiliated companies and share in revenues,
there is a financial benefit to the companies if a client uses PTC as a custodian or for personal trustee services, or if a PTC client
uses LPL as an investment advisor. PTC’s IRA custodian and trustee services and related fees are established under a separate
engagement between the client and PTC.
Fiduciary Trust Company of New Hampshire (“FTC”), a non-depository trust company, is a related person of LPL. FTC provides
custodial and various other recordkeeping and services to IRAs and certain employer-sponsored plans maintained through nonOMP Program accounts. Because LPL and FTC are affiliated companies and share in revenues, there is a financial benefit to the
companies if a client is referred to or otherwise elects to engage with FTC for services under another LPL program, and uses LPL
as the investment advisor or broker-dealer. FTC’s custodial and recordkeeping services and related fees are established under a
separate engagement between the client and FTC.
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Fortigent, LLC (“Fortigent”), is a registered investment advisor and related person of LPL. From time to time, LPL registered
representatives may enter into agreements with Fortigent for research and reporting services.
Code of Ethics and Personal Trading
LPL has adopted a code of ethics that includes guidelines regarding personal securities transactions of its employees and
investment advisor representatives (“IARs”). The code of ethics permits LPL employees and IARs to invest for their own personal
accounts in the same securities that LPL and IARs purchase for clients in program accounts. This presents a conflict of interest
because trading by an employee or IAR in a personal securities account in the same security on or about the same time as
trading by a client can disadvantage the client. LPL addresses this conflict of interest by requiring in its code of ethics that LPL
employees and IARs report certain personal securities transactions and holdings to LPL. LPL has procedures to review personal
trading accounts for front-running. In addition, employees in LPL’s Research Department are required to obtain pre-clearance
prior to purchasing certain securities for a personal account. Employees and IARs are also required to obtain pre-approval for
investments in private placements and initial public offerings. A copy of the LPL code of ethics is available to clients or
prospective clients upon request and is available at lpl.com/disclosures.html.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
Purchases of mutual fund shares may be processed through LPL’s proprietary account resulting in such purchases being
characterized as principal transactions for certain reporting purposes. In such case, the shares will be purchased at the fund’s net
asset value, and no additional charges will be applied to such transactions as a result of LPL’s use of a proprietary account. LPL
does not otherwise engage in principal transactions with its clients in the program. LPL’s parent company, LPL Financial Holdings
Inc., is a publicly traded company. LPL Financial Holdings Inc. stock may not be purchased directly in OMP accounts. However,
an OMP account may include a mutual fund that holds LPL financial Holdings Inc. stock as an underlying investment.
LPL provides investment consulting services to the investment advisor of the Optimum Funds. These services include assisting
the investment advisor in determining whether to engage, maintain or terminate sub-advisors for the Optimum Funds. As
compensation for these services, LPL receives an investment consulting fee of up to 0.22% of assets from the investment advisor
to the Optimum Funds. In addition, a senior executive officer of LPL serves as a Trustee of the Optimum Funds.
Certain of the Optimum Funds are subject to voluntary expense caps that may result in the adviser to the Optimum Funds
waiving fees or reimbursing expenses that exceed those caps. LPL has agreed with the adviser to the Optimum Funds to bear
50% of the cost of any reimbursements or waivers.
LPL also performs recordkeeping, administrative and shareholder services on behalf of the Optimum Funds and receives compensation
for the services based on the number of positions held by OMP clients in the Optimum Funds ($16 annually per position). These services
include establishing and maintaining accounts with the Optimum Funds, facilitating settlement of funds, responding to customer
inquiries and requests, and maintaining sub-account records reflecting the issuance, exchange or redemption of shares by each
program account. The receipt of this recordkeeping and investment consulting compensation by LPL is an important revenue stream
and presents a conflict of interest, because LPL has a financial benefit the more assets that are invested in the Optimum Funds. The
investment consulting and recordkeeping compensation is retained by LPL and is not shared with Advisors. Although LPL does not
share investment consulting and recordkeeping compensation with Advisor or IARs, such fees and payments will increase LPL’s profits
and indirectly benefit Advisor or IARs, for example by being used by LPL to support marketing or training costs.
Cash Sweep Arrangements
LPL makes available programs for cash in an OMP account to be automatically swept to an interest-bearing Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”)-insured deposit account (or under certain unlikely circumstances, into money market mutual
funds), and for certain types of accounts, a money market fund. For more information about which types of accounts are eligible
to use the different sweep options, please speak to Advisor.
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For accounts that sweep cash to the multi-bank insured cash account program offered by LPL (the “ICA”)—LPL receives a fee
equal to a percentage (up to 4%) of the average daily deposit balance in the ICA, a portion of which LPL pays to Advisor. The fee
paid to LPL is applied across all ICA deposit accounts taken in the aggregate; therefore, on some accounts, fees to LPL may be
higher or lower than this amount. For accounts that sweep cash to the multi-bank deposit cash account program offered by LPL
(the “DCA”)—LPL receives a flat monthly fee per account (approximately $17 as of July 1, 2019) based upon the prevailing fed
funds target rate, a portion of which LPL pays to Advisor. LPL’s compensation under the DCA program is not affected by the
actual cash amounts held in your account. The fees paid to LPL for its sweep programs reduces the interest rate paid on your
cash funds, and depending on the interest rate and other market factors, LPL may receive a majority of the interest as fees. For
additional information on the ICA or DCA, please see the ICA or DCA Disclosure Booklet available from Advisor.
For the narrow set of accounts that are set up for cash to sweep to a money market fund -- the available sweep money market funds
(“Sweep Funds”) typically pay higher 12b-1 fees than other money market funds. In addition, LPL receives compensation of up to
0.35% annually of the LPL client assets invested in the Sweep Funds for recordkeeping services it provides for the funds. LPL also
receives up to 0.15% annually of the LPL client assets invested in the Sweep Funds in connection with marketing support services
LPL provides to the Sweep Fund sponsors. Together, the 12b-1 fees, recordkeeping fees, marketing support payments, and other
compensation from Sweep Funds and their sponsors, allow LPL to receive up to 1% annually of LPL client assets in the Sweep
Funds. Advisor earns fees based on the amount of assets in the Sweep Funds.
The compensation that LPL and Advisor receive related to the ICA, the DCA and the Sweep Funds is in addition to the Account Fee
received with respect to the assets in the sweep investment. This compensation related to the ICA, the DCA and Sweep Funds is an
important revenue stream and presents a conflict of interest because LPL and Advisor have a financial benefit if cash is invested in
the ICA, the DCA or funds. However, LPL and Advisor do not take into account this compensation when it makes decisions on a
Portfolio’s allocation to cash.
Clients should understand that, depending on interest rates and other market factors, the yields on the ICA, DCA and Sweep Funds
have been, and may continue in the future to be, lower than the aggregate fees and expenses received by LPL for a client’s
participation in the cash sweep programs. This may result in a client experiencing a negative overall investment return with respect
to cash reserves in the cash sweep programs. Interest rates under ICA and DCA may be lower than the interest rates available if
clients make deposits directly with a bank or other depository institution outside of the Program or invests in a money market fund
or other cash equivalent. Clients should compare the terms, interest rates, required minimum amounts and other features of the
ICA and DCA programs with other types of accounts and investments for cash.
Collateralized Lending Arrangements
LPL has partnered with certain banks to help facilitate clients’ access to non-purpose lines of credit collateralized by their
investment accounts. Because of LPL’s arrangements with the banks participating in the program, clients may be limited in their
ability to negotiate the most favorable loan terms. Clients are not required to use the banks in LPL’s program, and can work
directly with other banks to negotiate loan terms or obtain other, potentially more favorable, financing arrangements. If a Client
obtains a loan from a non-partner bank, he should notify Advisor of the amount of the line of credit. Clients should understand
that the interest and additional fees paid to the bank in connection with the loan are separate from and in addition to the
advisory fees the client pays LPL for its advisory services on the account.
LPL receives third party compensation from participant banks based on the amount of outstanding loans. Compensation can be up
to 0.75% of the outstanding loan amount. This compensation to LPL varies, and, therefore, LPL can earn more or less depending on
the bank selected by the client. The receipt of compensation poses a conflict of interest to LPL because LPL has a financial incentive
for the client to select a bank in the program, and a participating bank that pays LPL more than other participating banks. However,
LPL does not share this compensation with Advisor or IAR, and therefore, Advisor and IAR do not have a financial incentive if one
bank is selected over another. LPL, Advisor, and IARs have an interest in continuing to receive investment advisory fees, which gives
LPL, Advisor, and IARs an incentive to recommend that clients borrow money rather than liquidate some of their assets managed by
LPL/Advisor. This incentive creates a conflict of interest for LPL, Advisor, and IARs when advising clients seeking to access funds on
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whether they should liquidate assets or instead hold their securities investments and utilize a line of credit secured by assets in their
account. Because LPL, Advisor, and IARs are compensated primarily through advisory fees paid on clients’ accounts, LPL, Advisor,
and IARs also have an interest in managing an account serving as collateral for a loan in a manner that will preserve sufficient
collateral value to support the loan and avoid a bank call. This may present a conflict of interest with clients because it could
incentivize Advisor or IARs to recommend more conservative, lower performing investments to maintain the stability of the account.
For additional disclosures regarding LPL’s collateralized lending program, including a list of the banks currently participating in
the program, please visit lpl.com/disclosures.html, click on “Account Disclosures, Agreements, Fee Schedules & Conflicts of
Interest,” and then “Third Party Compensation and Related Conflicts of Interest.”
Credit Cards
As part of its cash management services, LPL makes available for its customers credit cards through a partner bank. LPL receives
a flat fee for each new activated credit card that is used by the cardholder in the first 90 days. LPL also receives a portion of the
transaction volume of the cardholder’s account. LPL’s portion of the transaction volume varies depending on the number of LPL
active cardholder accounts.
Other Clients
Client should understand that LPL and Advisor perform advisory and/or brokerage services for various other clients, and that LPL
and Advisor may give advice or take actions for those other clients that differ from the advice given to the client. The timing and
nature of any action taken for the account may also be different.
Review of Accounts
LPL provides Advisor and clients with regular written reports regarding their accounts. LPL provides detailed performance
information annually describing account performance and positions, with additional information available upon request. In addition,
LPL transmits to clients account statements showing transactions, positions, and deposits and withdrawals of principal and income.
Portfolio values and returns shown in performance reports for the year-end time period may include mutual fund dividends paid out
prior to December 31 but that were posted to the account within the first 2 business days of the subsequent year. The inclusion of
such dividends in the year-end performance report may cause discrepancies between the report and the account statement client
receives from LPL for the same period.
Other Compensation
LPL and LPL employees receive additional compensation, business entertainment and gifts from product sponsors. Such
compensation may not be tied to the sales of any products or services. Compensation includes such items as gifts valued at less
than $100 annually, an occasional dinner or ticket to a sporting event, or reimbursement in connection with educational
meetings, customer appreciation events or marketing or advertising initiatives. Product sponsors may also pay for, or reimburse
LPL for the costs associated with, education or training events that may be attended by LPL employees and for LPL-sponsored
conferences and events. LPL and LPL employees also receive reimbursement from product sponsors for technology-related
costs, such as those to build systems, tools and new features to aid in serving customers.
LPL employees provide sales support resources to IARs of Advisor that use LPL advisory programs. The compensation that LPL
pays to these employees varies based on the assets in LPL’s different advisory programs. These employees have an incentive to
promote OMP to IARs of Advisor over other advisory programs. These employees also earn more compensation when IARs of
Advisor transition client assets from brokerage accounts to advisory accounts, and have a financial incentive to encourage IARs
of Advisor to transition brokerage accounts to advisory.
LPL receives compensation in the form of earnings on its short-term investment of cash in program accounts prior to the time the
cash is invested for the account. These earnings are generally known as "float." Cash in the account would typically result from
contributions to the account or sales of securities in the account. For accounts that opt out of the sweep program, the accounts
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may remain in free credit balances. In such case, LPL receives compensation in the form of earnings on cash. LPL does not share
this compensation with your IAR.
In the event a trade error occurs in the Account, and such error is determined to be caused by LPL, LPL typically will cancel the
trade and remove the resulting monetary loss to the client from the account. If a trade correction is required as a result of client
(e.g., if client does not make full payment for purchases or fails to deliver negotiable securities for liquidations before trade
settlement), LPL typically will cancel the trade and any resulting monetary loss will be borne by the client. In the case of a trade
that requires a correction as described above and that resulted in a monetary gain to the client, such gain will be removed from
the account and can result in a financial benefit to LPL.
Financial Information and Custody
LPL is a qualified custodian as defined in Rule 206(4)-2 under Advisers Act and maintains custody of OMP client funds and securities
in a separate account for each client under the client’s name. LPL as a qualified custodian sends account statements showing all
transactions, positions, and all deposits and withdrawals of principal and income. LPL sends account statements monthly when the
account has had activity or quarterly if there has been no activity. Clients should carefully review those account statements.
Brokerage Practices
In OMP, LPL requires that clients direct LPL as the sole and exclusive broker-dealer to execute transactions in the account. Clients
should understand that not all advisors or program sponsors require their clients to direct brokerage. However, clients should
understand that LPL is not paid a commission for executing transactions in OMP accounts and execution is made at the net asset value
of the mutual fund. Although LPL is not paid a commission for transactions in the account, LPL charges a $5 transaction charge for each
transaction (unless waived as described herein). Because LPL bears costs for each transaction made in an account, this presents a
conflict of interest because these costs may be a factor LPL considers when deciding which securities to select and whether or not to
place transactions in an account. However, LPL mitigates this conflict by compensating the team responsible for directing the trades
through a bonus based on the performance of the portfolios; therefore, the team is not incentivized by cost reduction.
LPL will aggregate transactions for a client with other clients. LPL also will aggregate rebalancing transactions for an account
with other program accounts. Due to the large number of accounts that may be involved in rebalancing transactions on a single
day, LPL may effect transactions for some accounts on one day and for other accounts on the following day or days. In such case,
LPL will have discretion to sequence the accounts involved in rebalancing transactions with the goal of treating all accounts
equitably over time.
ERISA Disclosure
LPL provides advisory services under the program as an investment advisor under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. To the
extent that LPL has or exercises discretionary authority under the Account Agreement with respect to the management of assets
of (or otherwise provides “investment advice” under the Account Agreement as defined under Section 3(21) of ERISA to) a Plan
subject to ERISA, LPL will be deemed a “fiduciary” as such term is defined under Section 3(21) of ERISA with respect to such
advisory services. Unless specifically agreed to in writing, LPL does not serve as an “investment manager,” as such term is
defined under Section 3(38) of ERISA.
Brochure Supplements
Accompanying this Brochure are Brochure Supplements for individual employees or officers of LPL. Note that although these
individuals are responsible for investment advice provided by LPL, they are not responsible for the ongoing individualized
investment advice provided to a particular client. For more information about the Advisor, client should refer to the Advisor’s
Firm Brochure, which should have been provided at the time client opened the account. If client did not receive Advisor’s Firm
Brochure, the client should contact the Advisor.
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BROCHURE SUPPLEMENTS
October 3, 2022

Marc Andrew Zabicki
Louis James Carpenetti
Benjamin Lawrence Hargett
Jason Hoody

Jeffrey Roach
Lawrence Dean Gillum
Quincy Krosby
Richard Scott Brown

Jeffrey Alan Buchbinder
Barry Seth Gilbert

1055 LPL Way
Fort Mill, SC 29715
(704) 733-3300
www.lpl.com
75 State Street, 22nd Floor
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 423-3644

These Brochure Supplements provide information about certain LPL employees or officers that supplements the LPL Financial
Brochure that is attached to these Brochure Supplements. Please contact LPL Financial at the number above if you did not
receive the LPL Financial Brochure or if you have any questions about the contents of these Brochure Supplements. You may also
contact your LPL investment advisor representative with questions.
Additional information about these LPL employees or officers is available on the SEC’s website at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/.
Note that although these LPL employees or officers included in these Brochure Supplements are responsible for investment
advice provided by LPL they are not the IARs responsible for the ongoing individualized investment advice provided to a
particular client. For more information about the IAR managing the account, client should refer to the Brochure Supplement for
the IAR, which should have been provided by the IAR along with the LPL Financial Brochure and these Brochure Supplements at
the time client opened the account. If client did not receive a Brochure Supplement for the IAR, the client should contact the IAR
or LPL at lplfinancial.adv@lpl.com.

Marc Andrew Zabicki
Educational Background and Business Experience
Marc Zabicki was born in 1966. He has a BS in Economics
from Florida State University and he is a Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA). He is a Senior Vice President and Director of
Research for LPL Research and has been with the firm since
2020. Prior to joining LPL, he was Chief Investment Officer at
Bower Hill Capital Management.
Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Zabicki is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation

others. LPL mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus
calculation on short and long-term performance, capping the
amount of compensation paid regardless of the return, and
tying a portion of the compensation to the outperformance of
all LPL managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Zabicki is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs, and
he reports to Rob Pettman, Executive Vice President. The
advice provided by Mr. Zabicki is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The Chief Compliance Officer
(“CCO”),
Advisory
Compliance
is
responsible
for
administering LPL’s policies and procedures for investment
advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance Department can
be reached at (800) 877-7210.

Mr. Zabicki receives a regular salary and a discretionary
bonus. Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based
on the performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL
Research, it presents a conflict of interest because it could
incentivize the LPL Research team to focus on short-term
performance, take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over
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Louis James Carpenetti

Benjamin Lawrence Hargett

Educational Background and Business Experience

Educational Background and Business Experience

Louis James Carpenetti was born in 1971. He has a BS in
Management from Palm Beach Atlantic University, an MBA
from Georgia College & State University, a CFA Charterholder
and has earned the CFP® certification. He is Senior Vice
President of Trading at LPL and joined LPL in July 2021. Prior
to joining LPL, Mr. Carpenetti was Managing Director for
Truist for 22 years serving in a variety of management and
trading capacities.

Benjamin Lawrence Hargett was born in 1974. He has a BS in
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate from the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro and an MBA from Wake
Forest University. He is Vice President for LPL Research and
has been with the firm since 2015. Prior to joining LPL, he
held investment analyst and portfolio manager positions at
Wells Fargo.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Carpenetti is a registered representative of LPL. However,
he does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Carpenetti receives a regular salary and a discretionary
bonus. Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based
on the performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL
Research, it presents a conflict of interest because it could
incentivize the LPL Research team to focus on short-term
performance, take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over
others. LPL mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus
calculation on short and long-term performance, capping the
amount of compensation paid regardless of the return, and
tying a portion of the compensation to the outperformance of
all LPL managed portfolios.
Supervision
As Senior Vice President, Mr. Carpenetti is responsible for
trade execution in LPL’s advisory programs, subject to LPL’s
policies and procedures and to any guidelines established for
the applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory
Compliance is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and
procedures for investment advisory activities. The Advisory
Compliance Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Hargett is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Hargett receives a regular salary and a discretionary
bonus. Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based
on the performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL
Research, it presents a conflict of interest because it could
incentivize the LPL Research team to focus on short-term
performance, take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over
others. LPL mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus
calculation on short and long-term performance, capping the
amount of compensation paid regardless of the return, and
tying a portion of the compensation to the outperformance of
all LPL managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Hargett reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Hargett is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.
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Jason Hoody

Jeffrey Roach

Educational Background and Business Experience

Educational Background and Business Experience

Jason Hoody was born in 1975. He has a BS in Political
Science from Clarkson University, an MA in International
Affairs from American University, an MS in Finance from
Johns Hopkins University, and is a CFA charterholder. He is
a Vice President in Research at LPL and joined LPL in 2015.
Prior to joining LPL, he was a Vice President at BB&T and an
analyst at KPMG.

Jeffrey Roach was born in 1973. He has a BS in Mathematics
from Bob Jones University and a MA and PhD in Economics
from Clemson University. He is Vice President, Research at
LPL and joined LPL in 2022. Prior to joining LPL, Dr. Roach
was Senior US Economist for Visa Inc, Managing Director,
Economist at MacroView Partners and Chief Economist at
Horizon Investments.

Disciplinary Information

Disciplinary Information

None.

None.

Other Business Activities

Other Business Activities

None.

Dr. Roach is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.

Additional Compensation
Mr. Hoody receives a regular salary and a discretionary bonus.
Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based on the
performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL Research,
it presents a conflict of interest because it could incentivize
the LPL Research team to focus on short-term performance,
take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over others. LPL
mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus calculation on short
and long-term performance, capping the amount of
compensation paid regardless of the return, and tying a
portion of the compensation to the outperformance of all LPL
managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Hoody reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Hoody is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.

Additional Compensation
Dr. Roach receives a regular salary and a discretionary bonus.
Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based on the
performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL Research,
it presents a conflict of interest because it could incentivize
the LPL Research team to focus on short-term performance,
take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over others. LPL
mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus calculation on short
and long-term performance, capping the amount of
compensation paid regardless of the return, and tying a
portion of the compensation to the outperformance of all LPL
managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Roach reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Roach is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.
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Lawrence Dean Gillum

Quincy Krosby

Educational Background and Business Experience

Educational Background and Business Experience

Lawrence Gillum was born in 1974. He has a BS from University
of Florida and a Master in Business Administration from the
University of North Carolina, Keenan Flagler Business School.
He is an Assistant Vice President of Research at LPL and joined
LPL in 2021. Prior to joining LPL, Mr. Gillum served as a Director
at Raymond James where he oversaw fixed income research
within the firm’s discretionary model platform.

Quincy Krosby was born in 1948. She has an MPhil and PhD
from The London School of Economics. She is Chief Equity
Strategist at LPL and joined LPL in 2022. Prior to joining LPL,
Ms. Krosby worked at Prudential Financial as Chief Market
Strategist.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Gillum is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Gillum receives a regular salary and a discretionary bonus.
Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based on the
performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL Research, it
presents a conflict of interest because it could incentivize the
LPL Research team to focus on short-term performance, take
undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over others. LPL
mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus calculation on short
and long-term performance, capping the amount of
compensation paid regardless of the return, and tying a
portion of the compensation to the outperformance of all LPL
managed portfolios.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Ms. Krosby is a registered representative of LPL. However, she
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Ms. Krosby receives a regular salary.
Supervision
Ms. Krosby reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. This
is subject to LPL’s policies and procedures and to any
guidelines established for the applicable advisory program.
The CCO, Advisory Compliance is responsible for
administering LPL’s policies and procedures for investment
advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance Department can
be reached at (800) 877-7210.

Supervision
Mr. Gillum reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Gillum is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.
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Scott Brown

Jeffrey Alan Buchbinder

Educational Background and Business Experience

Educational Background and Business Experience

Richard “Scott” Brown was born in 1991. He received a
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and a minor in
Economics from Auburn University in 2016 and the Chartered
Market Technician designation in 2019. He is a Senior Analyst
and the Technical Market Strategist at LPL and joined LPL in
2016. Prior to joining LPL, Mr. Brown was financial advisor
with Strauss Financial Group in Birmingham, AL.

Jeffrey Alan Buchbinder was born in 1971. He has a BA in
Economics from Northwestern University and an MBA from
Duke University. He is a Vice President, Equity Strategist
and Portfolio Manager for LPL Financial Research and has
been with the firm since 2003. Prior to joining LPL, he
served as an Equity Research Associate at Sanford C.
Bernstein. Prior to Bernstein, he was an Equity Research
Associate at Deutsche Bank.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Brown is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Brown receives a regular salary and a discretionary bonus.
Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based on the
performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL Research,
it presents a conflict of interest because it could incentivize
the LPL Research team to focus on short-term performance,
take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over others. LPL
mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus calculation on short
and long-term performance, capping the amount of
compensation paid regardless of the return, and tying a
portion of the compensation to the outperformance of all LPL
managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Brown reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Brown is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.

Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Buchbinder is a registered representative of LPL.
However, he does not engage in the sale of securities or
receive commissions or other compensation based on the sale
of securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Buchbinder receives a regular salary and a discretionary
bonus. Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based
on the performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL
Research, it presents a conflict of interest because it could
incentivize the LPL Research team to focus on short-term
performance, take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over
others. LPL mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus
calculation on short and long-term performance, capping the
amount of compensation paid regardless of the return, and
tying a portion of the compensation to the outperformance of
all LPL managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Buchbinder reports to Mr. Zabicki, the Director of
Research of LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided
by the LPL Research Department through LPL’s advisory
programs. The advice provided by Mr. Buchbinder is subject
to LPL’s policies and procedures and to any guidelines
established for the applicable advisory program. The CCO,
Advisory Compliance is responsible for administering LPL’s
policies and procedures for investment advisory activities. The
Advisory Compliance Department can be reached at
(800) 877-7210.
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Barry Seth Gilbert
Educational Background and Business Experience
Barry Seth Gilbert was born in 1967. He has a BA in
Philosophy from Haverford College, an MA from the
Pennsylvania State University, and a PhD from Boston
University. He is a Vice President and Portfolio Manager for
LPL Research and has been with the firm since 2013. Prior to
joining LPL, he taught at Harvard University.
Disciplinary Information
None.
Other Business Activities
Mr. Gilbert is a registered representative of LPL. However, he
does not engage in the sale of securities or receive
commissions or other compensation based on the sale of
securities or other investment products.
Additional Compensation
Mr. Gilbert receives a regular salary and a discretionary bonus.
Since the bonus for LPL Research personnel is based on the
performance of certain portfolios managed by LPL Research,
it presents a conflict of interest because it could incentivize
the LPL Research team to focus on short-term performance,
take undue risk, or favor certain portfolios over others. LPL
mitigates this conflict by basing the bonus calculation on short
and long-term performance, capping the amount of
compensation paid regardless of the return, and tying a
portion of the compensation to the outperformance of all LPL
managed portfolios.
Supervision
Mr. Gilbert reports to Mr. Zabicki the Director of Research of
LPL, who is responsible for the advice provided by the LPL
Research Department through LPL’s advisory programs. The
advice provided by Mr. Gilbert is subject to LPL’s policies and
procedures and to any guidelines established for the
applicable advisory program. The CCO, Advisory Compliance
is responsible for administering LPL’s policies and procedures
for investment advisory activities. The Advisory Compliance
Department can be reached at (800) 877-7210.

1055 LPL Way, Fort Mill, SC 29715
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Equitable Advisors, LLC
1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10104
(866) 283-0767, Option 2
www.equitable.com

2022 Firm Brochure
(Form ADV Part 2A)

This Brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of
Equitable Advisors, LLC (“Equitable Advisors” or “we”). If you have any questions about the
contents of this brochure, please contact us at (866) 283-0767, and select Option 2 and then
Option 2 again. The information in this Brochure has not been approved or verified by the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or by any state securities
authority.
Equitable Advisors is registered as an investment adviser with the SEC. Registration of an
investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The oral and written
communications investment advisers provide to you, including through brochures such as this
one, provide you with important information you should use to determine whether to hire or
retain an investment adviser.
Additional information about Equitable Advisors is available on the SEC’s website at
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov.

September 30, 2022

i

Item 2 – Summary of Material Changes
This Brochure dated September 30, 2022 (this “Brochure”) provides information as part of our
ongoing updating process and constitutes an update as required by SEC rules. This Brochure also
constitutes the disclosure required to be provided to plan sponsors under Section 408(b)(2) of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”), as amended, and the Regulations
thereunder. This section discusses material changes since March 31, 2022, the last annual update.
Aside from minor corrections and clarifications, this Brochure is different from the one filed in
March 2022 in the following respects::
•

Item 4 – assets under management information is updated;

•

Item 4 – Non-Proprietary Wrap Fee Programs – Third-Party Asset Managers has been
updated to include Forefront Analytics – GKFO;

•

Item 4 – Non-Proprietary Fee Programs – Third-Party Asset Managers has been updated
to remove Sage Advisory Services, LTD, Co., Envestnet Asset Management, Inc. and
Envestnet Portfolio Solutions, Inc.

•

Items 4, 10, and 14 – terms and language relating to referral business have been added in
anticipation of the SEC Marketing Rule’s November 4, 2022 compliance date;

•

Item 10 – References to AB Broadly Syndicated Loan Manager LLC and Penn Investment
Advisors, Inc. (effective Oct. 3, 2022 – see note in Item 10 below) have been added.

We will provide additional ongoing disclosure information about material changes to you,
including a revised Brochure, as necessary based on material changes or new information related
to us. Any such information will be provided to you free of charge. A current copy of the
Brochure may be requested at any time by contacting us at (866) 283-0767 and selecting Option
2 and then Option 2 again or by going online to https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/6627 and clicking
on “Part 2 Brochures”. Our Relationship Summary for Retail Investors can be found by clicking on
“Part 3 Relationship Summary.”
Additional information about Equitable Advisors is also available via the SEC’s web site
https://adviserinfo.sec.gov. The SEC’s web site also provides information about any persons
affiliated with Equitable Advisors who are registered, or are required to be registered, as
investment adviser representatives of Equitable Advisors.
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Item 4 – Advisory Business
Equitable Advisors, LLC, is a Delaware limited liability company that was originally formed in
July 1999 and is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc. (“EQH”).
Equitable Advisors is registered with the SEC as an investment adviser and has a fiduciary duty
with regard to investment advisory accounts consistent with the requirements of the Investment
Advisers Act. EQH is comprised of two principal financial services franchises: Equitable Financial
Life Insurance Company and AllianceBernstein.
We offer two main types of investment advisory services: financial planning and asset
management. We offer advisory services through associated persons of ours who are registered
as investment adviser representatives (IARs) and who are herein referred to as “Financial
Professionals.” Our Financial Professionals may also be known as Financial Consultants, Associate
Financial Planners, Financial Planners, Financial Advisors or Registered Representatives. Most but
not all of our IARs are fully credentialed to offer all of the advisory services described in this
Brochure; but certain IARs are permitted only to refer clients to other IARs or to third-party asset
management firms. Depending on your needs, such limitations can present a conflict of interest
for your Financial Professional. You should discuss with your Financial Professional any such
limitations and their implications prior to making your investment decisions.
Before discussing our advisory services in more detail, we would like to describe a few important
points that apply to all of our advisory services:
•

Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals do not provide legal, accounting or tax
advice or services. We recommend that the client's lawyer and accountant be consulted
in connection with the implementation of a financial plan or advice.

•

It is Equitable Advisors policy as a SEC registered investment adviser to not provide
investment advice as defined under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 to federal, state,
or local governmental entities. Therefore, Financial Professionals are prohibited from
providing investment advice to such entities.

•

It is Equitable Advisors policy that unless approved by Equitable Advisors, no Financial
Professional shall act as a fiduciary under Section 3(21) or 3(38) of ERISA by providing
investment advice to a qualified plan under Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended, that is subject to Title I of ERISA, its sponsor, responsible fiduciary,
or its participants, or in any way assuming responsibilities for a plan that would make the
Financial Professional a fiduciary under either of the foregoing sections of ERISA and the
Regulations thereunder. No services provided to retirement plan participants are
intended to constitute an “employee benefit” under ERISA or any other law. In addition,
any materials provided to retirement plan participants will generally be educational in
nature and limited to:
(i) general information regarding the plan itself and investment options available
under the plan;
(ii) general financial and investment information;
(iii) general asset allocation models, which may include hypothetical asset allocation
portfolios for hypothetical individuals with different time horizons and risk profiles;
(iv) interactive investment materials, which may include questionnaires, worksheets,
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software and similar material that allow participants to independently estimate
future retirement income needs and assess the impact of different asset
allocations; and
(v) such other information as may be permitted under U.S. Department of Labor
(“DOL”) Regulations and guidance pertaining to “investment education” versus
“investment advice.”
This Brochure discusses conflicts of interest that are relevant to Equitable Advisors’ business as a
federally registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.
Certain professional organizations may also have disclosure or other requirements. For additional
information, please see Equitable Advisors’ Relationship Summary for Retail Investors (Form CRS),
General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, Third-Party Compensation and Conflicts of Interest
Disclosure, and Principles of Investing brochure, all of which are available on our disclosure website
at https://equitable.com/CRS, and contact your Financial Professional.

Tailoring Services to a Client’s Need
We strive to tailor our advisory services to the individual needs of our clients. Prior to providing a
client with any financial planning or other investment advisory services, the Financial Professional
will work with the client to mutually define the scope of the services. This process will include an
exploration of the client’s values, attitudes, expectations and time horizons, as well as the client’s
financial goals, needs and priorities.
The Financial Professional will also work with the client to determine which “assumptions” should
be used in developing financial planning advice, so that any projections included reflect the client's
views on future conditions and events. These assumptions may include personal assumptions
(e.g., retirement age, life expectancy and income needs) as well as economic assumptions (e.g.,
inflation rates, tax rates and investment returns). Assumptions and projections are described in
more detail in our response to this Item 4 – Advisory Business below.
Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals provide portfolio management and/or strategist
services in wrap fee programs that are available to our clients: LPL’s Strategic Asset Management
(“SAM”), Strategic Asset Management II (“SAM II”), and Model Wealth Portfolios (“MWP”), and
Equitable Advisors may in the future offer its own wrap fee program.
In connection with any of these programs our Financial Professionals may from time to time retain
third party economists, analysts or consultants to develop model portfolios, provide financial or
economic research and data, develop capital markets assumptions, interpret and analyze
economic and financial data sets and trends, develop economic models or otherwise support the
investment advisory services provided by the Financial Professionals under these programs.
In these programs, the Financial Professional recommends a portfolio of securities for the client
to invest in. In most cases, the portfolio management services are provided on a non-discretionary
basis, which means the client must approve all transactions prior to execution. In some instances,
the Financial Professional may provide such services on a discretionary basis (see 16 – Investment
Discretion). In MWP, the Financial Professional on a non-discretionary basis recommends a
strategist or strategists and model(s) designed by the strategist(s), and LPL implements the models
in the client’s account on a discretionary basis. In some cases, the Financial Professional designs
models as a strategist in MWP for his/her clients.
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In all other wrap fee programs, any portfolio management services are provided by the program
sponsor and/or its delegate. Equitable Advisors receives a portion of the wrap fee for the services
it provides in all wrap fee programs. This is described in more detail in Item 5 - Fees and
Compensation.
In the remainder of this section, we will provide more detail regarding the advisory services
provided relative to financial planning and asset management.

Financial Planning Services
1. Financial Planning
Our Financial Professionals can provide personal financial planning services that include
education, advice and the preparation and delivery of a written financial plan or advice that
will include general recommendations to help the client achieve his or her personal financial
goals. In some circumstances, affiliated representatives of Equitable Advisors may also engage
potential referral clients for financial planning services and receive compensation for the
referral.
Our personal financial planning services typically involve three steps:
•

gathering information from the client and completing a client profile;

•

developing the advice or plan; and

•

delivering and presenting the plan or advice to the client.

A client may enter into a financial planning agreement with Equitable Advisors by signing a
financial planning services agreement and, in most cases, agreeing to pay a fee in exchange
for those services. We offer both fee and non-fee financial planning programs.
The financial planning agreement is cancelable at any time by either party for any reason. In
addition, except as described below with respect to ongoing advice models, we will refund
the full financial planning fee paid to any client who is not satisfied with the services and
requests a refund within ninety days after service delivery.
The financial plan or advice will not include investment advice, analysis or recommendations
regarding specific securities, or investment or insurance products. Upon delivery of a financial
plan or advice to a client, the client will review the plan or advice and provide
acknowledgement of their receipt of said plan or advice. Acknowledgment of plan or advice
delivery may be done by obtaining a signed delivery receipt or via an electronic
acknowledgement. Acknowledgement of receipt will end the financial planning advisory
relationship between the client and us.
However, because our Financial Professionals are also registered representatives of Equitable
Advisors, a registered broker-dealer, and licensed insurance agents of Equitable Network,
they are able to identify insurance and securities products and other investment
advisory services offered by Equitable Advisors, its affiliates and various carriers and other
investment product or service providers that may be suitable for implementing the plan or
advice.
These product-specific implementation recommendations may be prepared in a separate
written document, generally following plan delivery. Any document in which they may be set
forth is not part of the plan or advice. Equitable Advisors generally will receive commissions
(or advisory fees) if the client decides to purchase any products or services through the
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Financial Professional, and the Financial Professional will receive a portion of any commissions
received in his or her capacity as a registered representative of a broker-dealer or as an
insurance agent, and/or fees for any advisory services performed. Thus, the Financial
Professional has an incentive to recommend that such products or services be obtained
through Equitable Advisors, which is a conflict of interest that is addressed by this disclosure,
by supervisory oversight designed to ensure that all recommendations by your FP comply with
regulatory requirements, and by the fact that clients have no obligation to purchase any
such products or services through Equitable Advisors, its affiliates or other carriers.
In some circumstances, Financial Professionals with clients in managed accounts, as described
in the “Asset Management Programs” section below, include financial planning services
within the services provided as part of their annual asset-based fee.
Equitable Advisors also makes available a variety of financial analyses, account review tools
and reports for clients. Unless accompanied by a financial planning agreement and a copy of
this Brochure, these documents are not part of Equitable Advisors’ financial planning services
and are provided to you either in our capacity as a broker-dealer (and/or insurance agent,
by our affiliate Equitable Network, LLC), to provide education and/or advice regarding
products, or in our capacity as a registered investment adviser to help you select, allocate
your assets among, and monitor the performance of specific investments.
The following is a description of the various personal financial planning services we offer. A
fee schedule and additional information relating to how fees are determined and paid is
included in Item 5 – Fees and Compensation.
Goals
Based on the long-term goals you have identified; your Financial Professional will analyze your
particular situation and provide recommendations on the topics that align with your goals.
Financial planning services may or may not also include those listed below.
Financial Position
The Financial Position topic is designed to ensure the foundation of your financial plan is
secure. This area may also evaluate your current level of cash reserves to provide an
assessment of your ability to cover expenses in the case of emergency.
Insurance Needs
This service is intended to prepare you for the unexpected needs or impact on cash flow or
net worth in the event of death, disability and long-term care, or other circumstances specific
to your personal financial situation. Your Financial Professional may provide advice regarding
the level of survivor income protection and disability insurance you may need in order to
protect your financial goals to continue to have your lifestyle of choice. This service may
include estimates of survivor income needs resulting from a lost pension or social security
income due to a spouse passing away. Your plan may also include advice on the level of longterm care coverage you may need to protect assets from depletion and to maintain a desired
retirement lifestyle.
Asset Allocation and Investment Planning
This service will provide you with an evaluation of your assets and potential strategies to help
you optimize portfolio performance to reach your goals. An asset allocation report may be
provided to help you develop an investment portfolio that is designed with a level of risk that
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is acceptable to you. (Please note that asset allocation is a long-term approach to investing,
and that financial planning services generally do not include advice regarding “market timing,”
i.e., short-terms reallocations among asset classes.)
Retirement and Distribution Planning
Retirement Planning will help you plan for retirement. Your Financial Professional may
provide you with a current estimate of future retirement income and expenses and can
illustrate potential savings and investment combinations to help you meet your retirement
needs.
Distribution Planning will help you understand actions required to transition into retirement.
This may involve significant repositioning of assets, addressing timing issues and reviewing
risk tolerance in order to provide adequate income and financial security during your
retirement years. You may also receive analysis to help you understand and evaluate options
for plan distributions, Social Security, work, leisure, health care and other decisions.
Education
This service will help you plan for funding sources and expenses related to education. Your
Financial Professional can provide you with solutions for existing assets, income, savings and
funding options that can be designated toward achieving your or your dependents’
educational goals.
Estate Planning
This service will help you prepare for passing wealth to your beneficiaries in an efficient
manner. It may include an analysis that provides an estimate of estate settlement costs and
the possible remainder of your estate(s) that could be passed on to heirs. Your Financial
Professional will propose options to help manage costs, leave a legacy and provide for others.
In addition, your Financial Professional can assist your attorney in the settlement of an estate.
Stock Options
This service will provide you with multiple strategies for your consideration regarding
exercising employment based non-qualified and incentive stock options. This may include
portfolio analysis intended to help you determine the appropriate time to exercise options
given risk and reward considerations and illustrating the after-tax effects of exercise and sell
strategies while considering tax and cash flow efficiency.
Income Tax Planning
This service is intended to address general tax considerations for financial services products,
transactions and registrations (ownership). Your Financial Professional working with your tax
professional can also help you identify options to consider related to financial planning
strategies and goals.
This service may also analyze various strategies for tax efficient withdrawals from taxdeferred accounts and minimizing the taxation of social security income. Equitable Advisors,
LLC and your Financial Professional do not, nor does the service, provide tax or legal advice
under this planning service or any other financial planning service.
Major Purchase Planning
Major Purchase Planning seeks to identify annual and monthly savings needed for various
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goals such as making a large purchase (e.g., a second home) and/or other income sufficiency
needs. This service may also analyze different personal financial choices such as spending less
for the major purchase, saving more for the major purchase and adjusting the timing of the
major purchase. This may include an analysis of your current financial position relative to a
level of income sufficient for various other major purchase goals you have identified.
Divorce Planning
This service is designed to propose strategies for one party to a divorce to arrange for his or
her personal finances during a divorce. This service may include a divorce financial plan, which
is designed to assist you and your attorney in evaluating the long-term financial consequences
of proposed divorce or settlement options.
This service does not recommend a preferred divorce settlement option. Additionally, any
illustrations regarding ownership of assets, or division of assets and liabilities, are for
educational purposes only and are not recommendations; all decisions regarding such matters
should be made by you and your attorney. Any documents, analyses and other reports
and statements made by a Financial Professional in providing the divorce planning service,
may be discoverable by another party to the proceeding. You should consult with your
attorney regarding such issues. Your attorney, not your Financial Professional, is your
advocate on your behalf.
Assumptions, Projections and Estimates are not Guaranteed
Projections in financial plans or advice are based on numerous assumptions as to future
conditions including interest rates, inflation rates, income tax rates, social security benefits
and returns on investments. Such projections are intended to help the client:
•

estimate amounts needed to fund specific future goals (e.g., education funding,
retirement, etc.) and

•

develop appropriate strategies to meet these goals.

Since projections are dependent on future events which cannot now be known, there is no
assurance that the projections or any estimates will be realized, or that, even if they are
realized, they will be sufficient to meet future needs.
All projections and estimates are furnished for illustrative purposes only and are not
predictions or guarantees of the return on any assets that the client owns or could purchase.
The Financial Professional will work with the client to determine which “assumptions” should
be used in developing financial planning advice, so that any projections or estimates reflect
the client's views and perspective on future conditions and events. These assumptions may
include the following:
•

Personal assumptions such as: retirement age, life expectancy, income needs, risk
factors, time horizon and special needs; and

•

Economic assumptions such as: inflation rates, tax rates and investment returns.

The client’s assumptions related to acceptable risk levels will also be measured through the
completion of a risk tolerance questionnaire.
Clients are encouraged to review and update their plans or advice received periodically to
take account of changing conditions including, among other things, changes in their own
circumstances, goals or objectives.
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2. Seminars
Financial Professionals may conduct investment advisory seminars for employer-sponsored
employee meetings, specific client groups or other types of group meetings. Seminars may
cover many aspects of financial planning, including risk management, cash management,
investment planning, income tax, retirement planning and estate conservation. The fees
charged for seminars are described in our response to Item 5 – Fees and Compensation.
Seminars will be general in nature and limited to educational and impersonal advice. The
information provided at a seminar is not intended to address any attendee’s personal
financial situation, and attendees will not be obligated to implement any advice,
recommendation or information they receive through Equitable Advisors or any other party.
Seminars provided to groups of employees are not intended as “employee benefits” covered
by ERISA or any other law. In addition, the limits on Equitable Advisors activities described
below under “Retirement Plan Investment Advisory Services” apply to any services provided
to employees that participate in a qualified retirement plan that is subject to ERISA or an IRA
subject to applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
3. Corporate Financial Planning
Equitable Advisors may enter into written agreements with select corporate, institutional or
membership organizations to provide planning services to their employees, partners,
independent contractors, or members. The fees, if any, in connection with these services, are
subject to negotiation between Equitable Advisors, and the organization. The negotiated fees
may vary substantially from the fees described elsewhere in this document. Those receiving
financial planning or other services under an institutional agreement typically pay lower fees
than those clients who otherwise enroll in personal financial planning services.
The services provided by Equitable Advisors pursuant to corporate agreements are not
intended as “employee benefits” covered by ERISA or any other law. In addition, the limits
on Equitable Advisors activities described below under “Retirement Plan Investment Advisory
Services” apply to any services provided to employees that participate in a qualified
retirement plan that is subject to ERISA or an IRA subject to the Internal Revenue Code.
4. Retirement Plan Investment Advisory Support Services
Equitable Advisors may enter into agreements with sponsors of retirement plans to provide
general retirement plan management education and support services (the “Retirement
Services”) to the plan sponsor and/or plan participants in exchange for a fee, further
information about which is provided in Item 5 – Fees and Compensation. Only appropriately
credentialed Financial Professionals are authorized by Equitable Advisors to provide
Retirement Services.
The plan sponsor will select the Retirement Services to be provided. The Retirement Services
are for general educational purposes only and are intended to help plan sponsors discharge
their fiduciary responsibilities to the qualified plan and plan participants. The plan sponsor
may also select certain Retirement Services that will provide general education to plan
participants to help in their understanding of the terms and provisions of the qualified plan.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing pursuant to an ERISA investment advisory services
agreement (see “ERISA Fiduciary Services” below), the Retirement Services will not include
any recommendation to any plan sponsor regarding specific investment options to select
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under a qualified plan or portfolio plan design; nor will the Retirement Services provide any
recommendation to any plan participant regarding (i) the allocation of their qualified plan
account balance, (ii) contributions to investment options under the qualified plan, or (iii) the
investment alternatives of their account balances at retirement or separation from services,
unless the plan sponsor agrees in writing to allow recommendations to participants regarding
their investment alternatives at retirement or separation. Specific Retirement Services
selected by the plan sponsor will be described in the written agreement entered into between
Equitable Advisors and the plan sponsor. Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals
may also act as consultants to other investment advisors providing plans with similar nonfiduciary services; in such cases, Equitable Advisors’ client is the other advisor, and not the
plan nor any participant.
In certain instances, a Financial Professional providing Retirement Services to plan sponsors
may provide reports and/or a sample investment policy statement created with software
tools owned and operated by companies that are not affiliated with or under common
ownership, control or operation with Equitable Advisors, its affiliates or Financial Professionals.
Any such reports or Investment Policy Statements are not recommendations regarding any
securities transactions and are provided solely to assist plan sponsors in making informed
decisions relative to the management of their qualified plans. It will remain the plan sponsor’s
responsibility to adopt a specific investment policy statement, if desired, and to select specific
investment options for the plan.
Arrangements for Retirement Services may also include the opportunity for participants to
receive, at their sole discretion, additional personalized financial services, including but not
limited to personal financial planning services, investment advisory asset management
services, or insurance or brokerage services (“Optional Services”).
The relationship created between Equitable Advisors and a participant through Optional
Services will not include the participant’s employer or qualified plan sponsor. Neither the
qualified plan nor any qualified plan participant will be obligated at any time to purchase any
additional products or services (including Optional Services) through Equitable Advisors or
any other party. Further, neither the participant’s employer nor any qualified plan is a
fiduciary sponsoring Equitable Advisors or its Financial Professional with regard to the
provision of Optional Services. The decision to receive Optional Services is solely the decision
of the Qualified Plan participant.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professional will not
act as an ERISA fiduciary with respect to any qualified plan, and any participant investment
materials provided will be general in nature and limited to educational information regarding
the qualified plan and its available investment options, which may include:
•

Providing specifics about the qualified plan and its design;

•

Providing a list, by asset class, of all available investment choices (such list will not
include any specific investment recommendations);

•

Providing Morningstar, Ibbotson or other investment profiles for all available
investment choices including fund sheets, which include a general description of the
investment objectives, identification of the corresponding asset class, the risk
characteristics and the annualized net rates of return;

•

Providing general financial and investment information, e.g., educational information
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and materials regarding general financial and investment concepts;
•

Providing general asset allocation models, including information and materials that
provide participants with models of asset allocation portfolios of hypothetical
individuals with different time horizons and risk profiles.

•

Providing interactive investment materials, which may include questionnaires,
worksheets, software and similar material that provide the means for participants to
estimate future retirement income needs and assess the impact of different asset
allocations; or

•

Such other information as may be permitted under U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”)
Regulations and guidance pertaining to “investment education” versus “investment
advice.”

5. ERISA Fiduciary Services – Retirement Plan Consulting Services
In limited circumstances, Equitable Advisors may enter into an agreement with a retirement
plan sponsor to provide services as a non-discretionary ERISA fiduciary pursuant to ERISA
section 3(21)(A)(ii) (“ERISA Fiduciary Services”). Under ERISA section 3(21)(A)(ii), Equitable
Advisors will assist a plan’s fiduciary in the initial selection and ongoing monitoring of the
investment line-up available to the plan’s participants. Only appropriately credentialed
Financial Professionals specifically approved by Equitable Advisors are authorized to provide
ERISA Fiduciary Services to plan sponsors. No services may be provided to qualified plan
participants in an ERISA fiduciary capacity (i.e., with respect to their assets in the subject plan),
although upon written consent of the plan sponsor recommendations may be made to plan
participants regarding their investment alternatives at retirement or separation. A summary
of the ERISA Fiduciary Services is provided below. Plan sponsors should refer to their written
agreement with Equitable Advisors for more details regarding the specific services to be
provided and the fees to be paid.
a. Non-Discretionary Investment Option Recommendation
Equitable Advisors will analyze the list of available investment options for the qualified plan
and provide the plan sponsor with a recommended list of core asset classes that, when
combined, constitute a prudent investment lineup for a qualified plan seeking a basic level
of complexity. Equitable Advisors will also provide definitions of additional asset
classes/categories that, when combined with core asset classes, will constitute prudent
investment lineups for those plan sponsors seeking more sophisticated levels of complexity.
Equitable Advisors will identify for the plan sponsor’s consideration one or more investment
options from each asset class/category that are appropriate for long-term strategic asset
allocations. Equitable Advisors will evaluate the investment options, including comparing
their performance to appropriate benchmarks and peer group(s). Equitable Advisors will
provide the plan sponsor with a “core list” of recommended investment options within each
of the core asset class groups, as well as supplemental asset classes/categories. Equitable
Advisors will also provide some general guidelines as to how many and what management
type (active or passive) of investment options are appropriate to select with respect to each
of the asset class groups to assist the plan sponsor in making its final investment option
selections.
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b. Non-Discretionary Monitoring of Investment Options
Equitable Advisors reviews investment option performance on a quarterly basis or on such
other agreed-to basis. Each investment option will be reviewed, and investment options
that do not meet the criteria will be placed on a watch list. The placement of an investment
option on the watch list does not mean that it will be removed from the investment options
but rather triggers further due diligence on the investment option. The purpose of the due
diligence is to determine if the original reasons for selecting the investment option are still
valid. Equitable Advisors shall provide the plan sponsor with a report summarizing its
review.
Once an investment option is on the watch list, it will remain on there until further due
diligence indicates that it should be removed from the watch list or removed as an
investment option. To be removed from the watch list, certain qualitative and quantitative
measures must be met. If, after further due diligence, Equitable Advisors determines that
the investment option no longer meets the criteria for remaining on the core list, Equitable
Advisors will, to the extent available on the platform, identify one or more suitable
replacements.
c. Additional Provisions
Except as otherwise provided in this brochure, Equitable Advisors and its Financial
Professional will not exercise any discretion or authority regarding the plan sponsor’s
selection of the qualified plan platform and service provider(s) or of the specific securities,
or funds available through a group annuity platform, that will be eligible investment options
under the qualified plan. It is the sole responsibility of the plan sponsor or named fiduciary
to select and retain the qualified plan platform and service provider(s), to establish and
maintain the investment policy for the qualified plan, to determine the appropriate mix and
number of asset classes to be included in the investment options available under the
qualified plan and to select the specific mutual funds, institutional funds or funds available
through group annuity contracts that will be investment options under the qualified plan.
If a qualified plan contains a company stock or self-directed brokerage option, Equitable
Advisors shall not be required to take such stock or brokerage options into account with
respect to its determinations or recommendations. Plan sponsor shall retain sole fiduciary
responsibility with respect to such company stock or self-directed brokerage option.
The ERISA Fiduciary Services provided will be based upon the information provided to
Equitable Advisors by the plan sponsor, including but not limited to the investment options
available under the qualified plan platform. The plan sponsor will agree to review at least
annually and to advise Equitable Advisors of any changes in the investment options that are
available under the qualified plan platform or to the demographic or other information
previously provided to Equitable Advisors regarding the qualified plan. Equitable Advisors
and its Financial Professionals may also act as consultants to other investment advisers
providing plans with similar fiduciary services; in such cases, Equitable Advisors’ client is the
other advisor, and not the plan nor any participant.
In providing the ERISA Fiduciary Services to Plan Sponsors, Equitable Advisors and its
Financial Professional may utilize software and other tools operated by the Retirement Plan
Advisory Group (“RPAG”), fi360, or Plan Tools. Equitable Advisors, its affiliates and Financial
Professionals are not affiliated with or under common ownership, control or operation with
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RPAG, fi360, or Plan Tools.
Arrangements for ERISA Fiduciary Services may include the opportunity for participants to
receive, at their sole discretion, Optional Services as described above in the section on
Corporate Financial Planning. No investment advisory relationship created through Optional
Services shall include the participant’s employer or plan sponsor. Neither the qualified plan
nor any qualified plan participant will be obligated at any time to purchase any additional
products or services (including Optional Services) through Equitable Advisors, its affiliates
or other carriers. Further, neither the participant’s employer nor any fiduciary that is
responsible for making decisions under the qualified plan endorses or is sponsoring
Equitable Advisors or its Financial Professional with regard to the provision of Optional
Services to participants. The selection of an Equitable Advisors Financial Professional to
provide Optional Services is solely the decision of the qualified plan participant.
Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals may perform joint work or receive referrals from
other Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals. The Firm’s agreements with clients for
ERISA fiduciary services do not include these Financial Professionals, who may work
separately with individual plan participants, including the provision of advice regarding their
investment alternatives at retirement or separation.
This Brochure also constitutes the disclosure required to be provided to plan sponsors
under ERISA Section 408(b)(2) and the DOL Regulations issued thereunder. The fee range
charged for ERISA Fiduciary Services and other important information relating to the fees
for ERISA Fiduciary Financial Services and Optional Services is provided in Item 5 – Fees and
Compensation. Financial Professionals generally receive approximately 40 – 90% of advisory
fees received by Equitable Advisors.
Equitable Advisors and/or its Financial Professionals may reimburse plans or otherwise
defray the costs for expenses such as mailings and/or other administrative expenses.
In addition to the services described above, in limited circumstances, certain Equitable
Advisors Financial Professionals have entered into joint work arrangements whereby such
professionals, acting as investment adviser representatives, but not ERISA fiduciaries, refer
plans to other Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals who are credentialed to act as
ERISA fiduciaries as part of the Retirement Plan Consulting Services program. In such
instances, the ERISA credentialed Financial Professional serves as the primary client
contact. The referring Financial Professional receives initial and ongoing compensation for
the referral. Please contact your Financial Professional for more details.
In assisting plan sponsors with the selection of plan investment options, Financial
Professionals may choose to include certain funds that are affiliated with Equitable
Advisors, such as 1290 Funds or AllianceBernstein (AB) Funds, or variable annuity products
manufactured and/or distributed by Equitable Advisors or its affiliates. In assisting plan
sponsors with selection of plan service providers and platforms, Financial Professionals that
are credentialed to act as ERISA fiduciaries may propose a qualified plan platform that is
manufactured by an affiliate of Equitable, such as Retirement Gateway, Equitable
Retirement 360 (“AR 360”), or Equitable Retirement Vision with recordkeeping and
administrative services also provided by Equitable affiliates. In those events, there is an
incentive for the Financial Professional to recommend the product issued or service
provided by the affiliate even where the Financial Professional does not directly benefit.
This conflict is addressed through disclosure here, and by the fact that the Financial
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Professional does not benefit directly from such recommendations. The Financial
Professional and Equitable Advisors intend to comply with the provisions of applicable
Prohibited Transaction Exemptions issued by the DOL, and clearly describe the conflicts of
interest that are posed by selecting a product affiliated with Equitable Advisors. Plan
sponsors should carefully review all disclosures and consider the potential conflicts prior to
making the decision to select the applicable program for their plan.
d. ERISA Section 3(38) Discretionary Services
Equitable Advisors may also allow certain credentialed Financial Professionals to act as
discretionary “Investment Managers” to qualified plans under ERISA Section 3(38). These
services are only available to qualified plans, not plan participants. Plan sponsors electing
3(38) Investment Manager services delegate to Equitable Advisors and its Financial
Professionals the authority to provide the 3(21)(A)(ii) services described above (in
subsections a-c) regarding the selection and ongoing monitoring (including removal and
replacement) of the specific securities, mutual funds, institutional funds or funds available
through the applicable qualified plan platform that will be offered as investment options
under the qualified plan, but in a discretionary capacity. The terms and/or availability of this
service may be impacted by rulemaking by the DOL and may be terminated or subject to
change by Equitable Advisors.
The ERISA Fiduciary Services provided will be based upon the information provided to
Equitable Advisors by the plan sponsor, including but not limited to, the investment options
available under the qualified plan. Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals may
utilize the software options or tools as described above to help guide the recommendations
to the plan sponsor or discretionary investment decisions, where applicable. The plan
sponsor will agree to review at least annually and to advise Equitable Advisors of any
changes in the investment options that are available under the qualified plan or to the
demographic or other information previously provided to Equitable Advisors regarding the
qualified plan. Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals may also act as consultants
to other investment advisers providing plans with similar fiduciary services; in such cases,
Equitable Advisors’ client is the other advisor, and not the plan nor any participant.
Additional services may include assistance (in a non-discretionary or discretionary capacity
as elected by the plan sponsor) in creating asset allocation models to be included as options
within the plan’s investment menu, creation or development of target date funds with
appropriate glidepath options for the plan and certain other services as may be described
within the ERISA Fiduciary Options agreement between the plan sponsor and Financial
Professional.
6. Business Strategies Services
Equitable Advisors may also allow certain credentialed Financial Professionals to provide
Business Strategies Services, which include business exit planning and other business planning
services. Business Strategies services shall include providing certain educational modules to
business owners (“the Client”) by our Financial Professionals to assist them in accomplishing
their objectives with regard to the realization and preservation of maximum business value
and personal wealth. The Financial Professionals utilize a client questionnaire to determine
which educational modules may be of value to the client.
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Asset Management Programs
With respect to asset management services, we are either acting (i) as a “promoter” (also
called an “endorser” or “solicitor”), or, in some instances, as “co-advisor” for third party
program sponsors, or (ii) as the portfolio advisor or manager, or as an advisor to the client
in selecting a strategist or manager, on a third-party platform. As a promoter, we act in
accordance with SEC rules to refer clients to third party investment advisers (sometimes
called “TAMPs”) that sponsor advisory programs in exchange for a fee. A fee is paid to us
from the program sponsor. A few additional points regarding our role as promoter for these
programs:
•

We will typically carry out various client interface activities in exchange for our fee,
which may include assisting the client in completing account opening paperwork,
conducting an annual meeting with the client to determine if the program remains
suitable, and facilitating communication between the program sponsor and the client.

•

Generally, the program sponsor, and not us, will be responsible for determining the
specific investments and/or sub-managers that are used to populate a client’s account.
Our responsibilities and those of the program sponsor will be described in the client
agreement for the program and the program sponsor’s investment advisory or program
disclosure document, which we urge the client to read prior to investing in a wrap fee
program.

•

Your client agreement will generally be between you and the asset manager in
question. Equitable Advisors may or may not be a party to such agreement, depending
on the program.

Types of Advisory Programs offered through Program Sponsors
•

Mutual Fund Advisory Programs – a mutual fund program that allows investors to
allocate their assets across multiple mutual funds. These programs typically include
elements such as client profiling, fee-based pricing, and rebalancing.

•

Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) Advisory Programs – managed account programs that
allow investors to allocate their assets across multiple ETFs. These programs include
elements such as client profiling, fee-based pricing, and rebalancing.

•

Financial Professional as Advisor Programs – non-discretionary and discretionary feebased advisory programs that enable investors to hold different types of securities (e.g.,
mutual funds, ETFs, equities, fixed income, etc.).

•

Separately Managed Account (SMA) Advisory – managed programs that utilize
separate accounts as the investment vehicle. These separate accounts are managed by
a third-party money manager and will contain individual securities such as equities and
individual fixed income securities. These can be traditional, where a single account
corresponds to a single investment strategy, or multi-discipline where the program
offers multiple disciplines within the same separate account with an overlay manager
responsible for coordinating the multiple disciplines into a unified portfolio.

•

Unified Managed Account – a single account that houses multiple investment products
such as separately managed account managers, mutual funds and ETFs. The account
utilizes a platform that provides the ability to manage an investor’s assets in a
comprehensive portfolio. In MWP, the Financial Professional may serve as a strategist
by designing models that, if selected by the client, are implemented by LPL as overlay
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manager on a discretionary basis.
When clients invest through third party advisory programs it is typical that the program
sponsor has the authority to place trades on their behalf without consent (i.e., the program
sponsor has “discretion”).
The following is a high-level description of the programs generally available through equitable
Advisors for your convenience. It is not a full description of any program. Please refer to the
ADV Part 2A of the program sponsor to determine the specifics of each particular program,
including information regarding separately managed accounts in each program.

1A. Non-Proprietary Wrap Fee Programs – Representative as Portfolio Advisor
LPL Financial
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various investments advisory programs offered
through LPL Financial (“LPL”). Additionally, Equitable Advisors has other relationships with
LPL. LPL acts as Equitable Advisors’ securities fully disclosed clearing firm for broker-dealer
products and services, and also provides back- and middle-office services through a services
agreement between the companies. As a result, there are potential and actual conflicts of
interest associated with the compensation to LPL for services to Equitable, and the division of
compensation between the two firms for services to clients (see also Item 14). These conflicts
and implications for the client are discussed in greater detail in the relevant Form ADV Part
2A (also called the “Program Brochure”).
Strategic Asset Management1 (“SAM”) – Two SAM program types are offered: SAM I, where
the client pays applicable ticket charges2 for transactions in the account, and SAM II, where
the Financial Professional pays the ticket charges. These ticket charges are not considered
brokerage commissions.
In these accounts, the Financial Professional serves as portfolio advisor where clients may
purchase and sell securities and/or liquidate previously purchased load mutual funds on a
non-discretionary basis (e.g., equities, fixed income, options, no-load and load waived mutual
funds, variable annuities, and ETFs) pursuant to investment objectives chosen by the client.
In some cases, the client may provide discretionary authorization to the Financial
Professional, provided the Financial Professional is pre-approved by Equitable Advisors to
offer discretionary trading.
Financial Professionals may also recommend structured products in SAM I and II, which
typically come in the form of bonds and are called “Structured Notes,” although some
structured products come in the form of Certificates of Deposit (“CDs”). Certain alternative
investments are available in SAM I and II (see “Alternative Investments” below).
Variable annuities available on the SAM I and SAM II platforms are proprietary to Equitable
Life Insurance Company, an affiliate of Equitable Advisors. Financial Professionals shall not
1

Equitable Advisors clients who participate (or considering participating) in the SAM program should note that some Equitable Advisors
Financial Professionals are principals of outside investment advisers that provide model portfolio designs in the Model Wealth Portfolios
program (“MWP”) available through LPL in exchange for a portion of the fee LPL receives from the client. Additionally, the Equitable Advisors
Financial Professional assigned to the client’s MWP account is permitted with client approval to serve as a strategist on the account, but in
that circumstance no separate strategist fee would be charged. Clients with SAM accounts may be invested in comparable securities and have
comparable investment models as clients that utilize a MWP model designed by an Equitable Advisors Financial Professional or the outside
investment adviser. Accordingly, before investing, clients should carefully consider the fees charged in each account and the services that are
provided in exchange for those fees. For further information, see discussion of LPL Financial and MWP in Item 1B below.
2
Ticket charges are fees charged by the broker-dealer (in this case LPL) for executing trades.
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receive up front commissions for recommendations of Equitable proprietary variable annuity
products in SAM I or SAM II but shall receive an ongoing fee commensurate with any SAM
investment as described more fully below in Item 5 – Fees and Compensation. In addition,
the 1290 Funds and AB Funds, each a proprietary mutual fund family, may also be
recommended in SAM I and SAM II, as well as in brokerage accounts. Equitable Advisors and
its Financial Professionals may receive other compensation and benefits related to
recommendations of proprietary products. Accepting this type of compensation presents a
conflict of interest in that there is an incentive to recommend investment products based on
the compensation received, rather than on a client’s needs. We disclose potential conflicts of
interest to clients through documents such as this disclosure document, the prospectus, the
LPL Program Brochures, and other materials discussing the products and services offered. The
client should consider these additional payments and the potential conflicts of interest they
create carefully prior to investing in any securities or through any asset management
programs available through Equitable Advisors. The client is encouraged to ask his or her
Financial Professional for additional information should he or she have any questions
regarding these payments or the potential conflicts of interest they create. Furthermore,
clients can refer to the prospectus or Statement of Additional Information for the specific
variable annuity or mutual fund for more information regarding the additional compensation
the Financial Professional may receive.
The advisory services carried out by the Financial Professionals are completed in their capacity
as IARs of Equitable Advisors; however, when recommending variable annuity products, the
Financial Professional acts in his or her capacity as an insurance agent of Equitable Network,
LLC (an affiliate of Equitable Advisors) and/or its affiliates.
In LPL accounts, clients also have the opportunity to utilize the services of Private Trust
Company (“PTC”). PTC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of LPL Financial but is not affiliated with
Equitable Advisors. PTC provides a variety of trust services. The option of using PTC is the
decision of the client. Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals cannot provide legal or tax
advice in conjunction with the trust services available through PTC and clients are encouraged
to consult with their legal and tax advisors prior to selecting PTC as their provider for trust
services. Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals are not compensated for the use of trust
services.
Clients that have selected PTC as their trust provider may choose to invest the trust assets in
any of the advisory programs available through LPL Financial. Equitable Advisors Financial
Professionals will assist the client in selecting a program appropriate for their investment
needs. They will receive compensation for this assistance as discussed further in Item 5.
As a convenience to clients, certain of the LPL advisory programs and brokerage accounts may
offer the ability to access funds through ACH instructions, wires and other transfers. The
security of customer accounts is our paramount concern and if at any time such security may
be jeopardized by using ACH instructions, wires and other transfers, these features may be
terminated by Equitable or LPL. Equitable and LPL each reserve the right to refuse any
directive or instruction relating to ACH, wires, or transfers in their sole discretion.
Clients should carefully review the Program Brochure of all third-party advisory programs
before investing.
In certain rare circumstances, we have as an accommodation entered into advisory
relationships in which the Financial Professional acts as portfolio manager with respect to
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assets held on a platform other than LPL.

1B. Non-Proprietary Wrap Fee Programs – Third-Party Asset Managers
Equitable Advisors also offers clients access to certain third-party asset management
programs, also called turnkey asset management programs (“TAMPs”), which provide access
to professional third-party money managers. The following is a list of the third-party program
sponsors we make available to our clients through Equitable Advisors, and a brief description
of the programs we offer through them. For more information on these programs, the
applicable fees, expenses and potential conflicts of interest, please see investment advisory
or wrap program disclosure document of the respective program sponsor, which will be
provided to you prior to opening an account.
Advisors Capital Management
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various investment advisory programs offered
through Advisors Capital Management (“ACM”). For each of the ACM programs (Model
Separate Accounts and Private Account Strategies), the Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional works with you to complete the individual client questionnaire, which allows
ACM to determine the appropriate investment strategy recommendations to meet your
investment objectives. ACM’s investment strategies include Global Growth, Global Dividend,
International ADR, Small/Mid Cap Core, Growth, Core Dividend, Income with Growth,
Balanced, Balanced Defensive (Overlay) and Fixed Income. The programs minimum account
sizes range from $50,000 to $300,000.
Note that ACM may allow you to use funds from your advisory account offered through ACM
to pay premiums on life and annuity products, including products offered by Equitable
Financial Life Insurance Company, an insurance company affiliate of Equitable Advisors, and
third-party insurance carriers.
Equitable Advisors also offers ACM as an investment advisory option, called PathFinder, to
provide assistance in managing assets that retirement plan participants have elected to move
into their self-directed brokerage account (“SDBA”). The PathFinder program offers managed
mutual fund strategies that can be combined in different ways to reflect your specific
investment objectives, taking your risk tolerance and time horizon into account. For direct
payroll contributions, ACM imposes no minimum investment amount although your plan may
limit how much money you can have in or contribute to your SDBA.
AssetMark, Inc. (“AssetMark”)
AssetMark provides a variety of advisory programs to clients including Privately Managed
Portfolios, Multiple Strategy Portfolios, No Load Mutual Fund Portfolios, ETF Portfolios,
Privately Managed Account Solutions, Select Solutions, and Preservation Strategy. For each
AssetMark program, a Financial Professional consults with clients to assess their financial
situation and identify their investment objectives in order to assist the client in investing in
portfolios designed to meet the client’s financial needs. Working with their Financial
Professional, clients select advisory service(s) and investment objective(s) available within the
program(s). AssetMark manages the assets based on a client’s individual financial
circumstances, investment needs and goals and level of risk tolerance. The programs’
minimum account sizes range from $10,000 to $1 million.
Note that AssetMark may allow you to use funds from your advisory account offered through
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AssetMark to pay premiums on life and annuity products, including products offered by
Equitable Life Insurance Company, an insurance company affiliate of Equitable Advisors, and
third-party insurance carriers.
Trek Financial, LLC (formerly “BCJ Capital Management”)
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to portfolios managed by Trek Financial, which uses a
goal-based investment approach. Your Equitable Advisors’ Financial Professional works with
you to determine which of Trek Financial’s portfolios will help you meet your investment
objectives. The manager does not have a stated minimum account size.
Boyd Watterson Asset Management
Boyd Watterson Asset Management (“Boyd Watterson”) specializes in managing fixedincome portfolios, equity portfolios, and blended strategies for individuals and institutions in
a single strategy separately managed account program. Clients can choose to utilize one of
Boyd Watterson’s traditional investment options or a customized approach that better fits
their needs. Your Equitable Advisors’ Financial Professional works with you to determine
which of Boyd Watterson’s portfolios will help you meet your investment objectives.
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to portfolios managed by Boyd Watterson, a Titanium
Asset Management Company (formerly Sovereign Advisers). While Equitable Advisors offers
clients the ability to invest directly through Boyd Watterson, Boyd Watterson also provides
separately managed accounts through specific investment options in different programs
offered through Equitable Advisors, such as Lockwood’s Multi-Manager or LPL’s Manager
Select.
Brinker Capital, Inc.
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various investment advisory programs offered
through Brinker Capital, Destinations Programs, Core Asset Manager, Unified Managed
Account, Personal Benchmark Program and Retirement Plan Services Program/Retirement
Plan Services Plus. Brinker Capital’s Destinations program includes mutual funds or ETFs, ETNs
and mutual funds. For each of the Brinker programs, the Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional works with you to complete the individual client questionnaire, which allows
Brinker to determine the appropriate investment strategy recommendations to meet your
investment objectives. The programs minimum account sizes range from $10,000 to $2
million.
Flexible Plan Investments, Ltd.
Equitable Advisors, through its Financial Professionals, acts as a promoter for Flexible Plan
Investments. Flexible primarily provides managed accounts, that can be in the form of direct
strategy management of investments in mutual funds and/or ETFs. The programs’ minimum
account sizes range from $5,000 to $25,000.
Forefront Analytics- GKFO
Equitable Advisors, through its Financial Professionals, acts as a promoter for Forefront
Analytics-GKFO. Forefront primarily recommends or allocates clients’ investments
management assets among alternative investment vehicles, exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”),
mutual funds, independent investment managers (“Independent Managers”), individual debt
and equity securities, derivatives and/or other securities or investments in accordance with
the clients’ individual investment objectives.
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LPL Financial
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various investment advisory programs offered
through LPL. These programs are discussed briefly below.
•

Optimum Market Portfolios (“OMP”) – a professionally managed mutual fund advisory
program using Optimum Funds Class I shares. Your Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional works with you to complete a client questionnaire which allows LPL to
determine the asset allocation to meet your investment objectives.

•

Personal Wealth Portfolios (“PWP” ) - is a unified management account in which LPL,
with assistance from sub-advisors it has selected, directs and manages specified client
assets on a discretionary basis. Your Equitable Advisors Financial Professional works
with you to determine which of the sub-advisors will work with your individual
investment objectives.

•

Manager Select – a separately managed account program where the client, with
the assistance of their Financial Professional, will select the managers and develop
an asset allocation.

•

Model Wealth Portfolios (“MWP” ) – a unified managed account program that provides
clients with access to managed portfolios of securities (which may include mutual funds,
ETFs, exchange traded notes or “ETNs” and closed end funds) created and designed
by LPL’s in- house research team (“LPL Research”), a third party investment strategist
(an “Outside Strategist”)3, or (if available) an Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional—or a third-party registered investment adviser of which certain Equitable
Advisors Financial Professionals are principals and/or investment adviser
representatives4—with oversight from the LPL Financial Overlay Portfolio Management
Group (the “LPL Overlay Manager”). Your Equitable Advisors Financial Professional
works with you to determine which of the allocation strategies, called “models,” will
work with your individual investment objectives. The Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional may recommend that you choose more than one strategist within a single
MWP account.

Due to the existing arrangements between LPL and Equitable Advisors under which LPL
provides clearing, back-office, and middle-office services to Equitable Advisors, LPL offers
portfolios created and designed by Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals. When LPL
offers such portfolios, the Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals would not be subject to
the LPL selection and review criteria that LPL applies to other portfolio strategists in MWP.
This means that LPL would not subject the Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals to the
due diligence and screening criteria it applies to other portfolio strategists. Clients wishing to
use an Equitable Advisors Financial Professional as a strategist should bear this in mind and
should not think that the availability of their Equitable Advisors Financial Professional as a
3

Two of the Outside Strategists, AllianceBernstein (“AB”) and Equitable Investment Management (which is the brand name for Equitable
Investment Management Group, LLC which, among other things, serves as the investment adviser to the 1290 Funds) are affiliates of
Equitable Advisors. Equitable Investment Management has not met all of the LPL selection and review criteria that LPL applies to other
portfolio strategists. See LPL’s MWP Program Brochure for additional information regarding available portfolio strategists.
4
For example, LPL makes available as an accommodation to Equitable Advisors portfolios created and designed by PST Advisors Inc. (“PST”).
PST has not met the LPL selection and review criteria that LPL applies to other portfolio strategists.
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strategist on the LPL platform means that LPL has vetted, assessed, or approved of their
abilities, experience, or portfolio management acumen.
It is important to note for clients that wish to use their Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional as a strategist on LPL’s platform speak to their Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional to understand the investment strategies and techniques they intend to utilize,
the associated risks, and their approach to asset allocation, diversification, risk management,
portfolio monitoring, and rebalancing. Clients should also be comfortable with their Equitable
Advisors Financial Professional’s experience in managing portfolios, the basis of their
research, their buy and sell criteria, and the resources they are able to dedicate to serving as
a strategist.
As set forth more fully in the MWP account documentation, clients should be aware of three
fees that are charged in connection with the MWP account: the Advisor Fee, the Strategist
Fee, and the LPL Program Fee. These fees are separate from one another and pay for distinct
services rendered.5 The Advisor Fee is for the investment advisory services of Equitable and
the Equitable Advisors Financial Professional and may not exceed 2%. The Strategist Fee is a
fee for the model portfolio design services of a strategist, and ranges from 0% to 0.25%.6 The
LPL Program Fee is for the investment advisory, administrative, trading and custodial services
of LPL, and ranges from 0.08% to 0.35%.7
The programs’ minimum account sizes range from $10,000* to $250,000. The minimum
account size for MWP accounts varies based on the strategist and model. *Note under some
circumstances, exceptions may be made to the stated minimum.
In addition to the programs listed above, LPL provides collateralized lending services through
certain federally chartered savings bank(s), on accounts for which LPL serves as the program
sponsor. Please be aware this raises conflicts of interest that are discussed in your LPL
Program Brochure.
Buckingham Strategic Partners (Formerly Loring Ward)
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various asset-class allocation and investment
management programs through Buckingham Strategic Partners. Buckingham Strategic
Partners utilizes investment strategies based upon target asset-class allocations to reflect
information regarding the client’s individual financial circumstances, expressed cash needs,
risk tolerance, investment objectives and other factors. Buckingham Strategic Partners
implements its asset class allocation programs with an approved group of no-load mutual
funds and ETFs. The programs minimum account size is generally $100,000 per client
household.
Manning & Napier Advisors, LLC (“MNA”)
Through certain Financial Professionals, Equitable Advisors offers clients access to the full
5

Please note that MWP accounts remaining under a legacy fee structure (those accounts opened before January 1, 2016 that have not
converted to the new fee structure described above, where the fees are separated) are charged one aggregate Account Fee, which was
negotiated between the client and the Equitable Advisors Financial Professional and set out in the MWP account documentation.
6
Where PST is the strategist and the Equitable Advisors Financial Professional assigned to the account is a principal of PST, the Equitable
Advisors Financial Professional would receive the Advisor Fee and, indirectly, the Strategist Fee or a portion of that fee. Where the Equitable
Advisors Financial Professional assigned to the account is the strategist, the Strategist Fee is 0% as the Advisor Fee is presumed to include
compensation for such services.
7
The Strategist Fee and LPL Program Fee referenced in this paragraph may change from time to time, upon 30
days’ prior notice to clients.
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range of investment advisory services offered by MNA. MNA offers separately managed
accounts, proprietary mutual funds, custody and trust services and retirement plans. The
spectrum of separately managed accounts ranges from aggressive equity portfolios to
conservative fixed-income portfolios. MNA offers these portfolios to clients who seek a
diversified portfolio managed on a discretionary basis. The programs minimum account sizes
range from $250,000 to $5 million.
Morningstar Investment Services, Inc. (“MIS”)
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to a variety of investment advisory services available
under MIS’s Managed Portfolios program including MIS Mutual Fund Portfolios, MIS ETF
Portfolios and MIS Select Equity Portfolios. For each of the MIS programs, the Equitable
Advisors Financial Professional works with you to complete the individual client questionnaire
which allows MIS to determine the appropriate investment strategy recommendations to
meet your investment objectives. The programs’ minimum account sizes range from $25,000
to $250,000.
Equitable Advisors also offers Morningstar as an investment advisory option to provide
assistance in managing assets that retirement plan participants have elected to move into
their self-directed brokerage account (“SDBA”). Morningstar maintains strategy specific
portfolios and provides investment advice to plan participants based on their client profile,
including risk tolerance, investment objectives, time horizon, financial goals, and personal and
financial situation. The minimum account funding varies with the portfolio program and
ranges from $5,000 to $250,000.
Nationwide Investment Advisors (“NIA”)
An overlay management service available for participants in certain Nationwide Resources
Trust and Innovator as well as Nationwide Clear Advantage and Flex Advantage qualified
retirement plans through NIA’s ProAccount program. The ProAccount program offers plan
sponsors the opportunity to allow plan participants to elect to use NIA to allocate the assets
within their Nationwide qualified plan based upon their investment objectives and risk
tolerance. NIA is an affiliate of Nationwide Financial, which offers the Nationwide Resources
Trust and Innovator Plans.
Financial Professionals who offer Nationwide qualified plans to their clients have the option
of selecting from one of the approved investment advisers pre-selected by Nationwide to
provide advisory services to plan participants.
PlanMember Securities Corporation
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to PlanMember Elite, an advisory program offered by
the PlanMember Securities Corporation (“PSEC”), which as noted below is an affiliate of
Equitable Advisors. PSEC constructs a series of asset allocation portfolios with varying risk
profiles that are invested in mutual funds. PSEC primarily markets this program to individual
retirement plans. A data gathering questionnaire is undertaken to determine the client’s
financial situation and investment objectives. Services are based on the individual needs of
the client. PlanMember Elite has five portfolio models constructed with primarily index funds
and another set of five models constructed with both index and active funds. The portfolio
model objectives range from conservation of principal and inflation protection to maximum
long-term growth. The program minimum is $10,000.
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In addition to Elite, PSEC may also provide advisory services to accounts that are opened
through the PlanMember Optifund program. Similar to Elite, this program utilizes the same
strategies; however, the funds used within the models may differ. The program minimum is
$10,000. In addition to the advisory programs, PlanMember also offers non-advisory
retirement plan accounts, subject to different fees and charges.
ProNvest, Inc. (“ProNvest”)
Equitable Advisors offers ProNvest as an investment advisory option to certain 403(b) plan
sponsors and participants in Equitable’s EquiVest variable annuity and PlanMember’s
OPTIFUND programs. Through this program, plan participants may choose to include
ProNvest’s program as an additional feature for their qualified plan. ProNvest is not affiliated
with any of the firms that use its money management services and participants are not
obligated to choose ProNvest as a money manager for assets within the 403(b) accounts.
SEI Investments Management Corporation (“SIMC”)
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various investment advisory programs offered
through SIMC including the Managed Accounts Program, Integrated Managed Account
Program and Private Client Mutual Fund Asset Allocation Program. For each of the SIMC’s
programs, the Equitable Advisors Financial Professional works with you to complete the
individual client questionnaire which allows SIMC to determine the appropriate investment
strategy recommendations to meet your investment objectives. The programs minimum
account sizes range from $0 to $250,000. Certain proprietary mutual funds may also be
available from SIMC outside of an investment advisory program. Different fees and charges
may apply to such funds.
Note that SIMC may allow you to use funds from your advisory account offered through SIMC
to pay premiums on life and annuity products, including products offered by Equitable Life
Insurance Company, an insurance company affiliate of Equitable Advisors, and third-party
insurance carriers.
Sentinel Pension Advisors
Sentinel Pension Advisors, Inc. (“SPA”) provides investment advisory services to institutional
clients such as corporate, trust, estate and retirement accounts, as well as pension and profitsharing plans. SPA provides services to assist plan sponsors, plan trustees, investment
committees and financial advisors to meet ERISA fiduciary responsibilities.
The Pacific Financial Group (“TPFG”)
Equitable Advisors offers TPFG as an investment advisory option to provide assistance in
managing assets that retirement plan participants have elected to move into their selfdirected brokerage account (SDBA). TPFG provides investment advice to plan participants
based on risk assessment questionnaires and meetings designed to determine their goals and
risk temperament (risk profile). The minimum for managed mutual fund strategies is $10,000.
TPFG can, at its sole discretion, waive the minimum amount requirements.
Program Sponsors Available Only on a “Service Only” Basis
In addition to the third-party programs listed above, Equitable Advisors allows certain of its
Financial Professionals to provide investment advisory services on a “service only” basis to
clients with asset management accounts held through certain sponsors. “Service only” means
we are not actively opening new accounts for new clients. Please refer to the individual thirdSeptember 2022
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party program’s Form ADV Part 2A, or equivalent brochure, for a full description of their
products and services and all related terms, conditions, fees, and expenses.
Ancora Inverness, LLC
Equitable Advisors offers clients access on a service only basis to the investment advisory
portfolio management services of Ancora Inverness. The firm specializes in customized
portfolio management. Portfolios may consist of a combination of individual stocks, individual
bonds, mutual funds, ETFs and fixed income securities. The minimum account size is
$750,000; however, Ancora Inverness reserves the right to waive this minimum at its
discretion.
Cleveland Capital, LLC
Equitable Advisors offers the investment advisory program of Cleveland Capital, LLC on a
service only basis. Cleveland Capital Management, LLC (the "Adviser") is a registered
investment adviser under the jurisdiction of the State of Ohio. They apply a private equity
approach to public market investing by purchasing securities that trade at deep discounts to
intrinsic fundamental or private market value. The minimum investment is $250,000.
CLS Investments, LLC (“CLS”)
Equitable Advisors offers clients access to a variety of CLS’s advisory programs on a service
only basis including the CLS Nationwide Qualified Plans, Individualized Account Management
Portfolios, AdvisorOne Portfolios, ETF Portfolios and Master Manager Strategy Portfolio. Each
of these programs offer advisory services to clients and may include mutual fund investments,
separate account management and ETFs. Variable annuities will not be offered, although CLS
does use these products in some of their portfolios. The programs minimum account sizes
range from $5,000 to $500,000.
KB Financial Partners, LLC (“KBFP”)
KBFP provides clients with various advisory services, which include financial planning and
portfolio management. They primarily offer portfolio management services on portfolios
comprised of mutual funds, exchange traded funds, and private placements. KB Financial
Partners tailors its portfolio management services to the client’s individual needs, investment
objectives, time horizon, tax situation, and risk tolerance. The program minimum size is
generally $250,000.
Lockwood Advisors, Inc.
Through certain Financial Professionals, Equitable Advisors offers clients access to various
investment advisory programs offered through Lockwood Advisors, Inc., including Lockwood
Separately Managed Accounts, Lockwood Investment Strategies and Lockwood Asset
Allocation Portfolios on a service only basis. For each of the Lockwood programs, the Equitable
Advisors Financial Professional works with you to complete a client questionnaire which
allows Lockwood to determine the appropriate investment strategy recommendations to
meet your investment objectives. The programs’ minimum account sizes range from $50,000
to $250,000.
Meeder Advisory Services, Inc. (“Meeder”)
The Meeder program offered through Equitable Advisors is designed for plan participants
in qualified plans offered through Nationwide Financial and is available for participants
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in the Nationwide Retirement Resource program. Meeder established the program to
manage mutual fund portfolios with the investment disciplines that Meeder has been using
with their retirement investors. Meeder has established eight model portfolios for the
program designed around different risk profiles and investment objectives. In addition, they
have established five target date portfolios that are designed around the anticipated
retirement date of the participant. The program minimum account size is $50,000.
Regent Atlantic Capital (“Regent Atlantic”)
Regent Atlantic’s advisory offering is available through Equitable Advisors on a service only
basis. Regent Atlantic provides clients with a broad range of wealth management services,
including financial planning and ongoing investment management. They invest client’s
asset primarily in individual fixed assets, equities, exchanged-traded funds, no-load and load
waived mutual funds and private funds. The program minimum account size is generally $1
million.
Taurus Asset Management (“Taurus”)
Taurus’s advisory offering is available through Equitable Advisors on a service only basis.
Taurus primarily provides customized investment management services to high-net-worth
individuals and associated trusts and estates, pension and profit-sharing plans, charitable
organizations, and other legal entities. Taurus generally invests client assets in domestic,
multi-national and international stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds
(“ETFs”). The program minimum account size is generally $2 million, but this amount is
negotiable.
The Colony Group
Through certain Financial Professionals, Equitable Advisors makes The Colony Group, LLC
“Colony” programs available to clients on a service-only basis. Clients work with their
Financial Professional to determine their investment objectives and needs. Colony works with
the client and the Financial Professional to create an investment plan for the client. These
portfolios were previously offered through Equitable Advisors through the Wrap Fee Program
and moved into a referral program. Colony is not affiliated with Equitable Advisors. Colony
generally imposes a minimum quarterly fee of $3,750.
UBS Financial Services, Inc. (“UBS”)
The investment advisory programs of UBS are available through Equitable Advisors generally
on a service only basis. UBS’ advisory programs offer a broad variety of strategies,
investment portfolios and asset allocations and features. UBS offers discretionary
programs, separately managed accounts programs, and a unified managed accounts
program. There are no stated program minimums.
USA Financial Portformulas Corporation (“Portformulas”)
Through certain Financial Professionals, Equitable Advisors may offer the investment advisory
programs of Portformulas on a service only basis. Portformulas offers different portfolio
options designed for a specific investment goal. The program minimum ranges from $35,000
to $50,000.
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC (“WFA”)
The investment advisory programs of WFA are available through Equitable Advisors on a
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service only basis. WFA offers separately managed account programs and mutual fund
advisory programs. The program minimums range from $25,000 to $100,000.

2. Additional Asset Management Referral Arrangements
Equitable Advisors may refer clients to the investment advisory and asset management
services of an Equitable Advisors affiliate, Bernstein Global Wealth Management (“BGWM”),
a unit of AB, formerly known as AllianceBernstein. Equitable Advisors (and its Financial
Professional(s)) are compensated for referrals to BGWM and do not provide any investment
advisory services to the client regarding the BGWM account. All investment advisory
services regarding the client’s BGWM account will be provided by BGWM pursuant to an
agreement between the client and BGWM. See the Form ADV Part 2A or brochure of BGWM
for more information on their respective investment advisory practices.
Equitable Advisors may also refer clients to the investment advisory and asset management
services of various third-party unaffiliated portfolio management programs including
Silvercrest Asset Management Group, which acquired certain assets of Jamison Eaton &
Wood, SEI Global Institutional Group, Trek Financial, Cornerstone Advisory, LLC, Burnham
Gibson Wealth Advisors, LLC8 or Shuster Advisory Group, LLC9 (collectively “Asset
Management Companies”). Equitable Advisors (and its Financial Professional(s)) are
compensated for referrals to these Asset Management firms and do not provide any
investment advisory services to the client regarding their account. All investment advisory
services regarding the client’s account will be provided by the Asset Management Companies
pursuant to an agreement between the client and the specific Asset Management Company.
See the Form ADV Part 2A or brochure of the specific Asset Management Company for more
information on their respective investment advisory practices.
Equitable Advisors may also refer EquiVest variable annuity plan participants to the
investment advisory and asset management services of ProNVest for management of their
variable annuity sub-accounts at Equitable. Equitable Advisors may also refer participants in
PlanMember Securities Corporation’s (“PSEC”) 403(b)7 programs for advisory and
management services of their mutual fund holdings with PSEC, an affiliate of Equitable
Advisors. Equitable Advisors (and its Financial Professional(s)) are compensated for referrals
to ProNVest and do not provide any investment advisory services to the client regarding the
ProNVest account. All investment advisory services regarding the client’s ProNVest account
will be provided by ProNvest pursuant to an agreement between the client and ProNVest.
Equitable Advisors only engages plan participants for referrals, and not the plan sponsors.
ProNVest is not an affiliate of Equitable Advisors or Equitable or any of their affiliates. See the
Form ADV Part 2A or brochure of ProNVest for more information on their respective
investment advisory practices.

3. Alternative Investments
Equitable Advisors and select Financial Professionals make available certain alternative
investments to advisory clients in SAM. These alternative investments include managed
futures, business development companies (“BDCs”) and real estate investment trusts
(“REITs”), which are all considered to be alternative investment products due to their nontraditional composition.
8

Certain Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals are investment adviser representatives of Burnham Gibson Wealth Management.

9

Certain Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals are investment adviser representatives of Shuster Advisory Group, LLC.
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Managed futures are products in which professional money managers’ direct investments
in the global currency, interest rate, equity, metal, energy and agricultural markets. They do
this through the use of futures, forwards and options. A BDC is a category of pooled
Investment Company which facilitates the flow of capital to private companies. A BDC
provides investors with exposure to the private equity and private debt investment markets.
A REIT is a company that owns, and in most cases, operates income-producing real estate,
such as apartments, shopping centers, offices, hotels, etc. Some REITs also engage in
financing real estate
These alternative investments sold within an advisory program such as SAM will not incur
an up- front sales charge to the client for the sale. Equitable Advisors and its Financial
Professional(s) will, however, receive compensation from the advisory fees on all of the
assets held within the client’s SAM account, including the managed futures product, BDC or
REIT.
Equitable Advisors also may offer qualified investors access to certain investment companies
which are organized as limited partnerships including hedge fund and fund of hedge fund
interests, and exchange fund offerings primarily through LPL. Equitable and its Financial
Professionals may act as promoters for certain of these hedge funds in their brokerage
capacity. Please review the Offering Memorandum or Prospectus of the hedge fund or fund
of hedge funds for more information, as the terms of each offering may differ, as well as
certain fees and charges that may be applicable. Hedge fund and fund of hedge fund interests
are not available in SAM I, SAM II or any LPL wrap-fee advisory programs.
Certain alternative investment products (plus some structured notes and CDs that may
also be available in SAM accounts) have a short to intermediate maturity – generally less than
five years, although some may go as long as fifteen years. For products with a long time until
maturity, purchasing this product within an advisory account may result in higher
compensation to your Financial Professional than if the product is purchased directly or in a
brokerage account.
Similarly, non-exchange traded REITs and BDCs are generally illiquid because there is no
trading market for the shares. While REITs and BDCs may offer repurchase programs,
ordinarily there are significant conditions and restrictions on these programs. The holding
periods on these investments vary and may require holding periods of ten (10) years or more.
Therefore, non- exchange traded REITs and BDCs may result in higher compensation to your
Financial Professional than products that have a readily available market. Certain non-traded
REITs, known as “daily NAV programs”, may offer greater liquidity to investors, generally on a
quarterly basis. These are long-term investments and investors should be aware that liquidity
is not guaranteed at any time. Managed futures products involve significant risks as they are
speculative and volatile in nature because they invest in derivative products such as futures
and options.
Alternative investments purchased in SAM I or II or the Wrap Program do not carry a sales
commission; however, Equitable Advisors does receive a portion of the dealer manager fee
that is paid on alternative investment accounts, including assets held within advisory
accounts. Furthermore, they are subject to the ongoing asset management fee agreed upon
between client and Equitable Advisors. Equitable Advisors also may make the same, similar or
different alternative investments available for purchase through your Financial Professional
in his/her capacity as a broker-dealer registered representative of Equitable Advisors. If such
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alternative investments are purchased through the broker-dealer channel, different fee
structures will apply; for example, Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals will
receive a sales commission as described in the offering memorandum. Equitable Advisors and
its Financial Professionals may have a financial incentive to recommend purchasing an
investment in one of these structures over another. Under certain conditions, including length
of time that the product is held, you may pay a higher sales charge in a commission-based
product, or you may pay more in an advisory account which is subject to an ongoing fee
based on assets under management. Other factors may also affect how much you pay in either
an advisory or brokerage structure. In connection with any alternative investment decision
as well as with any securities investment decision, you should consult your Financial
Professional for more information regarding the different fee and commission structures that
may apply depending upon whether you purchase the investment product in an investment
advisory program or in a broker-dealer account. As part of your analysis, you should discuss
in particular your investment time horizon and overall likely costs to you before making your
decision about what type of relationship (i.e., brokerage vs. advisory) is appropriate for your
investment.
Alternative investments and structured products may also be available in certain programs
offered by third-party managers. Please consult the program's ADV Part 2A for further
information.
Complex investment products (e.g., sector funds, structured notes and leveraged ETFs) and
alternative investments (e.g., non-traded REITs and Business Development Companies) are
generally viewed as difficult for average investors to understand (“complex”) or invest, in
whole or in part, in non-traditional (“alternative”) strategies or instruments to help achieve
their objectives. These products are often speculative, have high portfolio management fees,
carry higher or unique risks (e.g., valuation risk, commodity risk and lack of liquidity) and
require additional investor experience when compared to traditional investments. Before
purchasing a complex or alternative investment, you should carefully read its offering
memoranda or prospectus and supplements and discuss it with your Financial Professional.

Assets Under Management
As of June 30, 2022, Equitable Advisors’ regulatory assets under management was
$24,116,667,405. This calculation only includes assets in SAM I and SAM II, and other limited
arrangements in accordance with the assets under management definition for the purposes of
Part 1A, section 5. It does not include any of the assets under management in any of the
other programs described above. Of this amount, $8,116,231,382 was managed by us on a
discretionary basis, and $16,000,436,023 was managed on a non-discretionary basis.

Discretionary
Non-discretionary
Total

US Dollar Amount

Total Number of Accounts

8,116,231,382
16,000,436,023
24,116,667,405

20,232
54,286
74,518

Item 5 – Fees and Compensation
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The specific manner in which advisory fees are charged by Equitable Advisers is established in a
client’s written agreement with Equitable Advisors. The following will describe how Equitable
Advisors and our Financial Professional are compensated for the advisory services provided to our
clients.

Financial Planning Services
The amount and timing of the financial planning fee you pay will be determined by you and
your Financial Professional and will be indicated on the fee receipt. Your Financial Professional
will explain the fee and the factors considered in calculating the fee prior to asking you to
sign the Client Agreement. The Agreement is cancelable at any time by you or your Financial
Professional for any reason. If you cancel the Agreement by written notice within five
business days after the signing of the Agreement, Equitable Advisors will refund all fees paid.
Financial Professionals may also offer fee-based financial planning services under your
annual asset-based fee within certain types of managed accounts. In these circumstances the
financial planning services shall be ongoing during the duration of your managed account and
may involve financial planning advice regarding assets outside of the managed account.
A fixed, hourly or income and asset-based fee is charged for the consultation services
provided and specified in the Fee Receipt. The fee may be determined based upon an hourly
fee, multiplied by an estimated number of hours. In some cases, the client’s assets may also
be considered. Typically, the fee is determined and billed when the client executes the
agreement, although the client may elect to pay the fee in installments. For new plans, fixed
fees charged for these services may range from $250 to $25,000. From time to time fees may
exceed this limit based on particular circumstances. Periodic review plan fees generally range
from $250 to $12,500. Hourly fees are negotiable and generally range from $100 to $400 per
hour. Income- and asset- based fees generally range up to 0.5% of net worth plus 1% of
adjusted gross income.
Should you decide to purchase products offered by your Financial Professional(s) to
implement your financial plan, your Financial Professional will generally be acting in his or her
capacity as a broker-dealer registered representative of Equitable Advisors and/or as an
insurance agent of Equitable Network. (You continue as an investment advisory client of
Equitable Advisors if you decide to participate in an asset management program for which
Equitable Advisors is an adviser.)
In these capacities, your Financial Professional will be representing the issuing and
distributing companies, which may be affiliated with Equitable Advisors, and, in the event of
a purchase, the Financial Professional and Equitable Advisors (and/or its affiliates) will
generally be entitled to commissions or other compensation in addition to the fee paid by the
client for the financial planning services. This presents a conflict of interest inherent in every
brokerage relationship in that the Financial Professional and Equitable will benefit every time
there is a transaction.
In addition to fees and possible commissions received by Financial Professionals related to
fee- based financial plans, Financial Professional(s) under certain circumstances receive
other compensation and benefits related to financial planning advice. This presents a conflict
of interest in that there is an incentive to enter into a fee-based financial planning
arrangement based on the compensation received, rather than on a client’s needs. We
disclose potential and actual conflicts of interest to clients through documents such as this
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disclosure document, our Form CRS, our General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, and other
materials discussing the products and services offered. The client should consider these
additional payments and the potential or actual conflicts of interest they create carefully prior
to agreeing to a fee-based financial plan offered through Equitable Advisors. The client is
encouraged to ask his or her Financial Professional for additional information should he or she
have any questions regarding these payments or the conflicts of interest they implicate.
Certain registered representatives who operate under Equitable Advisors home office groups
do not receive fees or commissions but rather are compensated by Equitable Advisors on a
salary basis. These registered representatives typically receive additional compensation from
Equitable Advisors in the form of an annual cash bonus based in part on total products and
services sold. This presents a conflict of interest similar to the brokerage conflict described
above in that the Financial Professional and Equitable Advisors benefit from increased sales.
The fees charged to the client for purchases of these products and/or services are the same
as the fees charged for purchases from Equitable Advisors’ other financial professionals.
Although Equitable Advisors does not maintain a formal recommended list, we leverage
the LPL Research’s recommended mutual fund list. No-Load funds can be on this list. Clients
always have the option to purchase investment products that Equitable Advisors, LLC
recommend through other brokers or agents that are not affiliated with Equitable Advisors.

Asset Management Programs
For asset management services, clients pay an annual fee based on a percentage of their
account value. The account fee is customarily negotiable (in whole or in part) and is usually
payable quarterly in advance however some programs may allow payment in arrears. A
percentage of this asset-based fee is paid to Equitable Advisors, a portion of which is paid to
your Financial Professional for investment advisory services rendered and the remainder of
which is retained by Equitable Advisors for supervisory and administrative services. The
portion that your Financial Professional receives may be higher for certain programs whose
overall fee percentages are significantly lower when compared to other programs. Generally,
fees are deducted from client accounts. In a few cases, clients are able to elect to be billed
their annual advisory fee.
Many investment advisory programs offer additional services in consideration of the program
fee including order execution, custody and clearing. An asset-based fee will be assessed on
the holdings within the account, including the value of the no-load and load-waived mutual
fund holdings. The method of calculating and applying the fee may vary (please consult your
client agreement), but typically an annual fee is assessed as a percentage of the assets and
applied on a quarterly basis. The Financial Professional and Equitable Advisors usually receive
a portion of this fee. The range of fees for all managers is up to the manager’s discretion and
as noted above is customarily negotiable.
The following fee table details the range of fees paid to Equitable Advisors applicable to the
third-party asset management programs described in Item 4 – Advisory Business and range
from 0.20% - 2.5% depending on the program. Your overall fee in most cases will be higher.
For more information on the third-party asset management programs identified above,
please see the Form ADV Part 2A of the program sponsor and the applicable Client Agreement
and Fee Disclosure.
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Equitable Advisors Asset Management Program Fee Rate Table
(represents minimum & maximum fees paid to Equitable Advisors)
Product
ACM Model Separate Account Strategies
ACM Private Account Strategies
Ancora Inverness
AssetMark GMS
AssetMark Privately Managed Portfolios
AssetMark PMAS (IMA)
AssetMark PMAS (CMA)
AssetMark PMAS (PRX)
AssetMark ETF Portfolios
AssetMark No-Load Mutual Funds – AssetMark Funds
AssetMark No-Load Mutual Funds – Other Fund Strategies
AssetMark GPS & GPS Select Solutions
Trek Financial
Boyd Watterson
Brinker Destinations
Brinker Personal Portfolios
Brinker Core Asset Manager
Brinker Retirement Plan Services
(including Retirement Plan Services Plus)
Cleveland Capital, LLC
CLS – Nationwide Tactical Strategies
CLS – IAM Portfolio
CLS – IAM Hybrid Portfolio
CLS – ETF Portfolio
CLS – Advisor One Protection (formerly CPM 3)
CLS – Master Manager Strategy Portfolio
CLS – Wealth Accumulation – AdvisorOne Portfolio
Flexible Plan Investments
Forefront Analytics - GKFO
Lockwood Separately Managed Accounts
Lockwood Investment Strategies
Lockwood Asset Allocation Portfolios
LPL Optimum Market Portfolios Advisory (OMP)
LPL Strategic Asset Management (SAM I & SAM II)
LPL Manager Select
LPL Model Wealth Portfolios (MWP)
LPL Personal Wealth Portfolios (PWP)
Buckingham Strategic Partners
Manning & Napier Advisors
Meeder Advisory Services
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Min
0.50%
0.50%
0.25%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.20%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%

Max
1.95%
2.15%
0.25%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.30%
1.25%
0.80%
2.25%
2.11%
2.11%

0.30%
0.30%
0.20%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.35%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.30%

1.25%
1.20%
0.20%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
0.89%
2.11%
2.20%
2.30%
2.50%
2.50%
2.35%
2.35%
2.35%
2.00%
1.25%
0.45%

Product
MIS Mutual Fund Portfolios
MIS ETF Portfolios
MIS Select Equity Portfolios
MIS SDBA
Nationwide ProAccount
PlanMember Elite
PlanMember OptiFund Managed Account Option
SIMC MAP
SIMC iMAP
SIMC MF Asset Allocation
Taurus Asset Management
The Colony Group
The Pacific Financial Group
UBS Financial Services
USA Financial Portformulas
Wells Fargo Advisors

Min
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.20%
0.50%
0.55%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.50%
0.25%
0.50%
0.25%
0.50%
0.25%

Max
1.10%
1.10%
1.10%
1.10%
0.45%
1.35%
1.15%
2.35%
2.35%
1.35%
2.50%
1.00%
1.00%
0.25%
1.20%
0.25%

These fees may be higher than what you would pay in a traditional brokerage account. In
investment advisory accounts, neither Equitable nor the Financial Professional gets paid a sales
commission. Certain products within advisory accounts may also be available on the Equitable
Advisors brokerage platform; different fee structures would apply for transactions outside of
an investment advisory account.
In non-wrap programs, custodial fees and transaction fees are separate from the annual fee
and are paid directly to the broker-dealer on the account. In cases where there are mutual
funds, ETF’s, BDC’s, etc. in the clients’ accounts, mutual fund expenses are in addition to any
annual fee, transaction fees, or custodial fees. Equitable Advisors is generally not
compensated from these fees; however, in certain programs (such as SAM I and II) some funds
pay 12b-1 fees while others do not. If the mutual fund pays 12b-1 fees in connection with
assets in SAM I and SAM II, Equitable Advisors rebates those fees to the client on a quarterly
basis. This removes the potential incentive for a Financial Professional to recommend one
fund over another.
In general, commissions and other compensation payable to Equitable Advisors in connection
with the sale of investment or insurance products and services are comparable to those
charged by other full-service firms for the same products and services. In some cases, similar
products or services may be available from other sources at a lower fee or commission or
without a fee or commission (which may have the effect of lowering the cost to the customer
and/or increasing the return on the product). Often, but not always, firms that offer such
products and services (which include, among others, discount brokers and direct marketers)
do not provide the same level of personalized advice and/or service as Equitable Advisors
seeks to provide.
Some Financial Professionals receive compensation from Equitable Advisors in the form of a
“forgivable loan,” which is a loan often made when an experienced Financial Professional joins
Equitable Advisors that is not required to be paid back if the Financial Professional remains
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with Equitable Advisors for a certain period of time and/or maintains a certain level of
business production. This creates a potential or actual conflict that is addressed through this
disclosure and by the fact that the business production requirement is not tied to certain
products. As noted above, we disclose potential and actual conflicts of interest as well as
additional information through documents such as this disclosure document, our Form CRS,
our General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, and other materials discussing the products and
services offered, including but not limited to any third-party program brochures and related
materials.
For additional information on other compensation that Equitable Advisors and its Financial
Professionals may receive in connection with providing advice to clients, please see Items 10,
11 and 14 of this Disclosure Document. Financial Professionals generally receive
approximately 40 – 90% of advisory fees received by Equitable Advisors. In addition, there are
transaction costs charged by the broker-dealer for executing trades that may or may not be
included in the advisory fee, depending on the program; information relating to such costs
are set forth in the account opening documentation relating to each program, and are
generally described below in Item 12. Please ask your Financial Professional if you would like
additional details regarding the charges associated with any investment or insurance product
presented to you by your Financial Professional.

Item 6 – Performance-Based Fees and Side-By-Side Management
Equitable Advisors does not charge any performance-based fees (fees based on a share of
capital gains on or capital appreciation of the assets of a client).

Item 7 – Types of Clients
Equitable Advisors provides investment advice to individuals, trusts, estates, charitable
organizations, banks or thrift institutions, corporations and other business entities, and
pension and profit-sharing plans.
Each program has its own minimum account size, but the minimums do not vary based on the
type of client. Please refer to the third-party asset management program’s Form ADV Part 2A,
or equivalent brochure, for details regarding the minimum account size for each program.

Item 8 – Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Investing in securities involves the risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear.
Understanding the type of risk(s) exposure involved in securities and investment advisory
services, as well as one’s own tolerance for risk is a key component of the investment decision
making process. Risks associated with specific investments are described in detail in the
prospectus or other product offering documentation for those investments; and more general
risks are set forth in the program brochure for each investment program.
Depending on a client’s particular situation, need and expectations, there are various
methods of analysis and investment strategies that Financial Professionals may use when
developing a financial plan, formulating investment advice, or managing assets.
The principal source of information used by Equitable Advisors to prepare financial plans is
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the information provided by clients, including personal data, assets and liabilities, income
expectations, assumed rate of inflation and return on assets, long term and short-term
financial goals, risk tolerance and other relevant data. Additionally, to prepare some financial
plans, the staff at the Equitable Financial Planning Team may consult from time to time with
other employees (some or all of whom may be employees of Equitable Advisors or its
affiliates) having legal, accounting or actuarial training to help develop or review financial
planning advice.
The staff may use services and subscriptions such as RIA, CCH, and Crescendo to review
current federal laws on income, estate and gift taxes, regulations and rulings, in addition to
financial planning publications and other research material such as the Wall Street Journal
and federal websites such as the IRS. Financial Professionals may also use training and
marketing materials, prospectuses and annual reports for the securities, investment and
insurance products distributed by Equitable Advisors or its affiliates in developing product
recommendations.
Equitable Advisors' Policy Advisory Committee (the "PAC") oversees Equitable Advisors'
financial planning policies, such as review of financial planning tools to help ensure the
presentation of quality financial planning advice. New asset management programs are
reviewed and approved by Equitable Advisors’ Product Review Committee (“PRC”).
With regard to investment advisory services, Equitable Advisors subscribes to various market
and investment publications and services directly, or indirectly through LPL. Equitable
Advisors also analyzes the prospectuses and offering memoranda of mutual funds, unit
investment trusts, direct participation programs, variable annuities, variable life insurance
and other life insurance policies in developing and evaluating investment and/or planning
recommendations. National conventions, professional meetings, membership in industry
organizations such as the International Association for Financial Planning and the Investment
Company Institute also serve to provide Equitable Advisors with continuing access to the
practical experiences of others and current developments.
Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals also have access to investment research
compiled by LPL’s in-house research team (“LPL Research”). LPL Research provides Equitable
Advisors and its Financial Professionals with access to investment research and advice, market
and economic commentary, performance reporting and recommendations, and portfolio
management tools and services, that cover topics including mutual funds, separate accounts,
REITs, ETFs, fixed income, and certain alternative investments.

Discussion of Risk
The primary risk involved in financial planning services stems from the possibility that the
financial information and assumptions (such as assumptions regarding future market
behavior) used in connection with developing the financial plan are or will prove to be
inaccurate, which could result in the implementation of the plan in a manner so that the
client’s investment goals and financial needs will not be met. Furthermore, even if the
financial plan is itself appropriate, the plan may not be implemented appropriately.
As discussed in Item 4 – Advisory Business, for asset management programs other than SAM
and the Optimum Market Portfolio (“OMP”), we do not recommend securities; rather, our
Financial Professionals work with clients and recommend programs. As with all such
programs, investments in the SAM and OMP programs are subject to market risk, will
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fluctuate and may lose value. Asset allocation does not guarantee a profit or protect against
loss.
As noted above, additional investment advisory programs are offered through third-party
program sponsors that are unaffiliated with Equitable Advisors and LPL Financial. Equitable
Advisors serves as an investment adviser in referring clients to these programs, and the third
party serves as the principal sponsor and an investment adviser. These programs may clear
through or retain broker-dealers other than Equitable Advisors or LPL Financial.
As discussed, investing in securities involves the risk of loss that clients should be prepared to
bear. The types of risk vary depending on the type of securities and investment advisory
programs in which a client participates and are described in their respective offering
documents and program materials.

Item 9 – Disciplinary Information
Equitable Advisors (for purposes of this Item 9, herein referred to as the “Firm”) is dually registered
as an investment adviser and broker-dealer. Following are summaries of regulatory actions
involving the Firm during the past ten years. Additional details about the firm or these matters
can be obtained through Financial Industry Regulatory Authority’s (FINRA) BrokerCheck website:
http://www.finra.org/Investors/ToolsCalculators/BrokerCheck; or the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC)’s website for investment adviser information: http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
•

In an order dated May 2, 2019, FINRA alleged that the Firm distributed documents that
did not accurately represent the credit quality of certain bond funds offered within group
annuity contracts for 401K retirement plans. The findings stated that certain enrollment
forms, investment options attachments, and other documents that were created by the
Firm’s affiliated life insurance company and distributed to retirement plan sponsors,
inaccurately represented that certain bond funds were investment-grade when, in fact,
they were not. FINRA’s findings also stated that the Firms’ supervisory systems and
written supervisory procedures (WSP’s) were not reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with relevant FINRA rules in that the Firm did not have supervisory systems
or WSP’s in place related to the accuracy of the description of the credit quality of
bond funds that its insurance affiliate distributed to plan sponsors.

•

The Firm, without admitting or denying the findings, consented to an Acceptance,
Waiver, and Consent and was censured, fined $600,000, and required to send corrected
disclosures to all affected plan participants and pay restitution to plan participants in an
amount totaling $172,461.33.

•

In an order dated March 11, 2019, the SEC charged the Firm with willful violations of
Sections 206(2) and 207 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (“Advisers Act”), alleging
that from January 1, 2014 through August 8, 2014, the Firm at times purchased,
recommended or held for advisory clients mutual fund share classes that charged 12b-1
fees instead of lower-cost share classes of the same funds for which the clients were
eligible, and failed to adequately disclose the conflicts of interest inherent in such
recommendations. Without admitting or denying the findings, the Firm consented to
the imposition of a cease and desist order, censure, undertakings and payment of
disgorgement and prejudgment interest to affected clients in the amount of
approximately $1,134,152. The SEC noted the Firm’s self-reporting of this matter in
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connection with the Share Class Selection Disclosure Initiative and the Firm’s certification
of completion of substantially all of the undertakings. The SEC did not impose a civil
monetary penalty.

Item 10 – Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
The principal business of Equitable Advisors is acting as a broker-dealer to offer investment
products and services (including variable insurance products) to its clients through its registered
representatives. In that capacity, Equitable Advisors distributes mutual funds, unit investment
trusts, and variable life insurance and annuities, and offers brokerage and other services for
general securities. For additional information regarding our brokerage business, please see our
(Form CRS) and General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, available through your Financial
Professional or on our disclosure website at https://equitable.com/CRS. for execution and
clearing of certain brokerage transactions, Equitable Advisors maintains a clearing arrangement
with LPL. Advisory associated persons may also be licensed in other areas such as insurance (life,
health, casualty, annuities, variable life, etc.) and/or securities. Equitable Advisors' investment
advisory associated persons usually offer variable and traditional life insurance and annuity
products of Equitable, Equitable Life and Annuity Company ("Equitable L&A"), and over 100 other
life insurance companies, and are licensed insurance agents associated with Equitable Network,
LLC, an insurance agency affiliate.
Should you decide to purchase products offered by your Financial Professional(s) to implement
your financial plan, your Financial Professional will generally be acting in his or her capacity as a
broker- dealer registered representative of Equitable Advisors and/or as an insurance agent of
Equitable Network. (You will continue as an investment advisory client of Equitable Advisors if you
decide to participate in an asset management program for which Equitable Advisors is an
adviser.) Investment and other product recommendations made by Equitable Advisors Financial
Professional in his or her capacity as a broker-dealer registered representative generally are
limited to securities and other investment and insurance products and services made available by
Equitable Advisors, Equitable Life Insurance Company ("Equitable") (Equitable Advisors' affiliate)
and Equitable Network, LLC (“Equitable Network”) (Equitable affiliate). Equitable Network is an
insurance brokerage general agency through which Financial Professional can access insurance
products from other companies. Please refer to Item 4 – Advisory Business above for a discussion
of the compensation and conflict of interest implications of these various relationships.
Several related persons of Equitable Advisors are also registered investment advisers. For
information regarding their investment advisory business, please refer (where applicable) to each
Form ADV on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission as follows:
•

AllianceBernstein L.P., File No. 801-32361;

•

AllianceBernstein Corporation, File No. 801-39910;

•

Alliance Corporate Finance Group Incorporated, File No. 801-43569

•

AllianceBernstein Holding L.P., File No. 801-32361;

•

AB Private Credit Investors LLC, File No. 801-80389

•

Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, File No. 801-57937;

•

Equitable Investment Management Group, LLC, File No. 801-72220;
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•

PlanMember Securities Corporation, File No. 801 – 39177;

•

PlanMember Asset Management Corporation, File No. 801-111678;

•

W.P. Stewart Asset Management LTD., File No. 801-61428

•

AB Broadly Syndicated Loan Manager LLC., File No. 801-119242

•

Penn Investment Advisors, Inc., File No. 801-7068310

Equitable Investment Management Group, LLC (“EIM”, also known as “1290 Asset Managers” and
the brand name “Equitable Investment Management”) is the adviser to certain proprietary
mutual funds known as the 1290 Funds and, as noted in Item 4 above (in paragraph 1B discussing
Non-Proprietary Wrap Fee Programs – Third-Party Asset Managers), is available as a Strategist in
the MWP program. The 1290 Funds are registered with the SEC and offered by prospectus.
Equitable Advisors may recommend the 1290 Funds within certain advisory products (such as
SAM accounts) as well as through its brokerage platform. Different price structures apply
depending upon how the funds are purchased and which class is selected. Additionally, Equitable
Advisors has entered into written agreements with investment advisers who are not affiliated
with Equitable Advisors, but which are owned and/or operated by Equitable Advisors Financial
Professionals; those individuals, and other Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals under
certain circumstances, are permitted to refer prospective investment advisory clients for the
outside investment adviser. For more information, see Item 14 (“Client Referrals”) below.

Item 11 – Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions and
Personal Trading
Code of Ethics
Equitable Advisors maintains a Code of Ethics and written compliance policies and
procedures that apply, among others, to all of our Financial Professionals. The Code of
Ethics, and other policies and procedures, were written to assist Financial Professionals with
proper activities designed to satisfy their fiduciary responsibilities and avoid conflicts of
interest with Equitable Advisors’ clients and other practices that may be inappropriate, illegal,
or improper. They also regulate the personal securities trading activities of those individuals
we have deemed to be “access persons” (generally, our Financial Professionals who make
specific securities recommendations to our clients or others who are privy to client trading
information prior to execution). A copy of the Code of Ethics is available for your review. If
you would like to receive a copy of the Code of Ethics, please request one from your Financial
Professional.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions and Personal Trading
In many instances, Equitable Advisors and our Financial Professionals do not recommend
specific securities to clients in connection with our investment advisory services; rather,
the specific securities are selected by the third-party program sponsor that the client has
chosen, with the help of his or her Financial Professional, to invest in. The client should
refer to the program sponsor’s investment advisory or wrap program disclosure document
for more information on the program sponsor’s code of ethics and relevant policies and
10

Our parent company, Equitable Distribution Holding Corporation, expects to purchase Penn Investment
Advisors, Inc. (“PIA”) in a transaction that will close on October 3, 2022, after which certain investment adviser
representatives of PIA are expected to become investment adviser representatives of Equitable Advisors.
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procedures.
For the SAM I and SAM II programs described in our response to Item 4 – Advisory Business,
the Financial Professional may recommend specific securities to clients, including funds
managed by AllianceBernstein and/or EIM, affiliates of Equitable Advisors. However, Financial
Professionals may not recommend the purchase or sale of any individual securities of
Equitable Holdings, Inc., Equitable SA, or that of any Equitable affiliate entity, including
AllianceBernstein. The definition of “individual securities” for the above referenced purposes
includes all stock, fixed income and derivative instruments, including without limitation ADRs,
bonds, and notes.
In SAM I and SAM II, your Financial Professional may recommend the purchase or sale of
mutual funds in the 1290 family of funds or AB Funds. An affiliate of Equitable Advisors,
1290 Asset Managers, is the investment adviser to the 1290 funds and receives a
management fee for its advisory services to the funds. This 1290 Asset Managers affiliate
benefits financially when more assets are invested in the 1290 funds. Alliance Bernstein, L.P.
is the investment adviser to the AB Funds, and is also an affiliate of Equitable Advisors. Alliance
Bernstein, L.P. also benefits financially as additional assets are invested in the AB Funds.
Because your Financial Professional is an associate of Equitable Advisors, he or she has an
indirect incentive to recommend a 1290 fund or AB Funds over another mutual fund family.
This conflict of interest may affect the ability of your Financial Professional to provide clients
with unbiased, objective investment advice concerning the selection of mutual funds for the
account. Note, however, that Equitable Advisors does not compensate your Financial
Professional in a manner that is based on his or her recommendations of the 1290 funds or AB
funds; your advisory fee is not determined based on assets in the 1290 funds or AB funds,
and Equitable Advisors does not compensate your Financial Professional based on the
recommendation of a particular mutual fund of the same class over another.
In addition, the Financial Professionals ability in the SAM I and SAM II programs to
recommend specific securities may result in situations where (i) a Financial Professional
invests in the same securities that are recommended to clients; or (ii) a Financial Professional
buys or sells securities for the Financial Professional’s own account at or about the same
time as such securities are recommended to a client. Conflicts of interest could arise in such
instances, including the possibility that the Financial Professional could “front run,” or trade
for the Financial Professional’s personal account ahead of a client, or otherwise attempt
through client recommendations to influence the price of a security the Financial Professional
is invested in or contemplating buying or selling for the Financial Professional’s own account.
We address conflicts of interest in a number of ways, including primarily by disclosing them
to you. As noted above, our Code of Ethics regulates the personal securities trading activities
of our Financial Professionals that we have deemed to be access persons. Our Code of Ethics
requires our access persons to direct their personal securities brokers to provide us with
duplicate copies of confirmations for all of their personal securities transactions (focusing on
personal trading activities relating to “reportable securities,” which the SEC has defined to
exclude shares in mutual funds that are not affiliated with us), and copies of their periodic
statements.
These reports are utilized by our Personal Brokerage Accounts Group to compare a Financial
Professionals personal trading to trading in client accounts of the Financial Professionals.
We will take appropriate action to remedy any circumstance in which such trading may
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impact the client, including by reversing the trades so that the client receives the more
favorable price.
Our Code of Ethics also prohibits access persons from acquiring for their own account
securities in any Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) and to obtain specific written approval prior to
acquiring for their own account any securities in a limited offering. These prohibitions are
intended to help address potential and actual conflicts of interest that could arise relating to
allocation of IPO and other limited securities to our clients.
We also address potential conflicts of interest by not allowing Financial Professionals who
have been approved to have discretionary trading authority over their clients’ SAM and SAM II
accounts to maintain their own personal brokerage accounts at an outside broker dealer.

Item 12 – Brokerage Practices
Equitable Advisors does not select or recommend broker-dealers for client transactions in the
third- party asset management programs that we offer and does not itself perform brokerage
services in connection with such programs. In certain programs, the client does not have a choice
of broker-dealer while other programs may permit such choice. We do not utilize any soft dollar
arrangements, use client brokerage commissions to obtain research or other products or
services, or permit a client to direct brokerage through a specified broker-dealer (unless provided
as an option by an asset management program). For more information regarding the selection of
broker-dealers for client transactions, custody, and best execution, please refer to the respective
program sponsor’s ADV Part 2A and/or account agreement.
In programs where Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals are placing securities orders on
client’s behalf (i.e., SAM I and SAM II), Equitable Financial Professionals may aggregate orders and
allocate the price among all clients, so that all clients may receive improved pricing. This will
generally be done only for discretionary accounts, as Equitable Advisors does not permit its
Financial Professionals to exercise time and price discretion, and thus are unable to hold clientapproved transactions in non-discretionary accounts from the market. The Financial
Professional(s) may determine not to aggregate transactions, for example, based on the size of
the trades, the number of client accounts, the timing of the trades, the liquidity of the securities
and the discretionary or non-discretionary nature of the trades. If Equitable Advisors and its
Financial Professionals do not aggregate orders, some clients purchasing securities around the
same time may receive a less favorable price than other clients. This means that this practice of
not aggregating may cost clients more money. LPL is also an investment adviser in the SAM
programs, and is the broker-dealer for those accounts, but it generally does not aggregate orders
unless instructed to by Equitable Advisors.

Item 13 – Review of Accounts
Financial Planning: Our financial planning services generally address the client’s financial situation
at the time the plan is prepared and terminate upon delivery of the plan. Thus, we do not typically
initiate any periodic or other reviews of financial plans we deliver to clients except insofar as such
clients are receiving investment advice related to their financial plan pursuant to an asset-based
fee advisory account. However, clients are encouraged to review and update their plans
periodically to take account of changes to their financial circumstances or goals or market
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conditions. Although not obligated to do so, clients may engage Equitable Advisors to assist in
reviewing and updating a financial plan, in which case the client will enter into a new agreement
with Equitable Advisors and pay a fee for the services. The review may follow the same general
format as the original plan or may focus only on specific issues of concern to the client. The review
and fees charged will follow the same guidelines and procedures described throughout this
brochure for our financial planning activities.
Asset Management Programs: All the Non-Proprietary Wrap Fee Programs described in Item 4
– Advisory Business are generally subject to an annual review, with the exception of accounts held
at certain sponsors such as Nationwide, where Equitable Advisors has been instructed by the
program sponsor that they have an alternative method of completing an annual review. The
review is conducted by the client’s Financial Professional, who will meet with the client annually
to discuss any updates to the client’s personal or financial information that may affect their risk
tolerance, time horizon and/or investment objectives.
From time to time, certain advisory account balances may decline below the stated minimum for
that program. Consistent with our fiduciary duty to our clients, we will periodically review those
accounts to determine if it is appropriate to continue within the advisory program. The review
will determine the cause of the decline and will inform next steps, which would include confirming
that the account and program is still suitable for the client(s).
Regular Reports
Financial Planning: Aside from the written report or “plan” that is generally provided to the
client, no additional regular reports are typically provided to financial planning clients.
ERISA Fiduciary Services: In addition to the initial proposal, or “plan” that is provided to
qualified plan sponsors, periodic reports will be provided to the qualified plan sponsor.
These reports will provide updated information on the investment options within the plan,
to aid the qualified plan sponsor in monitoring the selected options.
Investment Advisory Programs: Most of the investment advisory programs we make
available to our clients provide, at a minimum, quarterly reports to the client. However, since
the vast majority of the programs are sponsored by third party investment advisers, the
reports will be produced and delivered by the program sponsor. Clients should review the
program sponsor’s response to this Item 13 – Review of Accounts in the sponsor’s Form ADV
Part 2A for details regarding such reports.
Important Note Regarding Consolidated and Performance Reports:
Our Financial Professionals may provide clients with consolidated financial and/or
performance reports created using tools owned and operated by third parties including
Investigo, a division of Broadridge; eMoney Advisors, LLC; AssetMap; PlanLab; and
ClientWorks (provided by LPL). These reports are provided for information purposes only and
as a courtesy to the client. Accuracy of the information contained in a consolidated or
performance report is not guaranteed. Clients are encouraged to review and maintain official
account statements (“source documents”) provided by their account custodian. Source
documents may contain notices, disclosures and other important information and may also
serve as a reference should questions arise regarding the accuracy of a consolidated or
performance report. Differences in reporting times for various assets (including those held
away) may result in differences between an Equitable Advisors report and a source document.
Clients should compare source documents to any reports received and contact their
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Financial Professional immediately if discrepancies occur. In addition, clients should carefully
read the disclosures included on any report they receive.
An Equitable Advisors report may, with the client’s authorization, include assets that we do not
hold on a client’s behalf (“held away” assets) and which are not included on our books and
records. In most instances, held away assets may be non-verifiable by us and may not be
covered by SIPC. These reports may also include assets that are difficult to value accurately,
such as closely held business or partnership interests or collectibles, and which may also
be held away. We have no obligations with respect to these assets and no independent effort
has been made to validate their values. Nothing in a report should be construed as
evidencing any opinion or guarantee of the accuracy or reasonableness of any such values.

Item 14 – Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Client Referrals
From time to time, we enter into promoters’agreements (also called “referral agreements”
or “solicitor’s agreements”) with third parties through which those parties provide us with
client referrals in exchange for a fee. Such advisory referral arrangements are conducted
pursuant to the SEC Marketing Rule (Rule 206(4)-1 or, up to November 4, 2022, the SEC’s Cash
Solicitation Rule, Rule 206(4)-3, which the Marketing Rule is replacing) and applicable state
laws. Referred clients will receive a disclosure document that will describe the compensation
we pay to the referring party and the relationship (if any) between the third party and us.
Often, an Equitable Advisors Financial Professional will be associated with the third party that
provides the referral through an outside business activity.
Equitable Advisors has entered into referral agreements with related persons (who typically
are registered representatives of Equitable Advisors) as well as unrelated persons and entities.
These relationships involve: (1) referrals of investment advisory business to Equitable
Advisors, and (2) referrals to other advisors of Equitable Advisors or investment advisory
businesses, including those maintained by Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals. Such
investment advisory firms maintained by Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals are not
affiliated with Equitable Advisors, but rather are maintained by our Financial Professionals as
an outside business activity. Equitable Advisors may also enter into referral agreements with
unaffiliated third parties. In each of these circumstances, in exchange for the referral fee (a
percentage of the overall fee or a one-time payment), these related persons or unaffiliated
third parties refer clients for advisory programs offered by Equitable Advisors and described
herein. In these cases, the referring person has an incentive to refer clients to an investment
advisory program because of the referral fee he or she receives, rather than based exclusively
on the needs of the client.
The referral arrangements are structured to comply with the SEC Marketing Rule. If you have
been referred to Equitable Advisors for investment advisory services, the person or entity
referring you (the “promoter” or “endorser” or “solicitor”) will provide you with a
disclosure statement for your signature. Likewise, if Equitable Advisors is referring you to
another investment adviser for investment advisory services, our Financial Professional will
provide you with a disclosure statement for your signature. If you receive this disclosure
statement, then the referral is for investment advisory services. However, this disclosure does
not obligate you in any way; you may choose, entirely at your option, whether to become
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an investment advisory client or not of Equitable Advisors or another investment adviser.
You may also choose different services and products available through Equitable Advisors
that are not investment advisory in nature, such as life insurance or securities products.
Only Equitable Advisors, and not an individual Financial Professional, may enter into a
referral agreement to either obtain or provide referrals for investment advisory services.
Equitable Advisors’ Financial Professionals may enter into arrangements to receive certain
information on prospective insurance or securities clients. Such arrangements to obtain
referrals of prospective insurance or securities clients are generally permitted by Equitable
Advisors provided that: the compensation paid is a nominal amount, the referral is not
specific to any type of product or service, and the arrangement is not conditioned upon the
opening of any type of account or the purchase or sale of any type of product. These
arrangements are intended to be product-neutral and are not referral or commission sharing
arrangements; there is no restriction on the types of products or services you may choose
when deciding to become a client of Equitable Advisors.
Certain registered representatives of Equitable Advisors may also refer broker-dealer business
to qualified Financial Professionals and receive referral fees. Certain Equitable Advisors
Financial Professionals may act as promoters or co-advisers to other investment advisers and
receive fees in that capacity.
Additional Payments from Investment Product Providers
In the case of a variable product, mutual fund or 529 plans, we urge you to carefully read the
applicable prospectus/offering statement, which provides details on the product features and
any charges or costs associated with the product. Equitable Advisors provides enhanced
marketing and support opportunities to certain fund families (including affiliated fund families
such as AB and 1290 Funds) and in return such fund families pay financial support to Equitable
Advisors that is in addition to any commissions Equitable Advisors and its Financial
Professionals receive for the sale of such funds while acting as a Broker Dealer.
Financial support payments received by Equitable Advisors from mutual funds will generally
be structured as: (i) an annualized percentage of assets placed by Equitable Advisors into the
fund (generally ranging from 3 bps (0.03%) through 5 bps (0.05%)), subject to an alternative
annual minimum payment generally ranging from $10,000 through $250,000; and/or (ii) an
annual flat fee payment (up to $2 million) irrespective of assets placed by Equitable
Advisors into the fund. Financial support payments are generally not assessed with respect
to assets held in mutual funds through qualified retirement or other accounts or plans subject
to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.
To view a list of fund families that provide Equitable Advisors with additional financial support
compensation, please refer to Equitable Advisors’ Third Party Compensation and Conflicts of
Interest Disclosure, as well as its Principles of Investing Brochure, which are available from
your Financial Professional and on our disclosure website at https://equitable.com/CRS.
Equitable Advisors also receives financial support payments for assets placed by Equitable
Advisors in certain alternative investments, including REITs, BDCs and oil and gas programs.
Financial support payments in connection with these securities are intended to compensate
Equitable Advisors for certain marketing and other services. Financial support payments
from each company generally range from 100 basis points (1.0%) to 150 basis points (1.5%)
based upon total sales of the offering sold by Equitable Advisors. Financial support payments
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are made to Equitable Advisors from the broker-dealer managing the sales syndicate.
Equitable Advisors also receives financial support payments from sponsors of asset
management programs in addition to its advisory fees under such programs. Equitable
Advisors currently receives financial support payments from the following program sponsors:
Advisors Capital Management, AssetMark, Brinker, Colony Group, Buckingham Strategic
Partners, PlanMember, SIMC and Boyd Watterson. Financial support payments from each
program sponsor generally range from 1 basis points (“bps”) (0.01%) to 10 bps (0.10%) of
client assets and may be subject to a minimum payment amount. Certain programs make
payments based upon annual assets in the program or a combination of sales and assets
under management. Alternatively, some program providers pay a flat fee. Financial support
payments are paid by the program sponsor, not the client.
Equitable Advisors retains portions of financial support payments for any valid corporate
purpose, and these amounts may contribute to the overall profits of Equitable Advisors.
Financial support payments are generally not assessed with respect to assets held in asset
management programs through qualified retirement or other accounts or plans subject to the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended. The financial support
payments (if any) are disclosed more fully in the Client Agreement, fee disclosure, and/or
Equitable Advisors’ Principles of Investing brochure, that are provided to clients, as well as
the Third-Party Compensation and Conflicts of Interest Disclosure, which as noted above is
available on our disclosure website and may also be obtained from your Financial Professional.
Equitable Advisors also receives financial support payments from certain mutual fund
companies for assets by Equitable Advisors in the funds through asset management programs.
Currently, the only such asset management programs offered by Equitable Advisors are LPL’s
SAM I and SAM II, which are described in more detail below. Equitable Advisors also receives
financial support payments from certain money market mutual fund companies used in
connection with cash sweep vehicles, and in addition, LPL shares income it receives from the
cash sweep program with Equitable Advisors. Additional information regarding cash sweep
payments in connection with these programs is also available in the LPL Program Brochure
for each program.
The financial support payments described above will not result in a higher payment to a
client’s Financial Professional. However, the additional payments will contribute to
Equitable Advisors’ profits and may indirectly benefit the Financial Professional insofar as
the payments are used by Equitable Advisors to support costs related to marketing or
training.
Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals recommending LPL programs to the client
receive compensation as a result of the client’s participation in the program. This
compensation includes a portion of the Account Fee and also may include other
compensation, such as bonuses, awards or other things of value offered by LPL to Equitable
Advisors or by LPL or Equitable Advisors to the Financial Professional. For example, LPL under
certain circumstances provides reimbursement of fees that Equitable Advisors or its Financial
Professionals pay to LPL for administrative services. In particular, pursuant to the agreement
between LPL and Equitable Advisors, LPL pays Equitable Advisors an amount, in addition to a
percentage of Client's Account Fee, based on the current market value of all client assets that
Equitable Advisors maintains in LPL advisory programs. This amount is paid from the portion
of the fee retained by LPL, and payment of this amount does not result in any higher or
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additional client fees. Therefore, this additional portion of the fee provides Equitable Advisors
a greater financial benefit if more client assets are invested in LPL advisory programs. The
amount of compensation that Equitable Advisors receives from LPL may be more or less than
what Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals would receive if the client participated
in programs of other investment advisors or paid separately for investment advice, brokerage
and other client services. Therefore, Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professionals at times
have a financial incentive to recommend an LPL program account over other available
programs and services.
Equitable Advisors receives an advisory reallowance fee from LPL based on a percentage of
average advisory assets under management custodied at LPL in advisory programs for which
LPL is a sponsor. Equitable Advisors provides a fee to certain Equitable Advisors Financial
Professionals based on a percentage of their total business production. Equitable Advisors
and/or its Financial Professionals receive 12b-1 fees, other transaction charges and service
fees, IRA and Qualified Retirement Plan fees, administrative servicing fees for trust
accounts, other charges required by law and marketing support from certain mutual funds
held in investment advisory accounts. However, 12b- 1 fees are returned to the client except
in certain circumstances relating to the cash sweep program. Please see your LPL Program
Brochure for additional information about the cash sweep program.
In addition, in certain instances Equitable Advisors or its Financial Professional receives a
“finder’s fee” from a mutual fund company for placing a client’s assets into the fund for
broker- dealer activity. A finder’s fee is generally triggered by an asset placement equal to or
in excess of $1 million, and generally ranges from 25 bps (0.25%) to 100 bps (1.00%) and will
be disclosed in the prospectus or Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”) of the mutual
fund.
Equitable Advisors and its Financial Professional receive non-cash compensation from certain
investment advisory asset management program sponsors. Such compensation may include
such items as gifts of nominal value, an occasional dinner or ticket to a sporting event, or
reimbursement in connection with educational meetings or marketing or advertising
initiatives. Such sponsors also pay for education or training events that are attended by
Financial Professionals and Equitable Advisors’ employees.
Financial Professionals and their managers receive higher levels of cash compensation or other
incentives for recommending products issued by Equitable Advisors and/or its affiliates
(“proprietary products”) rather than products issued by third parties. Among other things, they
qualify for certain benefits, such as health and retirement benefits, based solely on
purchases of these proprietary products. Equitable Advisors receives compensation from an
affiliate, Equitable Distributors, LLC, attributable in part to the benefits payments in connection
with recommendations of Equitable variable products in SAM I and SAM II.
In addition to commissions or advisory fees, Financial Professionals and their managers at times
receive other compensation related to purchases of proprietary products resulting from their
recommendations. For example, they may receive, among other things, Equitable stock
options and/or stock appreciation rights, allowances and other assistance with marketing and
related activities, training and education, trips, prizes, entertainment, awards and other
merchandise.
Accepting compensation in connection with the sale of securities or other investment
products, including financial support payments and asset-based sales charges or service fees
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from the sale of mutual funds, presents a conflict of interest in that there is an incentive to
recommend investment products based on the compensation received, rather than on a
client’s needs. We disclose potential conflicts of interest to clients through documents such
as this disclosure document, the prospectus, the LPL Program Brochures, and other materials
discussing the products and services offered. The client should consider these additional
payments and the potential conflicts of interest they create carefully prior to investing in any
securities or asset management programs offered through Equitable Advisors. The client is
encouraged to ask his or her Financial Professional for additional information should he or
she have any questions regarding these payments or the potential conflicts of interest they
create.
Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals also receive additional compensation pursuant to
third party loyalty programs maintained by certain advisory program providers. These loyalty
programs offer additional levels of service, support and rewards, and possibly cash
payments, to Equitable Advisors Financial Professionals as client assets in these programs
increase, which creates a conflict of interest. Not all advisory programs provide such benefits
to Financial Professionals (currently, only SEI), and not all Equitable Advisors Financial
Professionals may qualify to receive such benefits. Therefore, Equitable Advisors Financial
Professionals who receive such benefits in connection with one or more of these programs
have a financial incentive to recommend the programs over other programs that may be
otherwise appropriate for the client. The conflict is addressed through this disclosure and
otherwise as discussed herein in connection with each program, and/or in the relevant
Program Brochure.
SEI Advisor Benefits Program
SEI’s Advisor Benefits Program - Equitable Advisors’ Financial Professionals who have placed a
total of $50 million or greater in client assets into SEI’s programs will qualify to receive certain
business expense reimbursements by SEI. The amount of such reimbursement is based on
the Financial Professional’s assets under management with SEI; and ranges from $1,000 to
$10,000 annually.
The Advisor Benefits Program provides for the reimbursement of qualified client/prospecting
events and marketing expenses. Reimbursement is limited to actual expenses incurred
by the financial professional and supported by invoice from vendor submitted to SEI.
Equitable Advisors will not retain any portion of payments received by a Financial
Professional’s pursuant to SEI’s Advisor Benefits Program. Clients considering an SEI program
should consider the actual or potential receipt by an Equitable Advisors’ Financial Professional
of Advisor Benefits Program payments, which results or would result in a conflict of interest.
Clients are encouraged to speak with their Financial Professional’s if they have any questions
regarding the Advisor Benefits Program.

Item 15 – Custody
As a general policy and practice, we do not have or accept custody over client assets. For the asset
management programs we offer, the custodian of the client’s investment assets will be agreed to
by the client and the third-party program sponsor in the account agreement or other account
opening documentation. There are currently two exceptions to the above general policy:
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Proprietary Fee-Based Variable Annuities. Clients have the ability to purchase two Equitable
proprietary variable annuity products via the SAM platform: Structured Capital Strategies – ADV,
and Investment Edge – ADV. While Equitable Advisors does not directly maintain the client
assets, its affiliate, Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company, maintains the assets and as a
result Equitable Advisors is considered to have custody over the assets.
In connection with these annuity investments, clients should receive at least quarterly
statements from the qualified custodian that maintains the client’s investment assets. For tax
and other purposes, the custodial statements are the official records of the client’s account and
assets. We may provide additional statements or reports to you regarding your account, including
consolidated or performance reports. Any additional statements provided by us are provided for
informational purposes only. We urge you to carefully compare the official custodial statements
you receive to any statements we provide. Comparing statements may allow you to determine if
the account transactions, including deductions to pay advisory fees, are accurate. Please report
any discrepancies you identify to your Financial Professional.
Please see our response to Item 13 – Review of Accounts above for more information on
the consolidated or performance reports we may provide. Clients in all other asset management
programs should refer to Item 15 - Custody in the program sponsor’s Form ADV Part 2A for more
information on the sponsor’s custodial practices, including information regarding the frequency
of statements the account custodian will provide.

Item 16 – Investment Discretion
Discretionary accounts are those in which the client grants an investment adviser authorization
to trade securities without obtaining specific client consent for each transaction. We accept
discretionary authority to manage securities accounts on behalf of clients who have a need for
such discretion. As described in Item 4 – Advisory Business, we offer clients a range of wrap
fee programs sponsored by third party investment advisors. Many of these programs involve a
discretionary asset manager or managers (not Equitable Advisors) determining the investments
to be purchased and sold for the client’s account, as set forth in the applicable investment advisory
or wrap program disclosure document of the program sponsor.
Our Financial Professionals are permitted to have discretion to buy and sell securities on behalf
of select clients in LPL’s SAM I and SAM II. A client will sign a Discretion Authorization form,
providing the Financial Professional and the firm with the authorization to place equity, fixed
income and mutual fund trades on their behalf. Certain securities, although held as part of a
discretionary SAM I/II account, may not be transacted on a discretionary basis. By way of example
and not limitation, a client who wishes to purchase an annuity within a discretionary SAM I/II
account will need to complete and execute paperwork in order to effectuate the transaction.
Financial Professionals will qualify to manage discretionary accounts based upon experience
and training, including training to become familiar with our guidelines for offering and managing
discretionary accounts. Prior to placing a discretionary trade, the IAR will be fully credentialed and
versed in the product being traded. and. Note that in qualified accounts, the Financial Professional
may not exercise discretion when recommending the 1290 Funds, AB Funds, or Equitable branded
variable annuity products. In those cases, client approval will be sought prior to any such
investments being made.
Where Equitable Advisors is authorized to act on a discretionary basis in an account subject to ERISA,
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Equitable Advisors and the Financial Professional do so as an investment adviser giving
“investment advice” under ERISA section 3(21) and not as an investment manager appointed under
ERISA section 3(38), unless otherwise agreed in writing.

Item 17 – Voting Client Securities
As a matter of firm policy and practice, we do not have and will not accept authority to vote proxies
on behalf of advisory clients, nor do we provide advice to clients as to how they should vote their
own proxies. For the non-proprietary wrap fee programs we offer, the client should refer to
the program sponsor’s Form ADV Part 2A, to determine the program sponsor’s policy on and/or
instructions for voting client securities. In certain instances, the program sponsor may vote proxies
on behalf of the client, while in others, clients will retain the responsibility for receiving and voting
proxies.

Item 18 - Financial Information
See attached Statement of Financial Condition.
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Board of Directors and Member of Equitable Advisors, LLC
Opinion on the Financial Statement – Statement of Financial Condition
We have audited the accompanying statement of financial condition of Equitable Advisors, LLC (the
“Company”) as of December 31, 2021, including the related notes (collectively referred to as the “financial
statement”). In our opinion, the financial statement presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company as of December 31, 2021 in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Basis for Opinion
The financial statement is the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on the Company's financial statement based on our audit. We are a public accounting
firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB) and are
required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities
laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audit of this financial statement in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statement is free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud.
Our audit included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statement, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such
procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statement. Our audit also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statement.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

February 25, 2022
We have served as the Company's auditor since 1999.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, 214 North Tryon Street, Suite 4200, Charlotte, NC 28202
T: (704) 344 7500, F: (704) 344 4100, www.pwc.com/us

Equitable Advisors, LLC
(A wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc.)
Statement of Financial Condition
December 31, 2021
Assets
$

Cash and cash equivalents
Receivable from affiliates
Receivable from sponsors and broker-dealers
Deferred tax assets
Prepaids and other assets, net

Total assets

$

111,514,604
1,230,260
22,456,903
2,873,477
3,466,481
141,541,725

Liabilities and Member's Capital
Liabilities

$

Payable to affiliates
Payable for commissions and fees
Current tax liabilities
Other liabilities

Total Liabilities
Member's Capital

$

Total liabilities and member's capital

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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17,004,234
32,734,592
5,471,280
3,389,431
58,599,537
82,942,188
141,541,725

Equitable Advisors, LLC
(A wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc.)
Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 2021
1)

Organization
Equitable Advisors, LLC (the Company), a Delaware limited liability company, is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Equitable Distribution Holding Corporation (Holding) which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Financial
Services, LLC (EFS). EFS is a direct, wholly-owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc. (EQH).
The Company is a broker-dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and a member of the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA). The Company is also a registered investment advisor under the
Investment Advisors Act of 1940. Its principal businesses are the distribution of shares of investment products,
primarily mutual funds offered by affiliates and third parties, as well as the sale of brokerage products and variable life
insurance and annuity contracts issued by Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company (Equitable) and Equitable
Financial Life Insurance Company of America (EFLOA), wholly owned subsidiaries of EFS. The Company focuses
on the development and management of retail customers and currently offers a variety of asset management accounts
with related services, as well as money management products such as asset allocation programs and advisory accounts.
Retail distribution of products and services is accomplished by financial professionals (FP’s) contracted with Equitable
Network, LLC, an affiliate, and the Company.
LPL Financial LLC (LPL), an independent brokerage firm, provides clearing and certain back-office brokerage
services to the Company on a fully disclosed basis. The agreement between LPL and the Company is in effect through
April 1, 2024 (the LPL Agreement). The LPL Agreement will renew automatically for an additional twenty-four
month term unless terminated under certain conditions.

2)

Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Presentation
The preparation of the accompanying financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America (U.S. GAAP) requires management to make estimates and assumptions (including
normal, recurring accruals) that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of contingent
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during
the reporting period. Actual results could differ from these estimates. The accompanying financial statements reflect
all adjustments necessary in the opinion of management for a fair presentation of the financial position of the
Company and its result of operations and cash flows for the period presented.
The Company estimates that the carrying value of receivables and payables approximates fair value, due to their short
term nature.
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Equitable Advisors, LLC
(A wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc.)
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2021
Revenue Recognition
The following table sets forth the disaggregation of the Company's revenue by major source for the year ended
December 31, 2021:
Revenues
Commissions, concessions and fees:
Variable life and annuity commissions
Investment advisory fees
Trade execution fees
Trail commissions
Financial planning revenue
Other
Total commissions, concessions and fees
Investment products and distribution fees

$

470,283,604
396,929,434
51,626,632
50,508,190
7,443,685
4,179,795
980,971,339
207,823,155

Advisory reallowance fees

59,045,454

Marketing support revenue

4,875,704

Other income

539,307

Total revenues

$

1,253,254,959

Commissions, concessions and fees revenue
The Company earns variable life and annuity commissions on insurance contracts with Equitable, EFLOA, and third
party providers. Revenue is accrued and recognized at the time the contract is signed which is also the date the
performance obligation is satisfied.
Investment Advisory fees are stated as a fixed percentage of the account’s assets under administration (AUA) which is
the value of the assets invested at a point in time and are assessed in advance on both a monthly and quarterly basis.
Revenue is recognized in the month it is earned. The advisory client benefits from each day of service and the services
provided on any given day are substantially the same.
Trade execution fees are recorded on a trade date basis, which is when the Company satisfies its performance
obligations. Trade execution and clearing services are bundled into a single distinct service, collectively referred to as
trade execution. The Company earns the right to receive trade commission when the right to obtain or dispose of the
economic benefits of the traded security have transferred to or from the brokerage account client. Securities
transactions executed but not settled as of December 31, 2021 are reflected in the Statement of Financial Condition
within Receivable from sponsors and broker-dealers, and were subsequently settled after December 31, 2021.
Trail commissions are fees earned by the Company for retaining a client in a particular investment. Trail commissions,
which are are calculated based on an annual percentage of assets invested, are accrued continuously over time and paid
monthly or quarterly in arrears.
The company provides fee based and non-fee based financial planning services. Fee based plans are for advisory
services provided to IRISA based retirements plans. Fees are paid by the plan trusts or plan sponsors and are based on
an annually contracted percentage of the plans' AUA, which is the value of the assets in the plan at a point in time.
Fees are paid monthly and quarterly, in arrears, and are recorded on a monthly basis as the performance obligations are
met continuously over time. Non-fee based planning fees are for one time financial planning services such as estate
planing. These fees are collected upfront and deferred from recognition until the final plan is delivered to the customer,
which is when the performance obligation has been met. All non-fee based plans must be completed within one year or
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Equitable Advisors, LLC
(A wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc.)
Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 2021
a new agreement must be established or refund made to the client. Deferred revenue for fee based and non-fee based
financial planning services at December 31, 2021 was $938,971 and is included in Other Liabilities.
Other commission, concessions and fee revenue consists of revenue earned on client investments in the clearing firm’s
money market sweep product, which is earned, recorded and received on a monthly basis, and client referral fees
earned from AllianceBernstein L.P. (AllianceBernstein) and other mutual fund sponsors.
Investment Products and Distribution Fees
The company is providing distribution and shareholder support services in connection with Equitable Distributors,
LLC's distribution of shares of investment products. Investment products and distribution fees include trailer fees
earned pursuant to Rule 12b-1 under the Investments Company Act of 1940 (12b-1). The 12b-1 trailer fees are accrued
monthly as earned, with cash being received in the subsequent month.
Advisory Re-allowance Fees
Annual fee paid by LPL for the retention of client AUA within LPL advisory platform accounts. The fee is based on
average AUA tiers, which are calculated bi-weekly, and rates established in the LPL agreement. The performance
obligation is satisfied continuously over a period of time. These fees are paid quarterly and recorded at the end of each
month.
Marketing Support Income
The company earns marketing support revenue from various mutual fund and cash solicitor sponsors as compensation
for the ongoing marketing and client support provided by Equitable registered representatives. The Company earns the
right to receive support service fees each day as the policyholder/customer both receives and consumes the economic
benefits of these shareholder services. These fees are generally based on an agreed upon percentage of AUA, which is
the value of the assets invested with the sponsor at a point in time, paid on both monthly and quarterly basis, and are
recorded monthly.
Other Income
Other income consists primarily of interest earned on money market funds.
Payable for commissions and fees
The company expenses all sales commissions when incurred. These costs are recorded within commissions, overrides
and fees expenses.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
The company considers all highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less to be cash
equivalents. As of December 31, 2021, the cash held at two banks exceeded the Federal Deposit Insurance Company
(FDIC) insurance limits.
Cash equivalents at December 31, 2021 include investments in a money market fund of an affiliated registered
investment advisor, AllianceBernstein, totaling $101,213,859. Interest income is accrued as earned.
Given the concentration of cash and cash equivalents, the Company may be exposed to certain counterparty risk.
Prepaids and Other Assets, net
Prepaids and other assets include $1,315,100 of technology and analysis subscription cost chargebacks to FP’s, net of
an allowance for doubtful accounts of $311,500 (the allowance is maintained at a level that the Company estimates to
be sufficient to absorb potential losses and is primarily based on the current aging and historical collectability of these
receivables), prepaid regulatory fees of $257,181 and unpaid and accrued advisory fees for client accounts on an
arrears billing cycle of $1,894,200.
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(A wholly owned subsidiary of Equitable Holdings, Inc.)
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Income Taxes
The Company is included in the consolidated federal income tax return filed by EQH, and the consolidated state and
local income tax returns are filed by Holding. Federal income taxes are calculated as if the Company filed on a
separate return basis, and the amount of current taxes or benefit calculated is either remitted to or received from
Holding. The amounts of current and deferred income tax-related assets and liabilities are recognized as of the date of
the financial statements utilizing currently enacted tax laws and rates. Deferred tax expenses or benefits are recognized
in the financial statements for the changes in deferred tax liabilities or assets between years. Under the state tax sharing
agreement with Holding, the Company computes its state tax liability as if the Company filed state tax returns on a
separate-return basis; if the Company’s tax attributes are utilized by Holding to reduce Holding’s state tax liability, the
Company will be reimbursed.
Insurance Recoveries
Recoveries of legal settlements through the Company’s fidelity bond policy are recorded in the period received or
determined to be assured.
COVID -19
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to negatively impact the U.S. and global economies and create potential impacts
and risks to the Company’s business. The extent of the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on the Company will depend on
future developments that are still highly uncertain, including the severity and duration of the pandemic, actions taken
by governments and other third parties in response to the pandemic and the availability and efficacy of vaccines
against COVID-19 and its variants.
Subsequent Events
Events and transactions subsequent to the balance sheet date have been evaluated by management, for purpose of
recognition or disclosure in these financial statements, through February 25, 2022, the date that these financial
statements were available to be issued.
3)

Fair Value Measurement
Fair value is defined as the exchange price that would be received for an asset or paid to transfer a liability (an exit
price) in the principal or most advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction between market
participants on the measurement date. The accounting guidance established a fair value hierarchy that requires an
entity to maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs when measuring fair
value, and identifies three levels of inputs that may be used to measure fair value:
Level 1 - Unadjusted quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets. Level 1 fair values generally are
supported by market transactions that occur with sufficient frequency and volume to provide pricing information on an
ongoing basis.
Level 2 - Observable inputs other than Level 1 prices, such as quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities, quoted
prices in markets that are not active, and inputs to model-derived valuations that are directly observable or can be
corroborated by observable market data.
Level 3 - Unobservable inputs supported by little or no market activity and often requiring significant management
judgment or estimation, such as an entity’s own assumptions about the cash flows or other significant components of
value that market participants would use in pricing the asset or liability.
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Financial Instruments Measured at Fair Value on a Recurring Basis

December 31, 2021
Cash equivalents

Level 1
$

Level 2

101,213,859 $

Level 3
— $

Total
— $

101,213,859

Cash equivalents classified as Level 1 include investments in a money market fund of an affiliated registered
investment advisor, AllianceBernstein and is carried at its approximate fair value as reported by the registered money
market fund.

4)

Net Capital Requirements
The Company is subject to the SEC Uniform Net Capital Rule (the Rule), which requires the maintenance of minimum
net capital and requires that the ratio of aggregate indebtedness to net capital, both as defined in the Rule, shall not
exceed 15 to 1. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had net capital of $50,756,364 which exceeded required net
capital of $3,906,636 by $46,849,728 and the Company’s ratio of aggregate indebtedness to net capital was 1.15 to 1.

5)

Transactions With Affiliates
On December 10, 2021 the Company’s Board of Directors authorized a $75.0 million distribution to its parent,
Holding. The amount was paid on December 21, 2021.
During 2021, the Company earned concessions and fees of $5,826,016 for products offered by its affiliate,
AllianceBernstein, $889,872 from Equitable Distributors, LLC (EDL) and $223,699 from Equitable Investment
Management Group LLC (EIMG). Receivable from affiliates as of December 31, 2021 includes $1,144,662 due from
AllianceBernstein and $85,598 due from EDL.
Pursuant to the Agreement for Cooperative and Joint Use of Personnel, Property and Services, and the Distribution and
Servicing Agreement, Equitable provides the Company with personnel to perform management, administrative,
clerical and sales services and makes available the use of certain property and facilities. During 2021, the Company
incurred expenses of $30,633,718 for the cost of such personnel and services, including $110,041 of allocated costs for
various share-based compensation plans sponsored by EQH.
At December 31, 2021, the Company had a payable to affiliates of $17,004,234 of which $3,416,889 was due to
Equitable for shared expenses; and $13,587,345 is due to Equitable Network, LLC primarily for reimbursement of
commission expenses paid on behalf of the Company.
During 2021, the Company earned $470,283,604 of commissions, concessions and fees and $207,823,155 of
investment products and distribution fees from affiliates, which were simultaneously paid out to FPs or paid to the
affiliates for services pursuant to the agreements described above.

6)

Income Taxes
As a single member limited liability company, the Company is treated as a division of Holding for Federal and State
income tax purposes, not as a separate taxable entity. Tax sharing arrangements between the Company and Holding
provide that the amount the Company will either remit to or receive from Holding for its share of Federal and State
income taxes is calculated as though the Company was filing separate Federal and State income tax returns. Under the
Federal income tax sharing agreement, the Company is reimbursed for the use of its separate company losses or tax
credits to the extent there is an aggregate reduction in the consolidated federal tax liability of EQH and it is reasonable
to expect EQH’s liability to be reduced. The Company is reimbursed for the use of such items under the State income
tax sharing agreement in the years they actually reduce the consolidated state income tax liability of Holding.
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A summary of the income tax provision in the Statement of Operations follows:
Federal
Income tax provision
Current expense
Deferred expense (benefit)

$

26,625,535 $
(923,950)
25,701,585 $

$

State

Total

11,922,373 $
(322,974)
11,599,399 $

38,547,908
(1,246,924)
37,300,984

The Company had the following deferred tax assets as of December 31, 2021.
$

State net operating loss
Deferred compensation
State income tax
Other
Deferred Tax Assets

$

35,038
2,201,945
109,340
527,154
2,873,477

At December 31, 2021, the Company had a total net deferred state tax asset of $832,720 and a net deferred federal
income tax asset of $2,040,757.
The Company has determined that it is more likely than not that the federal, state and local deferred tax assets will be
realized. As of December 31, 2021, the Company had total current taxes payable of $5,471,280 comprised of a federal
income tax liability of $3,177,293 and a state income tax liability of $2,293,987.
The effective rate of 28% differs from the statutory tax rate of 21% primarily due to state income taxes of $9,300,828
net of federal benefit.
As of December 31, 2021, the Company had no liability for uncertain tax positions.
The 2014 through 2020 tax years are open to examination by the Internal Revenue Service and the 2015 through 2020
tax years are open to examination by state tax authorities.

7)

Off-Balance Sheet Risk
In the normal course of business, the Company may enter into contracts that contain various representations and
indemnities including a contract where it executes, as agent, transactions on behalf of customers through a clearing
broker on a fully disclosed basis. If the agency transactions do not settle because of failure to perform by either the
customer or the counterparty, the Company may be required to discharge the obligation of the nonperforming party
and, as a result, may incur a loss if the market value of the underlying security is different from the contract amount of
the transaction. The Company has the right to pursue collection or performance from the counterparties who do not
perform under the contractual obligations. Although the right of the clearing broker to charge the Company applies to
all trades executed through the clearing broker, the Company believes there is no estimable amount assignable to this
right or rights under other contracts as any obligation would be based on the future nonperformance by the
counterparties. At December 31, 2021, the Company has recorded no liabilities with regards to these rights.
The Company is subject to credit risk to the extent the sponsors and the clearing broker may be unable to repay the
amounts owed.

8 ) Commitments And Contingencies
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Equitable Advisors, LLC
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The Company is involved in various regulatory matters, legal actions and proceedings in connection with its business.
Some of the actions and proceedings have been brought on behalf of various claimants and certain of those claimants
seek damages of unspecified amounts. For certain specific matters, the Company estimates a liability which is included
within Other liabilities on the Statement of Financial Condition. For certain other matters, management cannot make a
reasonable estimate of loss. While the ultimate outcome of these matters cannot be predicted with certainty, in the
opinion of management, the Company does not currently believe that potential losses are likely to have a material
adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition.
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